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Laying the foundation of tomorrow’s society
Bellman Group possesses the competence, experience and
commitment that are the foundation of successful construction
projects. Quality, competence, safety, and sustainability are the
Group’s core values that ensure long-term operations. Our
subsidiaries VSM, Bellmans, Samgräv, Uppländska, SÅCAB, Ivarssons
and Norrvidinge, constitute the Group’s operating segments. The
Group has a clear acquisition strategy and is seeking attractive
operations that complement its offering to construction companies
across Sweden.

YEARLY NUMBERS

2021 in numbers
·

Net sales amounted to SEK 2,861.4 m (1,677.5), an increase of 70.6 percent.

·

EBITDA before items affecting comparability amounted to SEK 268.9 m (224.1),
an increase of 20.0 percent, with an EBITDA margin before items affecting
comparability of 9.4 percent (13.4).

·

Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) amounted to SEK 89.9 m (112,7),
a decrease of 20.2 percent resulting in an EBIT margin of 3.1 percent (6.7).

·

Profit for the year amounted to SEK 5.3 m (46.6).

·

Basic and diluted earnings per share amounted to SEK 1.7 (21.4).

·

Cash flow from operating activities amounted to SEK 128.1 m (136.1).

Share of net sales
by segment, %

Share of EBITDA before items affecting
comparability by segment, %

VSM 49 (58)
Bellmans 13 (12)
Uppländska 11 (15)
Samgräv 3 (11)
SÅCAB 7 (5)
Ivarssons 7 (0)
Norrvidinge 10 (0)

VSM 30 (38)
Bellmans 20 (28)
Uppländska 10 (15)
Samgräv 9 (13)
SÅCAB 4 (7)
Ivarssons 2 (0)
Norrvidinge 23 (0)
FINANCIAL OVERVIEW, GROUP
SEK m

Net Sales
EBITDA before items affecting comparability
EBITDA before items affecting comparability margin, %
Operating profit (EBIT)

2021

2020

2019

2,861.4

1,677.5

1,755.5

268.9

224.1

214.1

9.4

13.4

12.2

89.9

112.7

119.1

Operating margin, %

3.1

6.7

6.8

Net profit

5.3

46.6

77.9

Earnings per share SEK, basic and diluted, SEK

1.7

21.4

37.1

128.1

136.1

147.4

Cash flow from operating activites
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YEARLY HIGHLIGHTS

Yearly Highlights

Strategic acquisitions continue
Bellman Group completed the acquisition of Norrvidinge
in May which resulted in obtaining a market leading
position in the south of Sweden, a region where the
Group previously has not been present. The Norrvidinge
Group has a similar structure to Bellman Group with a
2021 sales of SEK 1,134 m, 161 employees and access to
over 300 vehicles and drivers.
The acquisition of Ivarssons completed in early 2021 and
strengthened Bellman Group’s operations in the
Gothenburg region.
In early 2022, Uppländska completed the acquisition of
Axelssons Diamantborrning, which expands the Group’s
offering, primarily within diamond drilling and rock wire
sawing.
Growth is expected to continue, partly through organic
growth and partly through an active growth strategy.
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Strong growth – lower margins
A favorable market with high demand led to high
utilization of, and price increases by subcontractors,
which combined with price increases on fuel and
other consumables, reduced margins in 2021.
Covid-19 had an impact on operations towards the
end of the year, when additional employees were
absent, compared to earlier during the pandemic.
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Success factors
—collaboration and a comprehensive offering
The number of projects where subsidiaries partner up to deliver complete solutions has steadily increased. Customers appreciate these
solutions since it eases their workload in planning, project management
and follow-ups, while Bellman Group can control and streamline
transportation for a more efficient and sustainable approach.

Continued strengthening of Group’s organization
To support existing business and strengthen the Group’s offering,
the organization has continued to evolve.
Management gained a Deputy CEO/COO. A CIO and a Corporate
Communication and Sustainability Manager were appointed to
intensify collaboration between subsidiaries and increase the
Group’s efficiency.
In February 2022, Magnus Persson was appointed new CEO of
Bellman Group. Previous CEO, Håkan Lind remains with the Group
as Deputy CEO and Head of Business development.

Sustainability
In 2021, Bellman Group’s sustainability work has evolved by
setting a new direction with four strategic focus areas and longterm goals. More on the focus areas and long-term sustainability
work is to be found in the Sustainability Report on pages 32-45.
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CEO’s STATEMENT

Acquisition journey

2021 was yet another eventful year for Bellman Group. We continued to live with the pandemic and its effects, even if there
was limited impact on the Group. We grew through the acquisition of two sizable companies, Ivarssons and Norrvidinge,
acquisitions that strengthen our offerings and geographical presence. In February 2022, we reported that I would step down
from the role as CEO of Bellman Group and that our Deputy CEO, Magnus Persson, would take over as Group CEO. I will
continue to work for Bellman Group, but as Deputy CEO, with special focus on business development.
Bellman Group consists of seven subsidiaries with a strong precence in Sweden’s main growth regions. Our latest addition,
Norrvidinge, has enabled us to establish a strong presence in the
south of the country. Through the acquisition of Ivarssons, we
took yet another step towards our strategical goal to become a
comprehensive supplier to the construction industry with unique
potential to partner with the primary contractors on major infrastructure and other projects.
We are standing firm by our acquisition strategy and are
noting heightened curiosity about Bellman Group in our industry. We are in continuous dialogue with companies interested in
joining the Group. We are looking for profitable companies with
strong brands and a solid customer bases that can complement
our offering. 2022 started with the acquisition of Axelssons
Diamantborrning, a smaller enterprise that has been integrated
into Uppländska.

A favorable market, with challenges

Despite some lingering effects of the pandemic, a favorable market in 2021 meant high demand for the Group’s offering in all
areas. In turn, this brought high usage of subcontractors and thus
additional cost, which with increased prices of fuel and consumables, put pressure on margins. Net sales for the year amounted to
SEK 2,861.4 m, an increase of just over 70 percent on the previous
year, and EBITDA before items affecting comparability of SEK
268.9 m, a 20 percent increase. This was primarily due to the
acquisitions of Norrvidinge and Ivarssons.
Competition over competent and skilled people remain intense, and we kept working towards our goal of being an
attractive employer. We will be reviewing our pricing, together
with our customers, but will also be more selective with the projects the Group takes on. The bulk of our business continues to be
in growth regions, and relates to infrastructure, which brings
stability over the long-term, even in economic recessions.

Heightened focus on a comprehensive offering

Our comprehensive solution, including a dedicated subsidiary that
coordinates projects for customers, initially and during implementation, will become increasingly important. A single point of contact with end-to-end responsibility enables better outcomes for
customers through more effective planning of machinery, material
handling, risk management and easier contract relationships. We
already see how joint subsidiary projects continue to grow, while
we receive new request for major upcoming project. It also offers
us more potential to take responsibility for ensuring our business
is conducted on a sustainable footing at all stages.
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Our comprehensive offering is a circular bulk-handling solution for
the construction industry, which ultimately helps minimize waste.

New sustainability agenda

We continued to intensify our sustainability work in the year by
formulating a new sustainability agenda with four focus areas:
reduced climate impact focusing on climate neutrality by 2045, a
clearer grasp of circular flows, work on health and safety issues,
and heightened focus on ethics and compliance.
This work will require commitment from our subsidiaries, our
employees and subcontractors, imperative for a company like
ours with a major part of its business linked to infrastructure and
housing that will affect future generations.
According to the Swedish Construction Federation and the
Fossil Free Sweden Initiative, the construction sector is responsible for a fifth of Sweden’s total climate emissions. We are part of
this climate challenge, so we need to be part of the solution.
More on our ambitions and how we will contribute to the
transition is found in our Sustainability Report, which starts on
page 32.

New business plan and stronger management

Bellman Group is growing so we will need to identify critical
success factors and drive activities that will contribute to the
Group’s long-term progress.
We formulated a new business plan 2022-2024, which identified several strategic initiatives. As a result, new positions with
clear functional responsibility were added to our management
team.
Two of our subsidiaries had new Executive Directors appointed in the year. In all recruitment processes, we noticed how
Bellman Group is attracting intense interest and is perceived as
an attractive employer with great development potential.
These changes will enable us to make Bellman Group the
leading comprehensive provider of circular mass management in
Sweden’s growth regions.
I would like to thank all my colleagues and our partners for
their amazing efforts during an eventful year. I look forward to
help Bellman Group to continue to evolve in my new role, in close
cooperation with Magnus, the rest of the management, and all
my committed colleagues in Bellman Group.
Håkan Lind, CEO of Bellman Group to 25 February 2022
[Grab your reader’s attention with a great
quote from the document or use this space to
emphasize a key point. To place this text box
anywhere on the page, just drag it.]
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Collaboration within the Group is closer now than
ever before, and what we can achieve by taking over
responsibility on projects is becoming increasingly
clear to ourselves and our customers.
Comment from Magnus Persson, CEO of Bellman Group from 25 February 2022
First and foremost, I want to thank Håkan for his great
efforts as CEO for Bellman Group. It is impossible to overstate his importance to the Group’s successful progress
since the start in 2017.
Bellman Group operates in an attractive market related
to infrastructure investments, and we will keep developing
our comprehensive offering and sustainability work.
Collaboration within the Group is close now than ever
before, and what we can achieve by taking an overall
responsibility for projects is becoming increasingly clear to
ourselves and our customers. The Group’s expanded
project the West Link in Gothenburg, is an example that I
have had the pleasure of following close at hand.
Global security has been jeopardized by the recent war
in Ukraine. This is something that affects all of us, and in
addition to the human suffering, increases the risk of inflation and recession.
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We have already experienced how price increases on
consumables and fuel have affected our business. The
current situation increases the risk of a slowdown in the
construction sector. Our strength in this context is that
Bellman Group’s main business is in the infrastructure
sector, which historically, has been resilient in periods of
worsening economic conditions. We are monitoring
developments closely and maintaining close dialogue with
our customers and partners. We are confident about our
business model, even in a turbulent market.
I look forward to working with all my colleagues and
partners to keep developing Bellman Group, with the
ambition of bringing additional companies into the team,
that can add to our comprehensive and circular offering in
Sweden’s growth regions.
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MARKET

Infrastructure focus

Bellman Group’s growth potential mainly depends on continued investments in major infrastructure projects where
Group subsidiaries collectively offer sustainable and comprehensive solutions. Major logistic and housing projects
can also benefit from the additional collaboration offered within the Group. Examples of infrastructural projects
are the West Link in Gothenburg and Bypass Stockholm. These projects are long term, and additional
infrastructure investments are expected, which will benefit the Group.
The construction market can be divided into housing, infrastructure, commercial and industrial real estate, and other. The Swedish
Construction Federation’s business cycle report from October 2021
predicted that housing construction, which began its recovery in
2020, continued to rally in 2021. The report estimates that new
construction, with a close historical correlation to municipal road
investments, increased by 16 percent to the end of the year.
Investments in infrastructure projects and other civil engineering,
such as investments in roads and rail traffic, fell during the first half
of the year, mainly because of the pandemic.
The decline for the full year is expected to be limited to three
percent, with most of the downturn in private investment. Public
investment is down only marginally compared to previous year.
Because of the cement crisis, the report did not make any forecasts
for 2021 and 2022. In April 2022, The Swedish Construction
Federation published an updated market forecast for 2022 and

2023, and Bellman Group is currently evaluating potential effects of
the updated forecast. Group’s infrastructure share of total
turnover, including material handling, is just over 76 percent.
Geographically, more than half of construction and civil
engineering investments are in metropolitan regions, with
Stockholm as dominant. Growth in Stockholm is mainly in
infrastructure and manufacturing, while Gothenburg and Malmö
are forecasted to grow in all market segments. 40 percent of
Bellman Group’s sales are from the Stockholm region, 17
percent from the Gothenburg region, 21 percent from the Skåne
region, and the remaining 22 percent from the rest of Sweden.
Bellman Group’s customer base is diversified, with fairly low
project concentration, despite its largest customers mainly being
large construction companies like NCC, JM, Skanska, and PEAB,
with its major projects being government infrastructure
projects.

Infrastructure project examples
Gothenburg:

Stockholm:

West Link
Marieholm crossing
Bälinge-Vårgårda
Eriksberg railway link

Bypass Stockholm
Roslag railway
Mälar railway
Subway blue line
New Skuru bridge

Skåne:

Road projects E4, Route 13,25,28 and 120
Railway project Arlöv-Lund, Teckomatorp-Helsingtorp and Åstorp

66

64%

75%

Other

Other
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Construction investments in Sweden
by market (2020 prices).

Sales by market segment1)
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Bellman Group’s sales by
geographical region1)
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Source: The Swedish Construction
Federation, October 2021.
The report does not include a forecast for
2022 due to the cement crise.

To illustrate Bellman Group’s operational progress, January-December 2020 and 2021 are reported pro forma.
Data for acquisitions in 2020 and 2021 are reported as if these were effective January 1, 2020.
1)
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WHAT BELLMAN GROUP DOES

Comprehensive and circular
Bellman Group is the obvious comprehensive partner for circular mass handling and has the competence, experience and
commitment that are the foundations of successful construction and civil engineering projects. The Group is a pure subcontractor, providing services focused on sustainability for construction and civil engineering companies, largely associated with
infrastructure project
Sweden’s construction and infrastructure initiatives feature
growing complexity, placing demands on the collaborative partners of construction and civil engineering companies. Here,
Bellman Group stands out with the scale and breadth of its
proposition, offering a wide range of pre-construction services,
from blasting and excavation, through transportation to handling
and recycling of masses. Bellman Group combines this with
extensive experience of complex projects, where the demand for
project management capabilities, competence and scheduling
are critical success factors.
Currently, there is no other groundwork provider whose
offering is as broad based, and with such a strong presence in
the major metropolitan regions as Bellman Group. However,
there are numerous smaller competitors within parts of the
business in various locations.

Uppländska
Founded 1972

Bellmans
Founded 1972

2018

Bellman Group
acquires Bellmans
och Uppländska
A comprehensive
provider of mass
handling is created.

Bellman Group
acquires VSM
Expanded geographical
presence outside
Stockholm, and a stronger
offering in the large
machine segment.

2019

A decentralized business
Bellman Group’s business model enables its subsidiaries to have a
great influence and mandate over how their business develop,
including internal cooperation between entities.
The sector features close personal contact and long-term
customer relationships. The number of projects where several
Group subsidiaries collaborate to deliver comprehensive solutions
for customers has steadily increased since the formation of the
Group.

SÅCAB
Founded 1977

Samgräv
Founded 2010

Bellman Group
acquires Samgräv
Permanent presence in
the Gothenburg region,
and an expanded offering
including landfill and
recycling of masses.

Bellman Group
is founded

2017

VSM
Founded 1972

With our comprehensive mass handling and capability of offering
competence and consulting services, initially and during project
implementation the Group can help customers execute resourceefficient and sustainable projects.

Norrvidinge
Founded 2000

Bellman Group acquires Ivarssons Bellman Group acquires
Enhances the offering in the
Axelssons
Bellman Group
Gothenburg region, including
Enhances the offering
acquires SÅCAB
specialist services in deep
within diamond drilling
Access to a
and sawing of rock.
proprietary landfill in excavation and marine-related
assignments.
Axelssons is part of
the Stockholm
Uppländska.
region.

2020

Bellman Group acquires
Losshållningsbolaget
LHB is active in quarrying and
the civil engineering sector in
southern and central Sweden.
Losshållningsbolaget is part of
Uppländska.
Bellman Group acquires Bugärde
A site in the Gothenburg region.
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Ivarssons
Founded 1958

2021

2022

Bellman Group
acquires
Norrvidinge
A comprehensive supplier of
transportation as well as engineering
materials in the south of Sweden.
The acquisition enables a market
leading position for Bellman Group
in the South of Sweden.
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WHAT BELLMAN GROUP DOES

VISION
The easiest, most sustainable, and complete choice
for our customers.

MISSION
We make it possible to build - sustainable and circular.

The Group’s continuous evolution
As a step in the efforts to create a cohesive group, streamline
operations and create collective processes and procedures to
increase collaborative potential, Bellman Group has identified
the following areas as essential to drive Group level.
A Group-wide reporting system implemented during onboarding after acquisitions. This lays the foundation of monthly followups and support for consolidation in preparation for reporting to
the Board of Directors and external financial reporting. The
governance model aids structural capital and competence
development in the Group.
A common IT-environment, a decision was taken in the year to
bring all subsidiaries onto a common environment, which will be
finalized in 2022. This will help create a modern and more secure
IT environment with superior performance and lower cost.

BUSINESS CONCEPT
We are the preferred partner for circular
mass handling.
With expertise, from blasting and excavation to
transport and handling of masses, we enable
resource-efficient and sustainable projects for
our customers.
Digitalization will be introduced in parallel with IT enhancements across subsidiaries, enabling further efficiencies. Processes like invoicing and data management have been developed, to
improve the work of employees, companies, customers, and
partners.
Smoother data flows to facilitate internal information sharing
through a new app launched in 2021. This digital hub provides
employees and subcontractors with news and information on
Bellman Group and its subsidiaries.
A collective platform for gathering sustainability data, with the
relevant decision taken, and work starting in the year. This
enables transparent handling and streamlines reporting capabilities, while also improving the transferability of data.

Becoming part of Bellman Group
Bellman Group has a pronounced acquisition strategy and is looking for promising businesses that can complement the Group’s offering to
the construction industry across Sweden. Since the group was founded in 2017, nine companies have been acquired and, the Group now
has a strong presence in Sweden’s metropolitan regions.
”Entrepreneurship is important for Bellman Group and in all our major acquisitions, owners have reinvested part of the purchase proceeds
in the Group. This means previous owners retain a major role in running their business, while helping make the Group’s offering stronger, which
is an important component of our strategy”, says Håkan Lind, CEO until February 2022, and now responsible for business development. Bellman
Group continuously evaluates potential acquisition candidates and Norrvidinge was on that list. “It is a successful business with a strong base in
southern Sweden – a region where Bellman Group did not have a presence before”, adds Håkan Lind.

What is the attraction of Bellman Group?
Per-Erik Troneus, Norrvidinge’s Chairman and owner, comments from the sellers’ perspective:
”Norrvidinge was aware of Bellman Group and its interest in expanding in southern Sweden. In early 2020, I made contact with Björn Andersson,
Bellman Group’s Chairman, and we had an exchanged on our respective operations. We quickly realized that there where many similarities
between the businesses but complementing synergies too – we were a good fit. We watched Bellman Group progress, and in January 2021 they
contacted us, and we saw that the opportunity and timing was right. A letter of intent was signed, structured and thorough due diligence followed.
We signed an agreement to transfer the business in April. The deal completed on 27 May, a relatively fast and very smooth process.
Norrvidinge was co-funded by Martin Nilsson in 2010, I have been here since 2013 and Johan Beermann since 2018. So, for us as owners, it was
important that Norrvidinge ended up in a context with positive prospects where it can continue to grow with customer, develop our comprehensive
offering, and where our people can grow and develop. The fact that we will retain a significant influence and capability to manage how the business
will evolve was another decisive factor.
As part of a larger Group, the challenge in a long-term transformation of our business toward the goal of reducing climate impact, is to ensure
this gets the necessary focus to become possible. As part of a larger Group, we also see great potential for synergies through operational
coordination and utilizing each other’s competence and resources. At Norrvidinge, we are also looking forward to exploring the potential of a
comprehensive offering for our customers in the new context.”
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WHAT BELLMAN GROUP DOES

A sustainable and
comprehensive choice
Bellman Group’s comprehensive offering provides a circular
solution for the construction industry. Bellman Group is a partner for all the customer’s building preparation work, from blasting and excavation work to transportation, mass handling and
recycling.
Some subsidiaries (VSM, Uppländska and Ivarssons)
specialize in some of these activities, while others (Norrvidinge,
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Bellmans, SÅCAB and Samgräv) span several of them. Customers
gain attractive comprehensive solutions through collaboration
between subsidiaries.
The number of projects involving collaboration between
several Group companies is steadily increasing. In 2021, over 20
percent of turnover was from joint projects.
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CASE

Route 25 Sjöatorp-Alvesta
To increase traffic safety and accessibility, the Swedish Transport Administration is rebuilding Route 25 in southern
Sweden, removing interchanges and adding a central barrier. The current highway is to be widened and get just over 4 km of
road without interchanges on the Sjöatorp-Alveta West section between Ljungby and Växjö. Norrvidinge has been
engaged by NCC as a subcontractor since the end of 2021, and for Norrvidinge, the project will involve a total of approximately 600,000 tonnes of material before completion, which is scheduled for the end of June 2023.

NCC’s work also includes two traffic junctions, a traffic control area, two commuter
carparks, bus stops and the relaying and new construction of connecting public and
private roads. “The preparatory work started last autumn, and we have been on site for
a few weeks now. We have already finalized the bypass, including pavement surfacing
work”, says NCC’s project manager Sofia Runesson.
“Including subcontractors, there are about 50 employees working on the project,
which is run by Infrastructure but also includes people from Industry.
Route 25 carries heavy traffic. There are local commuters continuing onto the E4
highway, plus a lot of heavy traffic. The road usually carries a total of about 11,000
vehicles per day. It is also a high-accident-affected stretch, something we hope to fix by
widening of the road and adding a center barrier.
One factor complicating the project is the five bridges on this stretch, three made of
concrete, one touches bridge, and a vault bridge. One bridge also crosses a railway.
Going over a railway puts extra demands on safety. Our work can not affect train traffic,
so we must take that into account,” adds Sofia Runesson.

Andreas Karlsson, Norrvidinge’s Area Manager for Anläggning Öst says:
”We set up a new organization in Småland for Norrvidinge at the beginning of
2021 and we have got off to a flying start, due to the assignment from NCC
and others. The NCC assignment involves selling and delivering all rock materials for the rebuilding and new construction of Route 25 between Sjöatorp
and Alvesta, a 4.5 km section with two traffic junctions.
Apart from delivering a total of 600,000 tonnes of rock material, our
assignment also includes rental of construction machinery and the removal of
masses.
The project began in the end of 2021 with work on bypasses and building
construction sheds. The project intensified on 10 January 2022, when the
major deliveries of rock material began. We currently have 19 gravel trucks
running between the quarry and site and estimate that over 18,000 truck and
trailer loads of gravel will be required to complete the highway section. Our
local knowledge has helped on this project because some issues need to be
solved with the local community. We also already know the staff at NCC and,
as always, relationships are important.
In the coming year, there are several large infrastructure projects underway in the region that Norrvidinge can participate in, preferably with other
Bellman Group companies. I am really looking forward to getting to know
everyone else in the Group to see what this leads to.”

Facts Swedish Transport Administration:
The Swedish Transport Administration’s responsibilities include the maintenance of 98,500 km of roads and 16,500 bridges with a planned
budget of SEK 197 billion for enhancing and maintaining this infrastructure in 2022–2023.
11
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STRATEGY

We enable construction
Bellman Group is exercising a strategy summarized in five points:
Comprehensive offering, low risk, sustainability, focus on landfills and acquisitions.

Comprehensive offering
Bellman Group’s comprehensive offering of a circular
mass process with services in rock blasting, excavation
and other groundworks, transportation and landfill,
recycling, and material handling, enables efficient and
sustainable end-to-end processes in the logistics chain,
adding value to customers and projects. Transportation
can be optimized in terms of weights and runs, while
Bellman Group can expand its business by selling
material from its landfills.
Collaboration between subsidiaries enables the
Group to offer comprehensive solutions that are

12

attractive to customers and the opportunity of both
efficient resource planning and additional sales. The
solution of a single point of contact for customers brings
Bellman Group potential for overview, thus enabling
improved projects. This increases value and makes things
easier for the customer, while also bringing efficient
management within Bellman Group, as well as a longterm sustainable process. The share of projects involving
several Group subsidiaries is increasing steadily, and with
the recent acquisition of Norrvidinge, also for new
projects in southern Sweden.
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STRATEGY

Low risk
Bellman Group strives to achieve low business risk. One
fundamental is that Bellman Group always operates as
subcontractor, securing payment for all work done.
Another fundamental is Group focus on infrastructure
projects, which have historically shown robust growth,
even during recessions. The Group only owns about a
third of the vehicles used on projects, the rest belong to
subcontractors, which is another contributing factor to
low risk. This means the vehicle fleet can be tailored to
demand, while Bellman Group’s own machinery maintains high-capacity utilization. Overall, this leads to low
project risk.
Sustainability
Success in a sector where projects and relationships are
long term requires the Group to operate sustainably. This
means Bellman Group needs to be an attractive employer, capable of hiring and developing competent people to
operate with skill, quality, and safety.
In operations involving different types of vehicles and
machinery, it is also natural to try different approaches to
reduce the consumption of diesel and chemicals. Sustainability also involves good personal interaction and high
standards of business ethics. Bellman Group maintains a
clear customer focus on all levels, and its designated
team leaders are present on the projects to ensure customer needs are met.
Focus on landfills
Bellman Group currently has access to eight well-located
landfills in the Stockholm, Gothenburg and Skåne regions,
and is planning another two in 2022.

Tried-and-tested business model – Bellman Group
operates as a partner to the construction companies

Bellman Group is a subcontractor to the construction
companies, and because its remuneration model is
largely variable, the Group assumes low risk.
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The need to dispose masses is central to many projects,
and if Bellman Group can direct mass haulage to its own
landfills, this is a competitive advantage. Some masses
can be converted, repurposed, and resold to third parties,
but most masses are used for soil preparation at landfills
so that it can be repurposed – circular mass handling.
Bellman Group owns and leases sites and landfills. At
present, landfills represent a small share of the Group’s
sale, but a larger share of profitability.
Acquisitions
The Group’s ambition is to grow through acquisitions and
the expansion plans reflect infrastructure investments
planned across Sweden.
The Group primarily seeks acquisition targets that
are established, profitable, entrepreneur-led with strong
local presences that can complement the Group’s
offering. Revenue synergies are more important than
cost synergies.
Apart from financial stability, Bellman Group can
offer acquisition targets the opportunity of new sales
and support for central functions. Bellman Group’s capability as an attractive employer and partner to subcontractors are critical factors in the screening process.
An established model is used to continuously
evaluate potential acquisitions, both companies that the
Group has identified, and those that contact Bellman
Group independently.

Subcontractors enable flexibility

By appointing subcontractors, Bellman Group can adjust the
number of available machines and vehicles to match customer
needs, which increases flexibility and reduces risk.
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STRATEGY

Reuse and recycle
of masses
– a growing focus for Bellman Group

Bellman Group operates as a partner to that part of the construction industry that enables projects to become reality. There
are several reputable construction companies in this market that build everything from infrastructure, housing, through
preschools to industry facilities, and projects like these depend on certain pre-conditions.

At its own facilities and at external landfills, the Group processes
massive quantities of demolition materials and surplus masses
that need to be transported, reused, recycled, or landfilled to
enable construction companies to start work. In 2021, the Group
processed substantial volumes of demolition materials and
surplus masses.
These sites are a long distance from major infrastructure
projects, which means a direct negative climate impact through
emissions on long transports, which also put an additional strain
on roads and increase noise in urban environments.
In 2021, Bellman Group continued its work to optimize,
identify and analyze the mass management in current projects.
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In recent years, Bellman Group has integrated this into its
operations to streamline the operational efficiency of using
machines, logistics, mass handling and systematic environmental
work.
In its forthcoming business strategy for 2022-2024, Bellman
Group will put additional focus on circular mass management
and optimized transports, to be able to realize its ambition of
becoming the market leader in circular flows.
In the long term, Bellman Group has a clear ambition to
increase return transports, and that this share should increase
along with the reuse and recycling of masses. This will mean
fewer transports to landfills and more round trips with excess
material that is reused or recycled.
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Environmental and
employee performance

CASE
CASE

On the West Link project in Gothenburg, the Group achieved a 58 percent return transport rate in 2021 by
collaborating within the Group and with customers. This result is consistent with our sustainability strategy of a
green fleet with reduced CO2 emissions and a high proportion of circular flows.
The Effective Loading project, started jointly with NCC,
Volvo and Bellman Group through subsidiary VSM, continued in the year. Its aim is to streamline transport using
round trips, and to improve fill rates to minimize the
environmental impact of the work on the West Link. All
transports on the West Link stages E02, E03, E04 and E05
are monitored daily to maximize fill rates and eliminate
overloads. Five out of seven Bellman Group subsidiaries
with different specialisms are now participating in the work
on the West Link. The project will benefit from the Group's
breadth and is consistent with the Group's strategy of
increasing circular flows and reducing emissions.
When work goes digital, planning can be executed accurately and production decisions taken in real time, creating
a better and safer working environment for haulage firms,
excavators, and all other production employees. This digital
service enables communication between excavators and
trucks. The excavator is equipped with a digital scale that
allows the machine operator to predict the weight being
loaded and trucks check this against their scale. An app
shows truck locations, so loading can be planned optimally.
For the West Link project, the elimination of delay of incorrect transports mean fewer truck transports.

“The success factors for achieving the high return trans
ports, of 58 percent, were the system and measurement
being introduced on a specific project and for a limited
time. Bellman Group's breadth came in handy, in terms of
expertise in the business, and effective communication
between Bellman Group’s subsidiaries and NCC. VSM's
strength, with large machines such as the 750LR, stream
lined loading, while Samgräv's quarry and landfills could be
used optimally due to their closeness. High staff presence
on parts of the project enabled optimized planning based
on project needs" says Mathias Cederblad, CEO of Samgräv.
A meeting to plan for the upcoming 2-3 weeks of
transport for Bellman Group and the West Link is held at
the end of each week. Planning meetings for the use of
project machines are held mid-week, and supervisors are
on site the day after to ensure information flows and that
the following day’s project planning is up to date. Performance statistics on under- and overloading, and guidance
on improving flows are available at the end of each day.
This information is transferred to drivers, enabling joint
planning for the following day, to improve performance day
by day.

The working process established here
has been successfully recycled on
other projects.
By leveraging the different strengths
in Bellman Group, digital solutions
and effective communication,
operations have been rationalized
and streamlined, benefiting the
environment and staff.
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The West Link is a railroad connection underneath central Gothenburg that enables
cross city local and regional train traffic. The project started in 2018 and is expected to
end in 2026.
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Bellman Group
companies
Bellman Group has a comprehensive offering in rock
blasting, excavation, haulage, and mass handling. The
Group’s broad proposition is attractive to customers,
and partnerships between subsidiaries enable extra sales.
The Group has a clear acquisition strategy, and
continuously evaluates companies in complementary
service segments or geographical growth regions.
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VSM

VSM
VSM is a construction machinery company with a
nationwide offering. Its customer base consists of
construction firms that need assistance with various
types of excavation work that require machinery that is
too large for public roads. Assignments may involve
uncovering rock, unloading tunnels, or crushing and
hauling bulk rock.
The company is mainly involved in infrastructure projects such
as roads, railways, or airfields, such as the West Link in
Gothenburg and Bypass Stockholm, but also large land
processing work on major real estate projects such as
MatHem's new logistics property in Farsta and Microsoft
Salbohed, these projects represented more than half of sales in
2021. Operations include rock and gravel handling at stationary
and mobile crushing facilities, excavation for roads, tunnels,
civil engineering and project development, and machinery
rentals with operators. The company utilizes close to 500
machines, more than half which are owned by subcontractors.
Engineering and field service are also managed from the head
office in Kallhäll.
VSM uses machines like dumpers, wheel loaders,
excavators, and bulldozers. The VSM Group also includes
Munthers specialtransporter, a logistics provider with
machine trailers, for transporting machinery. The machine
fleet is in continuous regeneration, but the pandemic has
meant that delivery lead-times for machines and spare parts
have increased. Adapting to more stringent safety and
environmental standards is one of the Group’s priorities and
is becoming more central to all projects.
In 2021, VSM established an office in Gothenburg, which
has proven very successful, generating additional collaborative projects, especially on the West Link projekt. At yearend,
VSM had 40 machines and 15 employees in Gothenburg, and
intends to further strengthen the organization, providing it
can find the right component people.
As mentioned above, the Gothenburg region is becoming
more important to VSM, and the company is currently serving
several contractors on different stages of the West Link
project, often in cooperation with other Group subsidiaries.
Some projects in Stockholm, such as Bypass Stockholm, has
reached new stages, which has brought some decline in
regional sales. Crushing assignments are expanding outside
Mälardalen, and since August, VSM has had three machines
located in Kiruna, in northern Sweden. Presence in southern
Sweden, through the acquisition of Norrvidinge, also offers
new collabrative opportunities.
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Sales
SEK

950.9 m

EBITDA before items
affecting comparability
SEK

132.0 m

VSM is active throughout Sweden, including Gothenburg
where the Group currently operates 40 machines.

VSM

Services –VSM
Crushing
State-of-the-art, complete equipment operated by experienced
staff to deal with all types of crushing.

Tunneling
Large, modern, and dedicated machinery manned by
personnel with extensive experience of loading and
transporting bulk rock from tunneling.

Rental
VSM has an up-to-date fleet of machines for hire with operators.
Hourly and volume-based payment
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BELLMANS

Bellmans
Stockholm is growing through infrastructure
initiatives and the construction of commercial real
estate and housing. Masses need to be
transported to or from projects like the Stockholm
tunnel bypass, the Slussen city center interchange,
and housing construction projects.
Processes needs to be optimized from the
construction firm’s perspective, while also showing consideration to communities, traffic routes,
and not least, the environment.
Bellmans conducts rock and soil excavation on independently
and for customers, the delivery of aggregate and crushed
aggregate, and rents trucks and construction machines with
operators. The company utilizes over 500 vehicles of different
types each day, of which Bellmans owns some 10 percent and
the remainder are owned by subcontractors. Operations are
concentrated on Greater Stockholm, with sales mainly related
to infrastructure projects. One of Bellmans’ competitive
advantages is that the company maintains a broad network of
haulage firms and machine owners, enabling flexibility and
responsiveness to customer needs.
Bellmans has had a long-term focus on technology, the
environment and quality. It secured ISO 9001 and 14001
certifications as early as 2000, and to satisfy customer
demands for emission reporting, fully automated order flows,
and quality control, all vehicles are equipped with computers
and apps linked to order management systems and invoicing.
Work on collaborating with fellow subsidiaries VSM,
Uppländska and Såcab, which was acquired in early 2020,
continues and intensify. Companies partner on different
projects such as new Skuru bridge, Travel center Arninge, and
Mathem Farsta, and others. Customers appreciate having a
contractor that coordinates projects, manages risk, and
makes contract relationships easier.
The demand for Bellman's services was strong in 2021,
order intake in the latter part of the year indicates a positive
outlook for 2022. Increasing cost, mainly due to higher fuel
prices, is a challenge for the industry made even more
challenging by Sweden’s legislated obligation to reduce
emissions from fossil fuel sales.
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Sales
SEK

635.0 m

EBITDA before items
affecting comparability
SEK

34.6 m

Bellmans handles haulage at hundreds of
large and small projects across the Stockholm region.

BELLMANS

Services – Bellmans
Excavation & haulage
Haulage of different materials and volumes. Bellmans holds local
authority permits to transport waste and hazardous materials.

Construction machinery
Wheel and track excavators, wheel loaders, dumpers,
excavator loaders, crawler loaders, mobile cranes,
telehandlers with work platforms, graders, street sweepers,
snow ploughs and other types of specialist machinery.

Crane trucks
A broad selection of crane trucks from two to four axles with all
the necessary attachments such as jibs, as well as tipper trucks.

Hourly and volume-based payment
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UPPLÄNDSKA

Uppländska
Most of Sweden’s infrastructure or construction
projects are built on rock or stone. Uppländska
possesses the competence to blast substantial
rock masses to make space for wind power plants,
or for projects such as lowering the floor level of
Sweden’s National Museum by several meters by
internal precision blasting and drilling.
By owning over 60 machines, backed by subcontractors
where necessary, Uppländska has a nationwide offering in
Sweden. In 2021, some 60 percent of sales were in
infrastructure, with the remainder from industrial and
commercial real estate, and housing construction.
Blasting and drilling are high-risk projects, with rock
blasting work in populated areas being especially demanding.
The key to Uppländska’s success is its competence, experience, as well as the continuous training and development of its
workforce. There are, on an ongoing basis, internal training
programs for current staff and recruitment of trainees.
Depending on their specialisms, Uppländska’s employees
possess the necessary permits for rock blasting and drilling,
machine operating, specialist training in surface blasting,
blasting technology, and electronic detonators, all the
qualifications necessary to work and maintain security.
Uppländska holds ISO 14001, 9001 and 45001 certifications.
In 2021, rock quarries, wind farms, West Link in
Gothenburg, MatHems new facility in Farsa and Slussen in
Stockholm provided nearly half of total yearly sales. The subsurface rail link infrastructure project West Link in Gothenburg continues to grow, amounting to 12 percent of sales and
is a collaboration with other Group subsidiaries. The integration of Losshållningsbolaget, acquired in late 2020, continued
during the year, and gives the Group a new foothold in the
regions of Småland and Blekinge. Thomas Johansson has
been the CEO of Uppländska since December 2021, succeeding Robin Karlsson, who remains as head of tenders and
business development.
Uppländska strengthen its offering by acquiring
Axelssons’s Diamond drilling in early 2022. Upplädska now
has a comprehensive offering that includes diamond drilling
and wire sawing.
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Sales
SEK

326.6 m

EBITDA before items
affecting comparability
SEK

29.1 m

Uppländska’s offering is
nationwide.

UPPLÄNDSKA

Services – Uppländska
Rock drilling

Rock blasting

Extensive and up-to-date machinery with
drilling rigs with GPS and anti-dust
equipment, and often, soundproofing for
drilling in noise-sensitive environments.

Experts in precision rock blasting in city centers
and other sensitive environments, and
underwater. All types of rock blasting
assignment, from single-family home
foundations to high volumes in sensitive
environments, or on major infrastructure
projects.

Wire sawing
Wire sawing is used where rock blasting is
unsuitable or as preparation for blasting on
vibration-sensitive projects. Also used for
creating contours close to the theoretical
contour, for example when rock faces are to
be visible, or for pre-casting concrete
constructions.

Rock splitting
Hydraulic rock splitting is a vibration-free
method for extracting rock. It is used to
extract rocks close to very sensitive buildings,
or where blasting is unsuitable for other
reasons.

Hole piercing
Hole piercing is a recurring need in both
construction and civil engineering projects.
Uppländska performs all types of
piercing of rock and concrete.

Primarily volume-based payment
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SAMGRÄV

Samgräv
Samgräv provides mass and materials handling
products and services for major projects such as
the West Link sub-surface rail link in Gothenburg.
Samgräv operates proprietary inert landfills, soil
processing, recycling facilities and quarries, and
provides haulage and machine rental. The
company does not own any machinery but
employs more than 400 subcontractors.
One of the company’s competitive advantages is that it owns
landfills and recycling centers close to each other, while also
offering machine rental and haulage. This creates environmentally friendly and cost-efficient comprehensive solutions
for customers by shortening transport runs, and accordingly,
reducing CO2 emissions.
Interest in the company's recycling facilities is increasing
steadily, and Samgräv started and developed partnerships in
the recycling and management of contaminated waste in the
year to enable better solutions for customers. Sales in housing
construction and related activities increased in the year, while
infrastructure amounted to just over 30 percent.
Geographically, sales are mainly in the Gothenburg region,
but sales from the three-town area north of Gothenburg have
also grown.
Samgräv intensified efforts to improve relationships with
new and current business customers in 2021, due to circular
handling of masses being high on the agenda of many market
players. The process of identifying, processing, and developing new sites for land processing, landfill, recycling, and
quarrying remains a high priority, but the process of securing
permits has been affected by long processing lead-times,
causing delays. Currently, Samgräv has four active landfills in
the Gothenburg region and a further five are scheduled to
open in the next 2-4 years, one of which is in Södertälje, south
of Stockholm.
In 2022, Samgräv will continue to focus on improving
customer satisfaction and supplier needs, to identify smart,
cost efficient and sustainable solutions in cooperation with
these players. Alongside Group subsidiaries Ivarssons, VSM,
Uppländska and most recently Norrvidinge, Samgräv has more
potential to offer customers a comprehensive solution with a
single point of contact that ties the project together and
coordinates it, integrating the whole Group’s competence and
offering.
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Sales
SEK

289.9 m

EBITDA before items
affecting comparability
SEK

9.2 m

Samgräv offers clients cost-efficient and sustainable
comprehensive solutions in a large base of projects
across western Sweden.

SAMGRÄV

Services – Samgräv
Agency and renting
Samgräv provides all types of construction machinery,
trucks, crane trucks, tractors, and surface compactors
etc., including drivers and operatives.

Landfill
Samgräv provides mass unloading and haulage in Greater
Gothenburg at its landfills and soil processing plants.

Recycling
Sustainable recycling of waste materials.

Material sales
Sales of crushed product, aggregates, graded soil, bark chips,
etc.

Excavation and groundwork machines, as well as
mass haulage – Hourly and volume-based payment
Landfill, recycling, and mass handling
– Volume-based payment
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SÅCAB

SÅCAB
SÅCAB rents trucks and construction machinery
for all types of civil engineering work, as well as
owning and operating a landfill for inert
excavation masses, and recycling various types of
crushed, gravel and soil masses south of
Stockholm. Bellman Group acquired the company
in March 2020.
SÅCAB provides all types of transportation and excavation for
the construction and civil engineering sectors, including soil
remediation, supplying gravel and crushed material. SÅCAB
does not own any own vehicles but disposes over some 60
subcontractors with construction machines and trucks.
One of SÅCAB’s competitive advantages is its ownership of
a landfill south of Stockholm, which can receive and process
inert (clean) excavation masses that can be reused in different
projects. Access to a landfill in the Stockholm region means
that Bellman Group can shorten its transport runs of masses
to and from construction projects, which is profitable and
sustainable. Collaboration between SÅCAB and other Group
subsidiaries like VSM, Uppländska, and especially Bellmans
intensified and became highly successful in the year. These
will continue to expand. The landfill is operated with VSM
machines.
SÅCAB executed a project involving recycled soil from
incoming landfill masses in collaboration with VSM and
Bellmans in the year, which now enables the sales of quality
soil a from Fors recycling that satisfies AMA standards. The soil
can be used for any project involving lawn or other planting.
Sales were down in 2021 due to reduced demand, mainly
in the machinery and haulage business, which were affected
by customer project delays and some price pressure, probably
due to the pandemic.
This year SÅCAB has prepared new space on the Fors site
so incoming masses can be processed, to enable operations
over extended periods that would not otherwise have been
possible.
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SEK

137.1 m

SEK

17.7 m

SÅCAB provides transport and machine services
and has its own recycling operations at Fors.
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SÅCAB

Services – SÅCAB
Excavation & haulage
SÅCAB conducts all types of soil and rock excavation. Its center
of gravity is on excavation haulage, as well as the haulage of soil,
aggregate and crushed aggregates. SÅCAB can also provide
asphalt haulage.

Construction machinery
SÅCAB disposes over some 60 units of all sizes.

Landfill
SÅCAB operates its own recycling center in Fors, where
excavation bulk is landfilled.
Excavation and groundwork machines, as well as
bulk haulage
–Hourly and volume-based payment
Landfill, recycling, and bulk handling
– Volume-based payment

IVARSSONS

Ivarssons

Sales
SEK

66.5 m

Ivarssons is a land and civil engineering company
that operates mainly in the Gothenburg region.
Ivarssons performs all types of ground and civil
engineering work and is also specialized in areas
such as deep shafts and marine related assignments with a focus on stability enhancing
measures and erosion protection. Bellman Group
acquired Ivarssons in January 2021.
Complementary to groundwork and civil engineering,
Ivarssons also takes on marine-related assignments in lake
and maritime environments. The Group has a comprehensive
offering including transportation and complete equipment,
such as barges, long range- and environmentally friendly
excavators to reduce turbidity and remediation work.
Ivarssons specializes in marine-related assignments with a
focus on dredging, erosion prevention and stability-enhancing
measures.
The fleet includes some 50 track and wheel machines of
varied sizes, many with ranges up to 22 meters in length and
30 meters in depth. Ivarssons can also offer broadband
machines for digging surfaces with lower bearing capacity.
Tobias Fåll replaced Mikael Ivarsson as CEO in the year,
but Mikael will continue to serve with Ivarssons alongside
Mårten Ivarsson. Tobias Fåll has been with the Group for an
extended period.
Prior to the acquisition, Ivarssons collaborated with other
Bellman Group subsidiaries on the West Link project in
Gothenburg, a partnership that has expanded since. Apart
from the West Link, dredging at Arendal in Gothenburg was
another major project at the beginning of 2021, which
involved some hired machinery.
.
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SEK

18.1 m

Ivarssons provides land and civil engineering work
for customers in the Gothenburg region.

IVARSSONS

Services - Ivarssons
Land and civil engineering
Ivarssons undertakes all types of ground and civil engineering
work, specializing in deep shafts. The unit owns around 60 track
and wheel machines with a range of up to 30 meters.

Marine projects
Ivarssons also takes on maine -realted assignments in lake and
maritime environments. Ivarssons offers a comprehensive
solution of transportation and complete equipment, such as
barges, long range- and environmentally friendly excavators for
reduced turbidity and remidation work.

Hourly and volume- based payment
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NORRVIDINGE

Norrvidinge

Sales
SEK

714.3 m

Norrvidinge provides transport and machine
services as well as engineering materials in the
south of Sweden and performs all kinds of
assignments within civil engineering logistics and
construction. With strategic established locations,
the company can meet the customer's wishes
quickly and flexibly due to its local presence. The
vehicle fleet is large and varied to meet the
customer's needs. Bellman Group acquired the
Group in May 2021.
Norrvidinge employs more than 300 vehicles daily, of which
Norrvidinge owns approximately 85 percent with the
remainder belonging to subcontractors. The operation is
geographically concentrated to Skåne, Blekinge, Småland and
Halland. In Hallnad, Norrvidinge is operating under the Sortab
brand and the subsidiary Eliaexpress. With the acquisition of
Norrvidinge, Bellman Group acquired a strong presence in the
south of Sweden.
Norrvidinge operates a number of recycling facilities in
Skåne, Blekinge and Halland utilizing the Sortab Recycling
brand. These environmental facilities provide, among other
things, the possibility of crushing and sifting to produce gravel,
rock, and soil materials in different fractions. With sustainable
recycling of construction materials, energy will be saved and
dependency on valuable natural resources will lessen.
More than 70 percent of sales is related to infrastructure,
where among other projects, Norrvidinge is involved in several
stages of the expansion of Road 25, the widening of Road 120
and project Four Tracks - track extension between Malmö and
Lund. In addition to these projects, Norrvidinge is also
involved in many development projects and constructions.
Due to Norrvidinge’s breath when it comes to projects and
customers, collaborations on some projects with VSM and
Uppländska have started at the end of this year. This is a very
positive development that will expand. Project cooperation
discussions with Samgräv has also started, which could tie
together the operation in these two regions.

EBITDA before items affecting
comparability
SEK

27.4 m

EBITDA före jämförelsestörande kostnader
Norrvidinge operates with the
ambition to be a sustainable and
cost-efficient partner.

10,8 MSEK
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NORRVIDINGE

Services– Norrvidinge
Machine services
Norrvidinge provides all types of construction machinery,
trucks, cranes, rollers, concrete and TMA cars including personal.

Haulage
Norrvidinge offers intake and relocation of masses in the
south of Sweden through environmental facilities and land
processing.

Recycling
Sustainable recycling and processing of material.

Material sales
Sales of crushed product, aggregates, graded soil etc.

Machine & haulage
– hourly and volume-based payments
Recycling and mass handling
– volume-based payments
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SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

Long-term Sustainability
According to the Swedish Construction Federation and the Fossil Free Sweden Initiative, the construction sector is
responsible for a fifth of Sweden’s total climate emissions. At the same time Sweden is growing, which leads to
additional construction and large infrastructure projects. Bellman Group plays a vital part in the transformation
towards a more sustainable society development as many of the Group’s active projects will impact future generations. Therefore, it is natural to act long-term when it comes to sustainability with a focus on areas where the Group
has the greatest opportunity of impact. Bellman Group is to be a trusted name that customers, subcontractors, and
employees can rely on.
In order to be successful in an industry where projects and
relations have a long-term impact, Bellman Group needs to
act accordingly with a long-term focus on operations and
sustainability. Customers demand environmentally friendly
services, while partners and suppliers want to work with
stable market actors.
Bellman Group’s ambition is to be at the forefront of
circular flow solutions, on behalf of the customers, to
maximize the positive impacts of its operations.

Work to minimize negative effects are prioritized and
integrated into Group operations.
Current and future customers and employees, want to
work with and for companies that take responsibility and
have moral and inclusive values.
Bellman Group's belief is that sustainability contributes
to long-term growth. To be able to develop and grow a
business there needs to be a balance between economic,
social, and environmental factors combined with an active
interaction between customers and other stakeholders.

Governance and Management
Bellman Group’s CEO is ultimately responsible for the dayto-day sustainability progress while reporting is delegated
to the Group’s Sustainability Manager. Each subsidiary has
local employees that coordinates operations and report of
quality, work, and other environmental topics.
The Board of Directors decide on strategical focus areas
and sustainability related policies that together with the
Group’s core values guides employees how to act and how
they, in collaboration with customers and subcontractors,
can contribute to sustainable development.

The Group’s landfills, quarries and recycling centers also
hold permits. To reduce environmental impacts, the Group
continuously works with environmental improvements in
its operations. Bellman Group’s Board of Directors has
decided that all new acquisitions shall be certified in
accordance with ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001.
The Group utilizes a management system for monitoring quality, work, and other environmental aspects that are
structured according to the ISO standard systematics. Based
on this information, the Group conducts risk analysis, target
and action plans, and deviation analysis. Thorough reporting and follow-ups, this enables continuous improvements
in operations and can be adapted to stakeholder requirements, needs and expectations. No deviations, under the
Environmental Code, have been reported during the year.
The new acquisitions made in 2021, Ivarssons and
Norrvidinge, will be certified in 2022.
In 2021, five out of seven subsidiaries achieved all ISOcertifications (ISO 9001, 14001 and 45001).

Certifications and management systems
Most of the Group’s subsidiaries conduct some form of
licensed activities during certain times and therefore need
secure statutory compliance in accordance with the
requirements of ISO 9001 and 14001. On an ongoing basis,
subsidiaries apply for mandatory blast and crushing permits
when applicable.

About this Sustainability Report
Bellman Group’s Sustainability Report is issued by the Board of Directors and on pages
32-45 you will find a summary the sustainable work and statutory reporting for 2021 in
accordance with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. The Sustainable Report covers the
parent company and its subsidiaries for the period 1 January – 31 December 2021.
Queries regarding the reporting is referred to Bellman Group’s Head of Sustainability.
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Our impact on the value chain
Bellman Group has a comprehensive circular offering within
rock blasting, excavation, mass transport and mass
handling, where all parts of the chain have different
impacts in relation to economic, social, and environmental
factors. There is an awareness that all parts of the chain
face different sustainability challenges. The Group has a
high ambition to reduce its climate impact from direct and
induced emissions, to offer safe and equal workplaces
throughout the value chain and together with customers,
subcontractors and employees cooperate, influence, and
contribute to the transition toward a sustainable society.
Bellman Group integrates its sustainability work throughout the value chain.

Sustainability related policies
These policies are based on national law, the UN Global Compact,
and the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.
Bellman Group's Board of Directors has adopted the following
sustainability related policies:

Dialogue and materiality analysis
In 2019, a stakeholder dialogue was undertaken to increase
understanding of which sustainability issues were of importance to the Group's stakeholders. Bellman Group's
primary stakeholders were customers, employees, subcon
tractors, board members, and management. The stakeholder dialogue was conducted through in-depth interviews
and questionnaires.
In 2021, talks were held with four sustainability managers at Bellman Group's largest customers. These meetings

Stakeholders

Offer

Primary impact and focus
Within transportation and mass handling, the primary impact of fossil emission
comes from transportations and raw materials. The sustainability work focuses
on optimized transports, circular flows, an expanded modern vehicle fleet and
health and safety.
Within excavation and machine services, the primary impact of fossil emissions
mainly comes from machinery and transports. The sustainability work focuses
on expanding the modern vehicle fleet and continuous work with health and
safety.
Within rock excavation, the primary impact comes from fossil emissions and
sustainability work will be focused on health and safety.

At landfills, quarries and recycling facilities, the primary impact lies in how mass
is handled. Within the sustainability work, the focus is on recycling and reusing
lots together with round-trip transports as well as health and safety.
In soil processing projects, the primary sustainability work is on the reuse of
masses and return transports as well as health and safety.

·
·
·
·
·
·

Alcohol and drug policy
Work environment policy
Equality policy
Environmental and quality policy
Risk policy
Code of Conduct

addressed future challenges, and opportunities.
Based on dialogues and materiality analysis conducted
in focus groups, new strategic focus areas have been developed. In 2021, Bellman Group identified additional
stakeholders, and this has expanded the stakeholder group
with investors and authorities. A new stakeholder dialogue,
including these new parties and an updated materiality
analysis will be carried out in 2022.

When

Method

Board of Directors

2019

Questionnaire

Reduced climate impact, Attractive employer, Employee influence, Business ethics,
Long-term profitability.

Employees

2019

Questionnaire

Work environment, Long-term profitability, Attractive employer, Reduced climate
impact, Business ethics

Clients

2019

Questionnaire

Work environment, Business ethics, Reduced climate impact, Purchasing
requirements

Subcontractors

2019

Questionnaire

Work environment, Long-term profitability, Attractive employer, Reduced climate
impact, Business ethics

Sustainable Managers (customers)

2019

In-dept interview
Questionnaire

Work environment, Business ethics, Reduced climate impact, Employee influence,
Purchasing requirements

Sustainable Managers (customers)

2021

Dialogues

Reduced climate impact, Fossil freedom, Gender equality, Health and safety, Scope 3

Board of Directors and
Group Management

2021

Workshop

Reduced climate impact, Circular flows, Health and Safety, Business ethics
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We are part of the
climate challenge and
therefore needs to be
part of the solution.
Magnus Persson, CEO Bellman Group

Strategic focus areas and goals for sustainability work
In 2021, Bellman Group's sustainability work intensified
with the goal of a quicker path to a long-term sustainable
construction sector. Four new strategic focus areas were
adopted together with goals and long-term key figures.
These objectives should guide priorities and decisions
within the Group. Conducted dialogues have helped to
form the basis for the strategical focus areas, that were
deemed as most important, when adopting the business
plan for 2022-2024.
The four strategic focus areas are: Green fleet with
enhanced focus on the journey towards climate neutrality
by 2045 and to increase the share of renewable fuel,
Circular flows that addresses sustainable and circular mass
management, Health and Safety with focus on the work
environment, satisfied employees and preventing serious
accidents, and Ethics and Compliance.
In 2021, an analysis of the 2030 Agenda and the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) was made. The
Group has, based on this, identified six global targets where
Bellman Group has the greatest opportunity of impact.

The identified SDGs are:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Goal 5 Gender equality
Goal 8 Decent work conditions and economic growth
Goal 9 Industry, innovations, and infrastructure
Goal 12 Responsible consumption and production
Goal 13 Climate action
Goal 16 Peace, justice, and strong institutions

Seven sub-targets have been identified, which are:
·

5.5 Ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal
opportunities for leadership

·

8.8 Protect labour rights and promote safe and secure working
environment for all workers

·

9.4 Upgrade infrastructure and retrofit industries to make
them sustainable

·

12.5 Substantially reduce waste generation through
prevention, reduction, recycling, and reuse

·

12.6 Encourage companies to adopt sustainable practices and
to integrate sustainability reporting

·

13.3 Improve climate education, awareness-raising and
capacity

·

16.5 Substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all
their forms

Bellman Group's long-term ambition is to translate the UN SDGs into concrete plans locally and through a
comprehensive sustainability agenda contribute to sustainable business solutions for both the Group and our customers.

1

1

1

1 LTIF4
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– Work related accidents with over four days absence per one million working hours.
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Green fleet
Bellman Group’s business areas include blasting, construction machinery, haulage, which all have a significant
environmental impact linked to fossil fuel usage. The majority of the Group’s impact comes from own and subcontractors’ fossil emissions. The short-term challenge is to address the limited availability of electrified and autonomous vehicles, but also incentives, availability, and cost of renewable fuels.

The Group’s contribution to reducing climate impact
A target of climate neutrality by 2045 was set during the
year, which requires a major effort to obtain. Bellman
Group believes that electrification and renewable fuels are
part of the solution, which means large technology shifts
and requirements for machine and vehicle suppliers as well
as fuel producers.
To drive development and to increase knowledge and
capacity within the industry, Bellman Group is represented
in various collaborative projects and initiatives together
with, among others, the Swedish Transport Administration,
the Swedish Construction Federation and the Swedish
Construction Forum.
The Group participates in several projects, together
with machine suppliers, addressing the development of
electrified autonomous machines and vehicles and participates in broad dialogues with machine suppliers and
cutomers regarding the future of the vehicle fleet and how
a transition can be facilitated and intensified. Bellman
Group participates in industry discussions regarding fossilfree workplaces and assists with experience in the search
for efficient solutions for optimizing mass management.
Transports, vehicles, and machinery
Bellman Group strives to reduce the environmental impact

Strategical focus area

Target

Green fleet

We will be climate neutral by 2045

In order to reduce the Group's
climate impact, Bellman Group
needs to increase the share of
renewable fuel and modernize
its fleet. Direct impact, indirect
impact.

By, to the extent it is possible, increasing the
renewable fuel share in the Group's projects.
By collaborating and participating in several
initiatives with the aim of contributing to a
sustainable transition. This affects the Group's
future roadmaps for a fossil-free industry.
Through sustainable purchasing, the Group
contributes to a modern, electrified, and
autonomous vehicle fleet.
Through clear and well-anchored key performance indicators and goals in combination with
an elaborate internal roadmap, the Group
will contributes to reaching the Swedish
national climate neutrality target by 2045.
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of its machinery and vehicle fleet as well as machine
transports by streamlining and improving logistical
planning, as well as continuously replacing the fleet with
modern and fuel-efficient models. Improved logistics and
fuel usage, as well as an increased element of renewable
fuels, contribute to both a reduced environmental impact
and higher cost
efficiency. All trucks owned by the Group are EURO 6 classified. Several plug-in hybrids with emissions below 50 g/km
have been purchased or leased during 2021.
Fossil-free vehicle fleet
In addition to the Group’s and customer’s high demands on
the transport and machinery fleet, the Group uses environmental fuel, Hydrogenated Vegetable Oil (HVO), as an alternative fuel that enables a reduction in CO2 emissions of
over 90 percent. Several of the Group's projects use 100
percent HVO fuel. The ambition is to increase the proportion of machines and vehicles that run on renewable fuels.
However, HVO fuel is not available across Sweden or in all
Group projects. To increase the share of fossil-free fuel,
several of the Group's subsidiaries have in 2021 started
measuring renewable fuel usage by vehicle.

Goal 2024

10 percent
lower
emissions
2024

Increase the
renewable
fuel share

Outcome
2021

Inclusion

1.84
(Scope 1,2)
24.48
(Scope 3)

2 percent

All
entities
within
Group

All
entities
within
Group

Fulfillment

Comment

-

Relative decrease in
relation to sales (CO2
tonnes/SEK m equals
emission intensity).
2021 is the base year
and the reason why no
change is shown.

-

In 2021, the Group has
adopted a common
structure and have set
limits on how renewable
fuels are measured and
reported. For 2021, the
share of renewable is 2
percent of the total fuel
consumption.
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Climate report according to the Greenhouse Gas Protocol
Since 2020, Bellman Group has collected and reported
information regarding the Group's climate-impacting emissions from use of energy, fuel consumption, business travel,
waste and the purchase of goods and services – a so-called
statutory Sustainability Report in accordance with the
Greenhouse Gas Protocol. The Group's greatest impact lies
in its indirect emissions in Scope 3.
The statutory sustainability report calculates the total
climate impact of CO2 emissions in three different categories (Scope). Scope 1 shows the direct impact of the business by calculating the vehicles and machinery, owned, and
leased. Scope 2 shows the indirect impact of the business
by a calculation of emissions divided by purchased electricity and district heating. Scope 3 shows the indirect impact
of operations through a calculation of emissions divided by
business travel, waste management, and the purchase of
transport, capital goods, office supplies, chemicals, and
services. There are two ways to calculate carbon dioxide
emissions from electricity consumption, market based, and
location based. Bellman Group has used calculation according to location-based data.
The report from 2020 provided a first overview of the
business and identified the major climate impacts. As a
development of previous mapping, the Group has in 2021
become more precise in its reporting using the Position
Green platform. This has resulted in a more robust and
comprehensive data collection. Thus, it has been decided
that the base and comparison year of data have changed to
2021, while previous reporting stated 2020 as the base
year.
The result of the statutory climate report is important
and lays the foundation for Bellman Group to be able to
take the right future measures regarding development,
efficiency improvements, implementation of new technology, requirements for suppliers, basis for cooperation
with customers, and in the end to achieve the goal of
climate neutrality by 2045.
The outcomes of the different Scopes increase understanding of, and facilitate follow-ups of, additional transparent long-term incentives to reduce the Group's impact
on all stages. Emissions are measured in relation to sales
and enables reporting on emission intensity, which changes
and can be measured and followed-up over time.
This means that the Group can present its emissions to
customers, which creates and lays the foundation for more
transparent incentives and our long-term commitment to
reduce the Group’s climate impact.
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Scope 1: Vehicles and machinery, owned and leased
Scope 2: Purchased electricity and district heating
Scope 3: Business travel, waste management and purchase of
transports, capital goods, office supplies, chemicals, and services

Sustainability highlights 2021
·

New Role, Head of Sustainability appointed
in March 2021.

·

Stakeholder dialogues with head of
sustainability at some of our major
customers.

·

New sustainability strategy with four focus
areas approved by Board of Directors.

·

New long-term goals are set up for
2022-2024.

·

The Group has identified its contribution to
the UN SDGs.

·

Sustainability organization was strengthened with a full-time manager and a fulltime coordinator.

·

Collaboration with Position Green
initiated to increase transparency and
traceability.
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Circular flows
Bellman Group transports significant amounts of surplus masses from various construction sites around
Sweden. By increasing the share of return transports and additional focus on reuse and recycling, the Group
contributes to waste minimization and circularity. Circular flows are identified as one of the Group’s most
important focus areas with many identified activities and ambitions that will be streamlined and set during 2022. As
a result, there are no specific outcome targets to report on in 2021.
The Group and circular flows
Bellman Group's ambition is to become a market leader and
a comprehensive partner in circular mass management.
Every year, the Group handles significant amounts of
masses that are transported from construction sites to
inventory, processing, recycling, or landfills. Often the fully
loaded vehicles go back to the same construction site, but
they are often forced to run with empty loads.
Bellman Group shall, together with the customer, be
active, within projects with the aim of contributing to circularity. Landfill operations and mass handling should be
sustainable at all levels. When setting up landfill operations,
the long-term social benefit is important to the Group.
Conservation and creating sustainable societies should be
part of the Group's guiding principles. Bellman Group currently owns three landfills and leases five and has recently
acquired two more sites strategically located near major infrastructure projects. Norrvidinge has access to eleven
environmental facilities.
The Group is active in two quarries. Rock quarries
create conditions and are a natural habitat for many species which creates a variety of living organisms, in places
where Bellman Group excavates rock and gravel. The Group
has an explicit ambition to preserve and increase biodiversity in rock quarries where they operate.

Strategical focus area
Circular flows
Bellman Group will increase
the circular flow through optimized transports and the reuse and recycling of masses.
Through this, the Group contributes to sustainable mass
management and becomes
the obvious partner for the
comprehensive offering.
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Target
We increase reuse and recycling
of self-managed masses and increase the number of round-trip
transports
The Group's focus in 2022 will be to
internally define concepts for mass
management and set relevant key
performance indicators and goals.
Delimitation is linked to selfmanaged masses and by that we mean the
masses that the Group manages on its own
operations. This also includes optimized
transports where the Group has started to
measurements in 2022.

In 2022, work has begun to develop measurable targets for
the reuse of masses. By 2024, the Group aims to significantly increase its reuse.
Round-trip transports
The optimization of mileage, inside and outside the work
place, is a very important aspect of the Group's sustainability work and comprehensive offering, both in terms of the
environment and the economy. This is done by minimizing
unnecessary internal transports between loading and unloading in cooperation with customers and partners. Two of
the Group's subsidiaries are participating in a pilot project
for optimizing mileage in connection with the construction
of the West Link in Gothenburg.
There are digital tools in the form of an app, which
allows drivers to quickly get information about obstacles
and accidents on the road and recommended new routes,
and construction machinery that is equipped with technology that allows each load to be optimized.
In 2020, Bellman Group together was together with
Volvo and NCC, fundamental players during the development of the digital service, Efficient Loading, which is still
being used. This service optimizes and plans loading from
construction site to landfill.

Goal 2024
Reuse and
recycling;
Goals to be set in
2022

Round-trip
transports;
Goals to be set in
2022

Outcome
2021

Inclusion

-

All
entities
within
Group

-

-

A All
entities
within
Group

-

Fulfillment

Comment
No goal or outcome for 2021
since this is a new
area of measurement for 20222024.
No goal or outcome for 2021
since this is a new
area of measurement for 20222024.
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Health and safety

To achieve lasting success, Bellman Group and its subsidiaries must be perceived as an attractive employer where
employees thrive, in an environment without accidents, with development potential. A healthy corporate culture
enables well-being, good relations, low staff turnover, low sick leave, equality, and diversity.
Safety on top of the agenda
Personnel safety is a top priority and Bellman Group has a
zero vision when it comes to accidents and encourages all
staff and subcontractors to report incidents and accidents.
Risks, incidents, and accidents are reported and investigated to ensure action can be taken as quickly as possible.
The Group, continuously acts to create and maintain safe
workplaces, educate employees in safety measurements
and to change attitudes to counteract risk behaviors. This
contributes to a healthy organization and a safe working
environment. All managers with personnel responsibilities
must undergo work environment education. By the end of
the year, 100 percent of management had undergone the
education.

working environment and opportunities for competence
development.
Bullying, harassment, and threats
Discrimination, harassment, threats, and violence are not
allowed in any form and all employees should be given
equal opportunities to develop regardless of gender, age,
ethnic origin, religion, political views, sexual orientation,
disability, or any other distinctive characteristics. In 2021,
there were five reported cases, two of which involved
sexual harassment and three related to threats and violence. Bellman Group has zero tolerance for sexual harassment, threats and violence. All of these cases have been
dealt with in accordance with the Group's policies and procedures. In the beginning of 2022, a mandatory employee education for all staff was launched in the Group's
Code of Conduct.
Since 2020, the Group's crises management, regarding
health and safety, has been mapped and a crises management support system has been procured from an external
supplier. HR and Work environment manager in Bellman
Group is responsible for activating the crisis management
and support for personnel and subcontractors.

Work environment
Group operations include work with large machines and
vehicles as well as blasting. Handling in accordance with
applicable safety regulations is of the utmost importance to
ensure that personal injuries can be avoided. A couple of
years ago, the Group implemented a system to simplify
daily absence reporting for employees and subcontractors.
Five out of eight entities within the Group have received
and updated ISO 45000 (work environment) certification in
2021. Not being able to retain or recruit qualified personnel
is a risk that Bellman Group manages by striving for a good

Strategical focus area
Health and safety
Bellman Group should not have
any serious accidents and should
annually reduce the number of
accidents by more than 4 days
absence without compromising
reported cases. Everyone is
treated equally regardless of
origin, gender, and sexuality.
Gender equality among employees should be increased as well
as women in senior positions.
Employees should have a good
knowledge of a safe working
environment.
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Target
We are an attractive
employer that offers a safe,
secure and equal work
environment
Through increased communication and
competence-enhancing education,
create increased awareness regarding
work environment, health, and safety
as well as entrench values through
messages and easily accessible information to all employees.
By enabling reporting of incidents,
accidents and other deviations. By
ensuring follow-up and action in cases
of bullying, harassment and serious
accidents. The Group should also
increase the staff diversity by offering
apprenticeships and through active
participation in professional boards
and schools to ensure competence in
professions lacking supply of workers.

Goal 2024

Outcome
2021

Inclusion

0 serious
accidents

11

All entities
within Group

3 LTIF4

5.8

All entities
within Group

100

All entities
within Group

All entities
within Group

1)

18/201)

> 30 eNPS

27.8

All entities
within Group

A first result was
presented in March
2022

0 cases of
bullying,
harassment, and
threats

5

All entities
within Group

All cases have been
handled according to
the Group’s policies
and procedures

100 percent of
supervisors
have been work
environment
educated
25 percent of our
employees are
women

Fulfillment

Comment
An increase caused by
the number of employees and a more frequent reporting
Work-related accidents
with over four days'
absence per one million
hours worked

percentage of
women in management
positions
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Equality and diversity
The construction industry is strongly male-dominated, and
the Group has a challenge in recruiting more female
employees to create a balanced gender distribution.
Bellman Group is convinced that an inclusive workplace
culture characterized by diversity benefits everyone. The
Group has set a target to increase the proportion of female
employees within the subsidiaries.
Reduced accident rate
For several years, Bellman Group has been tracking the
accident rate, Lost Time Incident Frequency (LTIF). As of
2021, measurements have been made linked to over four
days of absence per one million hours worked and the
Group has decided to set a target linked to LTIF4. The goal
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is to reduce accidents to below three by 2024. Bellman
Group and many of its clients have chosen to focus on
reducing absences due to accidents.
eNPS and employee surveys
Each year, a comprehensive employee survey is carried out
to measure employee well-being and satisfaction, highlight
weaknesses and strengths and by this continue to strive to
be an attractive and good employer. In 2021, a decision was
made to start measuring eNPS (Employee Net Promoter
Score), a measure that measures how likely it is that an
employee would recommend their employer to friends and
family. The first measurement of eNPS was carried out in
the spring of 2022.
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Ethics and compliance

Bellman Group highly values the maintenance of human rights and healthy working conditions. The Group's
success is based on the ability of employees to build strong and long-term relationships with customers and subcontractors. For Bellman Group, it is of the utmost importance that all employees have a clear idea of the Group's
common goals and the ethical principles on which the business is based. This applies both to work within the Group
and to contacts with external parties. Bellman Group rejects all forms of corruption and fraud and strives for
transparency, integrity, and honesty throughout the business.
Code of Conduct and guidelines
The Group has established a Code of Conduct that sets
requirements for how employees are expected to act. The
Code of Conduct applies to all employees. Through a digital
app all employees have access to the personnel policy,
deviation management, whistleblowing system, and crisis
management.
Since 2019, Bellman Group has had a Code of Conduct
for subcontractors, which must be complied with and approved by all subcontractors engaged with the Group. New
subcontractors approve the Code of Conduct at contract
signing while existing subcontractors approve the Code
throughout the year. The goal is for all subcontractors to
approve and adopt the code.

Bellman Group's app was introduced and implemented in
2021 and new users are added as they join the Group.

Bellman Group’s app
Bellman Group's app is a tool for internal information and
an effective way to reach all subcontractors. By the end of
the year, the Group's employees had been notified of the
Code of Conduct via the app. Each new employee gets
access as well as an introduction to all functionality in the
app. This includes the Code of Conduct, employee policies
and guidelines. These documents need to be signed in the
same app. It is through the app that employees and subcontractors reach deviation management, whistleblowing system and other relevant information as well as other documents. In the same app there is also an education module
that was developed in 2021. The module is an effective tool
for the education of both employees and subcontractors.

Strategical focus area
Ethics and compliance
Bellman Group should apply good
business ethics by implementing
the Code of Conduct. Follow-up on
compliance and clear guidelines
shall be sought. The Group has zero
tolerance for human rights violations, corruption and bribery. The
Group reports its sustainable activities in accordance with the statutory report.

Violations of human rights, corruption, and business ethics
For the Group to be aware of and be able to remedy conditions and events that violate the Code of Conduct, policies
or applicable laws and regulations, all employees, partners,
and subcontractors are encouraged to notify suspected
deviations directly to Bellman Group's Group Management
or report via the whistleblowing system. The cases received
are reviewed and addressed by the HR and Work Environment Manager together with Bellman Group's Chairman of
the Board, who is not in a position of dependence of the
Group.
In 2021, the Group’s whistleblowing system was updated and is now available on the Group's and subsidiaries'
websites as well as in the app. This makes it possible to
identify suspicious activity and strengthen the ability of employees and others to anonymously report suspected deviations. All cases have been handled in accordance with the
Group’s policies and procedures.
Long-term profitability
To ensure long-term profitability for the Group, is not only
of financial value, but also affects the Group's ability to
retain competent and knowledgeable employees, offer
market-based remuneration and have a modern machine
and vehicle fleet. Furthermore, it creates value for the
society through the Group's ability to hire employees, pay
salaries, employer's contributions and taxes.

Target

Goal 2024

All our subcontractors and employees have signed and
approved the Code of Conduct

100 percent of
employees have
approved the
Code of Conduct

Follow up that the Codes of Conduct is
transferred and approved on contract
signing or encourage digital signing via the
Bellman Group app. Implement a better
follow-up tool. Create enhanced, further
transparent reporting tools for sustainability data and develop and improve
reporting of sustainability activities.
Visualize ways of reporting whistleblowing cases.

100 percent of
subcontractors
have approved
the Code of
Conduct
0 cases of
corruption, bribes
or crimes against
human rights
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Outcome
2021

Inclusion

100

All entities
within Group

22

All entities
within Group

1

All entities
within Group

Fulfillment

Comment
A new reporting tool was
developed in 2021 together
with Bellman Group's app
where it is possible to sign
documents.
A new reporting tool has been
developed in 2021 together
with Bellman Group's app
where it is possible to sign
documents.
Subcontracting includes
companies under contract.
The outcome is based on 4
out of 7 units reporting.
Reported via Group’s
whistleblower system and is
handled in accordance with
the Group's policies and
procedures.
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Taxonomy regulation
As of 2021, the Bellman Group is subject to the requirements of Article 8 in the EU Taxonomy Regulation EU
2020/852 (the "EU Taxonomy"). For 2021, the share of a Group's economic activities covered by the EU taxonomy is
to be presented.
Assessment of compliance within the Regulation
In order to determine which of the Group's activities are
covered by the EU taxonomy, an evaluation of the activities
of the subsidiaries has been carried out in relation to the
economic activities described in the delegated regulation
established under the EU taxonomy climate change mitigation in the EU 2021/2139. Identification of the relevant
activities has required interpretations of the taxonomy and
the delegated regulation. Bellman Group's interpretation
according to the taxonomy definition, is that an economic
operation only is to be included if it generates external
sales, is carried out by Bellman Group and fulfills the description of the activities in the delegated regulation.
Based on this interpretation, it is concluded that large
parts of the activities are not covered by the EU taxonomy.
The activities covered are services related to road transport
of goods and recycling of non-hazardous waste as well as
some of the Group’s purchases and leases of passenger
cars, while other services related to, for example, blasting,
excavation, and handling of masses are currently not
applicable.
Applicable activities:
Services related to road freight
Within the Group, several different types of transport are
offered services by trucks covered by the EU taxonomy of
category 6.6 Services relating to road transport of goods
regarding the objective of limiting climate change. All group
trucks are EURO 6 classified.
To enable flexibility, Bellman Group uses subcontracttors to meet customer needs. The transport services provided by the Group itself are considered to be covered by
the EU taxonomy, while the transport services provided by
subcontractors are deemed not to be covered by the EUtaxonomy.

Material for recycling of non-hazardous waste
The subsidiary Norrvidinge operates recycling and environmental facilities, which fall within category 5.9 Recycling of
non-hazardous waste with regards to the objective of limiting climate change.
Furthermore, several of the subsidiaries operate landfills where primarily inert soil and excavation material are
received and recycled. As the material in these cases is used
as backfilling and/or for backfilling purposes, this type of
activity is not considered to fall within category 5.9 of the
EU taxonomy.
Procurement of taxonomy-related products and services
The EU-taxonomy also allows the inclusion of capital expenditure and operating expenditure relating to the purchase of products and services due to activities covered by
the EU taxonomy which do not generate revenues that are
directly related to the activities in question, provided that
those purchases contribute to emission reductions and/or
that supplier's economic activities are compatible with euTaxonomy.
Based on the evaluation carried out, the purchase and
leasing of passenger cars has been deemed relevant (category 6.5 Transport by motorcycles, passenger cars and light
engine vehicles). The Group's passenger cars are not associated with external revenues but are used to support our
other operations. For the purchase and leasing of passenger
cars to be considered to be covered by the EU-taxonomy,
passenger cars must contribute to the low-carbon target
activities or lead to a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
and be subject to the technical review criteria defined in
the delegated Act. Based on the available information as of
the end of December 2021, we have interpreted this as that
only passenger cars with emissions of not more than 50
g/km can be included. During the year, the Group purchased or leased several plug-in hybrids with emissions
below 50 g/km.

Bellman Group’s EU taxonomy scope
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Accounting principles / Accounting policy
In the context of accounting in line with the EU taxonomy,
sales, capital expenditure and operating expenditure are
defined as below. The definition of capital expenditure and
operating expenditure differs here from our regular financial reporting. The recognition of the share of activities
covered by the EU-taxonomy has been based on the share
of sales, capital expenditure and operating expenditure
directly attributable to the activities of the Bellman Group
covered by the EU-taxonomy as described above. This allocation has primarily been based on financial information
related to relevant profit and loss and cost centers. In compiling the information, verification has been carried out to
ensure amounts are not double-counted.
Sales
The statement of total sales corresponds to the Group's net
sales from the Group's income statement and statement of
comprehensive income on page 59 and Note K4.

Capital expenditure
Recognition of total capital expenditure relates to additions
to tangible and intangible assets in the year before
depreciation, revaluations and write-downs and excluding
changes in fair value. In addition, supplements are included
in the rights of use and tangible and intangible assets arising from business combinations excluding goodwill. See
Note K10 regarding additional rights of use, K15 and K16
regarding additions to intangible and tangible fixed assets
and property.
Operating expenditure
The accounting for operating expenditure under the EUtaxonomy includes the Group's direct costs and refers to
building renovations, short-term leases and maintenance
and repairs. The majority of Bellman Group's operating
expenditure relate to the maintenance and repair of
vehicles and machinery.

Total m SEK

Part covered by the
taxonomy (%)

Part not covered by the
taxonomy (%)

2,861.4

17

83

Capital expenditure (CAPEX)

439.7

4

96

Operating expenditure (OPEX)

96.7

24

76

Key performance Indicators
Sales
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Sustainability data
Since the fourth quarter of the year, all data collection is transferred via the Position Green platform and is
recorded either quarterly or on an annual basis. In the year, two companies were acquired. In the second quarter,
Ivarsson was added and in the third quarter Norrvidinge. The figures for the climate accounts and emissions
figures are calculated on a full-year pro forma basis. Other figures are calculated and reported quarterly.

Climate Report 2021 1)
Climate Report, (tonnes CO2e)

Health and safety
2021

Incidents and accidents

2021

Scope 1

5,213

Total (number of)

165

Vehicles and machinery

5,213

- serious accidents

16

Scope 2

43

- accidents

149

Purchased energy

43

Lost Time Incidents Frequency (LTIF)

2021
32.2

Scope 3

70,059

LTIF (yearly average)

Purchased transports

52,668

LTIF4 (more than 4 days absence)

Purchased goods and services

15,651

Sick leave

Waste

1,350

Business travel

390

Total emissions

75,315

5.8
2021

Average sick leave, %
Staff distribution of women, %

9
2021

Employees

18

Emission intensity (CO2e/SEK m)

2021

Senior Management

20

Scope 1

1.82

Group Management

18

Scope 2

0.02

Board of Directors

43

Scope 3

24.48

1) pro forma

Number of Employees (number of)
Average number of employees (Group)
Apprentices (number of)
Apprentices

2021
594
2021
51

Ethics, compliance and governance
Code of Conduct, approved employees
Percentage of total, %
Code of Conduct, approved subcontractors
Percentage of total, %

2021
100
2021

Green fleet
Diesel consumption
Consumption by worked hour (liter) 1)

2021
10

22

Share of renewable fuel

2021

ISO certified entities (14001, 9001, 45000)

2021

of total consumption, %

2

Subsidiaries (number of)

5 of 7

Number of environmental incidents

Parent company (number of)

0 of 1

Incidents, full year (number of)
1) pro forma
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AUDITOR’S REPORT

Auditor’s report on the
statutory sustainability
report
Unofficial translation

To the general meeting of the shareholders in Bellman Group AB (publ),
corporate identity number 559108-3729
Engagement and responsibility
It is the board of directors who is responsible for the statutory
sustainability report for the year 2021 on pages 32–44 and that it
has been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.
The scope of the audit
Our examination has been conducted in accordance with FAR’s
auditing standard RevR 12 The auditor’s opinion regarding the
statutory sustainability report. This means that our examination of
the statutory sustainability report is substantially different and less
in scope than an audit conducted in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing and generally accepted auditing standards in
Sweden. We believe that the examination has provided us with
sufficient basis for our opinion.
Opinion
A statutory sustainability report has been prepared.

Stockholm den 26 april 2022
PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Nicklas Kullberg
Authorized Public Accountant
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Corporate Governance
Principles of corporate governance
Bellman Group AB (publ) is a public Swedish limited company with
its registered office in Stockholm. Bellman Group’s corporate bond
is quoted on Nasdaq Stockholm. Over and above the provisions of
Swedish law, the Group’s corporate governance is based on
Nasdaq Stockholm’s Rulebook for Issuers. Bellman Group has
commenced voluntary adoption of the Swedish Code of Corporate
Governance (the “Code”).
Following the completion of certain acquisitions and
refinancing in the beginning of 2021, the Group in which Bellman
Group AB is the parent, was restructured. Bellman Group AB is
thus a fully owned subsidiary in a group where the group's mother
is Haimos HoldCo AB, whose ownership structure is shown in the
table below. The Board of Directors of Haimos HoldCo is identical
to the Board of Directors of Bellman Group AB (publ). The principles for corporate governance, as applied to Bellman Group,
remain. The Nomination Committee's proposal as well as the
Annual General Meeting in Haimos HoldCo's resolution regarding
the Board's management of the Group's affairs also relates to
Bellman Group.
Responsibility for management and control of operations of
Bellman Group AB and subsidiaries is divided between the shareholders at the Annual General Meeting (AGM), the Board of
Directors, Chief Executive Officer and the external Auditor elected
by the AGM. Apart from the above regulation, the company has
formulated internal policies and procedures, which are applied
and monitored using reporting processes and standards that are
collective for the Group.

The share and shareholders

Since 15 January 2021, Verdane Holding 26 AB owns 100 percent
of the shares in Bellman Group AB (publ). Verdane Holding 26 AB
is in turn 100 percent owned by Verdane Alexander Holding AB,
which in turn is 100 percent owned by Haimos HoldCo AB.
The ownership in Haimos HoldCo AB is then divided between
Verdane (through the company BJP HoldCo AB), which at yearend 2021 controlled 64.5 percent of the ownership, while
management, some key employees and parts of the Board of
Directors control the remaining 35.5 percent.

Function of shareholders’ meeting

Shareholders’ influence is exercised at AGMs, and where
applicable, Extraordinary General Meetings (EGM), which is
Bellman Group’s chief decision-making body. Bellman Group
does not have any special arrangements regarding the function
of shareholders’ meetings, either in terms of provisions, or as far
as the company is aware, shareholders’ agreements.
Shareholders that wish to participate at shareholders’
meetings must firstly be recorded in the share register by the
day stated in the invitation to that meeting, and secondly notify
the company. Shareholders unable to participate in person can
attend through representatives or power of attorney. The
Articles of Association have no limitations in terms of the
number of votes each shareholder may cast at a shareholders’
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meeting. The Articles of Association contain no special provisions
on the appointment or dismissal of Directors or amendments of
the Articles of Association.
The Code stipulates that information on the time and location of the AGM should be uploaded to Bellman Group AB’s
website at the latest coincident with the Third-quarter Interim
Report. This should also include disclosures on how shareholders
should proceed to have a matter considered by the Meeting.

Shareholders/Indirect ownership through Haimos HoldCo

Nomination
Committee

AGM

Audit Committee

Bord of Directors

Auditor

Remuneration
Committee

CEO of Bellman Group

Group Management

No. Of Prop. Of votes
shares1 and capital, % 1

Shareholder
BJP HoldCo AB
ANALOG Holding AB

1,041,744

64.5

147,500

9.1

Hasseludd Holding AB

73,557

4.6

Skärså Consulting AB

63,200

3.9

Jonas Degerman Holding AB

63,200

3.9

Bromab Invest AB

63,200

3.9

Norden Kapitalförvaltning AB

47,667

3.0

Ivarssons Entreprenad i Lilla Edet AB

43,515

2.7

Robin Mark & Anläggning AB

29,881

1.9

Derigo Rådgivning AB

12,000

0.7

Arnö Rådgivning AB
Other
Total

9,000

0.6

19,928

1.2

1,614,392

100.0

On January 15, 2021, Verdane strengthened its ownership in Bellman Group and as
of December 31, 2021, they control 64.5 percent of the votes and capital in the
company through holding companies. The remaining shares are still controlled by
parts of Bellman Group's management, certain key employees and parts of the
Board of Directors.
1
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Annual General Meeting 2021

The AGM 2021 was held on 21 May 2021 in Stockholm. All
shareholders were represented at the AGM, or 100 percent of
the number of shares and votes of the company.
The AGM resolved to adopt the Income Statement and
Balance Sheet, and Consolidated Income Statement and
Consolidated Balance Sheet in the annual accounts for the
financial year 2020. The meeting resolved that the funds at its
disposal of SEK 342 552 265 SEK would be carried forward. The
AGM elected Magnus Persson as new Director and reelected Per
Nordlander, Björn Andersson, Charlotte Hybinette, Anne-Lie Lind
and Ingalill Östman as Directors for the period until the next
AGM.
PricewaterhouseCoopers AB, with Nicklas Kullberg as Auditor
in Charge, was elected Auditor for the period until the next AGM.
The Meeting also approved fees for the full term of office
until the next AGM of SEK 250,000 to each of Charlotte
Hybinette, Anne-Lie Lind and Ingalill Östman, and SEK 450,000 to
Björn Anderson, and that no fees would be payable to other
Directors. Audit fees would be payable according to account.

Extraordinary General Meeting
At the Extraordinary General Meeting on 1 June 2021, it was
resolved that the Board of Directors for the period until the next
Annual General Meeting should consist of seven ordinary
members without any deputies. Martin Nilsson was elected as
ne Director and Per Nordlander, Björn Andersson, Charlotte
Hybinette, Anne-Lie Lind, Ingalill Östman and Magnus Persson
where reelected as Directors for the period until the next AGM.
Björn Andersson was reelected as Chairman of the Board.

Nomination Committee
The duty of the Nomination Committee is to submit proposals
for resolution on issues including a Chairman of the AGM,
Directors, Directors’ fees, election of Auditors and audit fees for
the AGM. For the AGM of Bellman Group for 2022, the following
shareholders’ representatives have been appointed as members
of the Nomination Committee:
·
·
·

Per Nordlander (Chairman), Verdane Capital AB
Dick Örn, Hasseludd Holding AB
Magnus Persson, Skärså Consulting AB

The composition of the Nomination Committee is non-compliant
with the Code in terms of independence of the company and
management, due to current concentration of ownership, and
an operationally active owner.

Board of Directors

The overall duty of the Board of Directors is to be responsible for
the company’s organization and administration of the company’s
affairs. When performing its duties, the Board of Directors should
protect all shareholders’ interests. It is also the Board of
Directors’ duty to ensure that this Corporate Governance Report
is prepared.
Bellman Group’s Articles of Association stipulate that the
Board of Directors should consist of a minimum of three and a
maximum of ten members, with a maximum of five deputies.
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The Directors are elected at the AGM for the period until the end
of the following AGM.
At the end of 2021, the Board of Directors of Bellman Group
had seven members. For information regarding the Directors
and their assignments outside the company and shareholdings in
Bellman Group, see page 50.
In its work with nominations for the Board of Directors, the
Nomination Committee has applied the diversity policy adopted
by the Board of Directors. The outcome of applying the diversity
policy is that the Nomination Committee considers that with
Bellman Group’s operations, its Board of Directors features versatility and breadth in terms of competence, experience and backgrounds of the Directors elected by the AGM. Additionally, it has
achieved an even gender division on the Board of Directors.
Against the above background, the Nomination Committee considers that the goals of the Diversity Policy have been achieved,
and that the composition of the Board of Directors is expedient,
satisfying the standards required by the company’s status and
challenges it faces.
Information regarding remuneration to Directors as resolved
by the AGM 2021, can be found in annual accounts, note K8.

Work of the Board of Directors
Each year, the Board of Directors adopts rules of procedure, and
instructions on segregating duties between the Board of Directors
and the CEO, and instructions for financial reporting to the Board
of Directors. Each year, the Board of Directors also adopts
instructions for the Remuneration Committee, and the Risk &
Audit Committee.
The Board of Directors’ rules of procedure stipulate that
normally, five scheduled meetings should be held during the year
in addition to the Board meeting following election. Additionally,
the Board of Directors meets if circumstances require. In 2021,
the Board of Directors held one Board meeting following election
and six scheduled Board meetings, as well as seven additional
Board meetings (of which four per capsulam).
There are several permanent items on the agenda of each
scheduled Board meeting: the CEO’s review of operations,
accounting report, quarterly report to bondholders, sustainability
(environment, health & safety) and a review and update of
policies. In 2021, the Board also considered the company’s
strategy and objectives, financial position, and acquisitions, as
well as issues related to internal control, human resources, and
organization. The company’s Auditors attended one of these
meetings, when the Audit Report was presented.

Remuneration Committee
At the end of 2019, the Board of Directors constituted a Remuneration Committee with the responsibility to consult on Board
of Directors decisions regarding questions affecting remuneration principles, as well as total compensation and other terms of
employment for Group Management. The Remuneration Committee should also monitor and evaluate application of the guidelines for remunerating senior executives as resolved by the AGM,
and applicable compensation structures and levels within the
company.
Dedicated instructions for the duties of the Committee,
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working methodology and reporting obligations were adopted
by the Board of Directors. The members of the Remuneration
Committee are Committee Chairman Björn Andersson and
regular members Charlotte Hybinette and Ingalill Östman.
The Remuneration Committee held two (2) meetings in 2021
when the above points were considered.

Audit Committee

At the end of 2019, the Board of Directors constituted an Audit
Committee, whose duty is to monitor the company’s financial
reporting and presenting recommendations and proposals to
ensure its reliability, monitor effectiveness of the company’s
internal controls and risk management regarding financial reporting, and evaluate the need for an internal audit function each
year, stay informed about the audit of the annual accounts and
the consolidated accounts, monitor the outcome of the audit,
Auditor impartiality and independence, submit proposals to the
AGM regarding the election of Auditors or consider assigning the
Nomination Committee to makes such proposals to the AGM.
The Audit Committee consists of three members, with Chair
Charlotte Hybinette and regular members Anne-Lie Lind and
Björn Andersson.
The Board of Directors has adopted dedicated instructions for
the Audit Committee, which include detailed instructions on its
reporting obligation, duties and working methodology. In 2021,
the Audit Committee held four (4) meetings.

Meetings attendance

The Directors attended Board and Committee meetings in 2021
as illustrated below. The table also states which Directors that
were elected by shareholders’ meetings can be considered
independent of the company and its management, and of the
company’s shareholders, in accordance with the Code.

Internal control systems and risk management for the
financial reporting
The Board of Directors’ responsibility for internal governance
and control is formalized by Swedish legislation (the Swedish
Companies Act and Annual Accounts Act), and in the Code.
Bellman Group applies, and complies with, these standards. The
description of how internal controls are organized provided here
is limited to considering internal controls for financial reporting.
Internal controls for financial reporting are an essential

component of Bellman Group’s corporate governance and are
designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of external financial reporting in the form of interim reports,
annual reports, and annual financial statements, and that financial reporting has been prepared consistently with laws, applicable accounting standards and other standards applying to listed
companies. The Board of Directors has overall responsibility for
internal controls and risk management, but without limiting the
Board of Directors’ responsibilities, has delegated monitoring,
and assessment of the effectiveness of the company’s systems
for internal controls to the Audit Committee.
Bellman Group applies the COSO framework for internal
governance and control, the most widely recognized framework
to define and evaluate the Group’s control structure. The COSO
framework has five components: control environment, risk
assessment, control activities, information and communication,
and monitoring activities.

Control environment
The control environment is the foundation of internal controls for
financial reporting. The values and attitudes to business ethics that
the Board of Directors, CEO and Group Management communicate and operate from are an important component of the control
environment. Other important components are the Group’s organizational structure, leadership, decision making, delegation of
authority and responsibility, as well as the competence of the
employees. The important components of Bellman Group’s control environment are also reflected in the policies and procedures
that the Board of Directors and Group Management have
adopted. Examples of such documents are:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Rules of procedure for the Board of Directors
List of approvals
Instructions for CEO
Instructions for financial reporting
Finance Policy
Finance Manual
Code of conduct

All internal governance documents are updated yearly and
amended due changes in legislation, regulation, or accounting
standards whenever there is a need for change.

Independence
Elected

Attendance at
Board meetings

Audit Committee
member

Remuneration
Committee member

Company and
managment

Major
shareholders

Björn Andersson,
ordförande

2017

14/14

4/4

2/2 (Chair.)

Yes

Yes

Ingalill Östman

2018

14/14

2/2

Yes

Yes

Per Nordlander

2017

14/14

Yes

No

Håkan Lind 1)

2017

9

No

Yes

Charlotte Hybinette

2019

14/14

4/4 (Chair.)

Yes

Yes

Anne-Lie Lind

2019

13/14

3/4

Yes

Yes

Magnus Persson 1)

2021

5

No

Yes

Martin Nilsson 1)

2021

4

No

Yes

Member

2/2

1)Håkan

Lind stepped down from his role as ordinary board member at the 2021 Annual General Meeting when Magnus Persson was elected to the Board of Directors. Martin Nilsson
was elected to the Board of Directors at the Extraordinary General Meeting on 1 June 2021.
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Risk assessment

Monitoring

Risk assessment is designed to identify the risk of material
misstatements in Bellman Group’s financial reporting, and thus
provide guidance on the segments that are important to
monitor. The assessment of risks in relation to financial reporting
is conducted regularly within the organization and is part of
operating activities.
The CFO is responsible for coordinating activities relating to
the risk assessment, and for presenting the result to the Audit
Committee.

Monitoring the effectiveness of internal controls, including
whether controls have been designed expediently, and that they
are executed consistently over time, is conducted each year
within Bellman Group.
The approach for monitoring is determined based on the
assessed risk level and nature of the risk, and is conducted as
follows:

Control activities
Control activities are designed to manage the material risks identified in the risk assessment. Bellman Group has created an internal
control framework, which compiles important control activities
and key controls related to financial reporting. Each key control is
documented in a framework including how such control should be
carried out, who should conduct it, and where appropriate
approve it, and which control documentation should be retained.
The internal control framework covers several central business
processes such as:
·
·

Financial Statement Process
Project accounting, including revenue and procurement
expenses

·
·
·

Payroll Management
Tangible Asset Management
IT

Information and communication
Internal information within Bellman Group and external communication are governed at an overall level by the Group’s corporate communication guidelines. Group Management is responsible for informing affected staff of their responsibilities for maintaining good internal controls with the aim of ensuring effective
and accurate dissemination of information in financial reporting.
This is achieved through channels including regular informative
meetings in each business area. Adopted policies, guidelines,
manuals and instructions are made available to employees and
subcontractors through the Bellman Group app.
The Group’s accounting function is responsible for the dissemination of external information in financial reporting. This
work is conducted on the principle of updated and accurate
dissemination of information in accordance with Nasdaq
Stockholm’s Rulebook for Issuers.
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Low/Medium risk (according to the risk assessment conducted):
Self-assessment is conducted to judge whether controls are completed and functioning as intended. As part of the self-assessment,
each control owner is requested to respond on a form, and then
take a standpoint on whether the relevant control is functional or
not. The self-assessment form is sent to the Group’s accounting
function, and the results are compiled.

Medium/High risk (according to the risk assessment conducted):

The self-assessment is combined with testing with the aim of verifying that controls are being conducted and are functioning. The
testing of the effectiveness of controls by reviewing control
documentation is conducted on a selection of controls and can be
conducted by internal or external resources.
The outcome of the monitoring is compiled and analyzed, with any
variances noted and action plans prepared communicated to the
Audit Committee. The progress of potential action plans is
monitored continuously.
Bellman Group has not, at present, constituted a separate
internal audit function. Nothing has emerged that suggests that its
control system is not functioning in the intended manner, and
against this background, the Board of Directors has decided not to
constitute an internal audit function. The Board of Directors
considers and reevaluates its decision to not have an internal audit
function each year.
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Board of Directors
Björn Andersson

Charlotte Hybinette

Chairman since 2018 and
Director since 2017
Born: 1959
Education: M.Sc. (Econ.), Naval Officer
Current assignments: Chairman of Umia
Sweden AB, Bara Mineraler AB, Färg-In AB
and Luda Farm AB
Work experience: Senior partner of Neuman
& Nydahl, CEO of Oden anläggningsentreprenad, CFO of NCC AB, CFO of AB Svenska
Shell and senior positions within Shell
Bellman Group shares: 12,000 shares1 via
company

Director since 2019
Born: 1973
Education: Attorney-at-law
Current assignments: Interim General
Counsel at NatWest NordiskRenting and
advisor through Hybinette & Partners AB.
Director of Collector AB/Collector Bank AB
and Chairman of Platzer Fastigheter Holding
AB since AGM 2020
Work experience: Attorney and Managing
Partner of MAQS law firm
Bellman Group shares: 1,390 shares1

Per Nordlander

Anne-Lie Lind

Director since 2017
Born: 1967
Education: M.Sc. in engineering physics
Current assignments: Partner of Verdane Capital
and Director of Livförsäkringsbolaget Skandia
and Nordic Finance
Work experience: CEO and Founder of Avanza,
Founder and Manager of NordNet. Different
roles at Öhman, OMX Nasdaq and consultant at
Accenture
Bellman Group shares: -

Director since 2019
Born: 1971
Education: M.Sc. in mechanical engineering
Current assignments: CEO of Tamro AB
Work experience: Vice President of Camfil
Power Systems Europe & Middle East, CEO of
AkkaFRAKT and different senior roles at SKF,
Volvo and Tetra Pak
Bellman Group shares: 500 shares1 via
company

Ingalill Östman

Magnus Persson

Director since 2018
Born: 1956
Education: M.Sc. in mechanical engineering
Current assignments: Director of Allgon AB,
Länsförsäkringar Göteborg and Bohuslän and
StyrelseAkademien Västsverige
Work experience: Corporate Communication
Director of Castellum, Senior Vice President of
Communications & Government relations
AB SKF, Senior Vice President Corporate
Communications ABB Sverige and Nord Europa
and different senior roles in ABB
Bellman Group shares: 1,400 shares1 via
company

Deputy CEO, COO and Director since 2021
Born: 1969
Education: Civil Engineer
Current assignments: Chairman of ME,
Maskinentreprenörerna
Work experience: Different roles in Skanska
during 1989-2000, Owner, CEO and Deputy
CEO of VSM Entreprenad AB since 2001
Bellman Group shares: 63,200 shares1 via
company

Martin Nilsson
Deputy CEO of Norrvidinge and Director
since 2021
Born: 1977
Education: Senior high school graduate
(Econ.)
Current assignments: Work experience: CEO of Norrvidinge LBC
and CEO of Norrvidinge Rental
Bellman Group shares: 67,113 shares1 via
company
1

Auditor
Nicklas Kullberg
PwC Sweden (PricewaterhouseCoopers AB)
Auditor in Charge since 2017
Other auditing assignments include Proact,IFS, Enea and Värmevärden

Number of shares as of 31 December 2021 in the holding company, which after restructuring and acquisitions driven by
Verdane, that owns Bellman Group. Verdane controls 64.5 percent while management, key personnel, and parts of the board
control the remaining 35.5 percent via the holding company.
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Håkan Lind

Magnus Persson

Roger Axelsson

CEO (at year end)
Born: 1963
Education: Senior high
school graduate
Work experience: CEO and
Chairman of Bellmans Åkeri
AB, CEO aof Foria AB, CEO
of Såab AB
Current assignments:
Director of Grundab
Fastigheter i Stockholm
and Hasseludd Holding AB
Bellman Group shares:
22,067 shares1 via company

Deputy CEO (at year end)
Born: 1969
Education: Civil Engineer
Work experience: Different
roles in Skanska during 19892000, Owner, CEO and Deputy
CEO of VSM Entreprenad AB
since 2001
Current assignments: Chairman
of ME, Maskinentreprenörerna
Bellman Group shares: 63,200
shres1 via company

CFO
Born: 1959
Education: M.Sc. (Econ.)
Work experience: Interim CFO
Assemblin Group, CFO Quant
Group,Corporate Controller
Esselte Group
Current assignments: –
Bellman Group shares: 9,000
shares1 via company

Staffan Haglund

Thomas Johansson

Dick Örn

CEO VSM Entreprenad AB
Born: 1973
Education: Graduate
Engineer
Work experience: Sales
Manager Märsta Förenade
Åkeriföretag, Site
Manager Vägverket
Produktion ”Svevia”
Current assignments: Bellman Group shares: 150
aktier1

CEO Uppländska
Bergborrnings AB
Born: 1966
Education: Senior high
school graduate (Tech. 4Y)
Work experience: Different
roles in NCC for 20 years,
CEO of Secora Sverige AB,
Operational Manager of
Reomti Bygg AB
Current assignments: Bellman Group shares: 1,300
shares1

CEO Bellmans Åkeri &
Entreprenad AB and SÅCAB
Åkericentral AB
Born: 1964
Education: Senior high school
graduate
Work experience: Bellmans
Åkeri AB since 1991 (CEO
since 2007) and CEO of
Contrail AB.
Current assignments: Chairman
of Hasseludd Holding AB.
Bellman Group shares: 51,490
shares1 via company

Mathias Cederblad

Tobias Fåll

Johan Beermann

CEO Samgräv Holding AB
Born: 1984
Education: Engineer
Work experience:
Production Manager
Nouryon (Akzo Nobel)
Current assignments: –
Bellman Group shares: 3,092
shares1 via company

CEO Ivarssons i
Göteborg AB
Born: 1992
Education: Senior high
school graduate
Work experience: Machine
operator and senior
manager at Ivarssons for
10 years
Current assignments: –
Bellman Group shares: -

Pernilla Enkler

Gabriella Fällman

Head of Communication and
Sustainability
Born: 1979
Education: Econ.
Work experience: CSR
Manager Nordics Apollo
Travel Group, Sustainability
responsible at Carlsberg
Sverige AB, Quality and
Sustainability Manager at
Trivselhus AB, Sustainability
Manager at SKB (Stockholms
Kooperativa Bostadsförening)
Bellman Group shares: -

CIO
Born: 1972
Education: M.Sc. (Econ.)
Work experience: Head of IT
at Arvid Nordquist, Business
Controller,
ERP System Consultant
Current assignments: Bellman Group shares: 150
shares1

CEO Norrvidinge Group
Born: 1966
Education: Senior high school
graduate (Engineering)
Work experience: 20 years of
experience from different
Senior Management positions
within civil engineering and
construction machinery, CEO
of Östschakt Ekonomisk
Förening 2016-2018, Division
Head of GDL Anläggning
2011-2015, CEO of GDL
Transport Öst AB 20082010
Current assignments: Bellman Group shares: 13,275
shares1 via company

1

Number of shares as of 31 December 2021 in the holding company, which after restructuring and acquisitions
driven by Verdane,
that owns Bellman
Verdane controls
64.5
percent while management, key personnel,
Bellman
GroupGroup.
| Annual
Report
2021
and parts of the board control the remaining 35.5 percent via the holding company.
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Auditors’ report on the
Corporate Governance
Statement
Unofficial translation

To the general meeting of the shareholders in Bellman Grooup AB (publ),
corporate identity number 559108-3729
Engagement and responsibility
It is the board of directors who is responsible for the corporate governance
statement for the year 2021 on pages 46-51 and that it has been prepared in
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.
The scope of the audit
Our examination has been conducted in accordance with FAR’s auditing
standard RevR 16 The auditor’s examination of the corporate governance
statement. This means that our examination of the corporate governance
statement is different and substantially less in scope than an audit conducted in
accordance with International Standards on Auditing and generally accepted
auditing standards in Sweden.
We believe that the examination has provided us with sufficient basis for our
opinions.
Opinions
A corporate governance statement has been prepared. Disclosures in
accordance with chapter 6 section 6 the second paragraph points 2-6 the
Annual Accounts Act and chapter 7 section 31 the second paragraph the same
law are consistent with the annual accounts and the consolidated accounts and
are in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act.

Stockholm 26 April 2022

PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Nicklas Kullberg
Authorized Public Accountant
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS REPORT

Board of Directors Report
The Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer of
Bellman Group AB (publ), corp. ID no. 559108-3729, hereby
present the annual accounts and consolidated accounts for
the financial year 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021.
Figures in brackets are for the previous year. All amounts
are in millions of Swedish kronor (SEK m) unless otherwise
stated. Bellman Group’s corporate bond is listed on Nasdaq
Stockholm.
Ivarssons I Göteborg AB (Ivarssons) was acquired in
January 2021 and Norrvidinge Group (Norrvidinge) in June.
Both acquisitions included goodwill, which amounted to
SEK 750.3 m (464.0) at year-end. The Income Statement for
2020 includes SÅCAB for the period March - December
2020 while the income statement for 2021 includes
Ivarssons for the period January - December 2021 and
Norrvidinge for the period June - December 2021.

Information regarding operations

Bellman Group AB and its subsidiaries are below referred to
as the Group or Bellman Group.
Bellman Group is a civil engineering group that conducts groundworks. The Group is active in rock blasting,
excavation and transportation, and handling of masses by
operating landfills and recycling facilities. The Group possesses the competence, experience and commitment that
are the foundation of successful construction projects. The
Group’s core values, quality, competence, safety, and sustainability ensures that the business is run long-term and
sustainable.
Bellman Group’s is expected to grow organically as well
as through acquisitions of established and profitable enterprises that complement Bellman Group’s offering. During
acquisitions the Group focuses on revenue synergies and
strengthening the subcontractor position towards construction companies.
Bellman Group strives for a low project risk and develops the business focusing on shareholder value creation.

VSM Entreprenad AB (”VSM”)
VSM is a construction machine company with operations
mainly involving rock and aggregate handling at stationary
and mobile crushing facilities, excavation of roads and tunnels, civil engineering and project development, as well as
rental of machinery and operations. The company employs
over 500 vehicles/ machines, of which about 50 percent
belong to subcontractors. VSM’s head office is based in
Kallhäll and operates throughout Sweden.

Bellmans Åkeri & Entreprenad AB (”Bellmans”)
Bellmans performs excavation and haulage as well as rental
of construction machinery and trucks with drivers. It’s the
largest transport company in the Stockholm region linked to
construction transport and daily employs approximately
500 vehicles. Operations are concentrated to the Stockholm
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region. Bellmans headquarter is based in Saltsjö-Boo outside Stockholm.

Uppländska Bergborrnings AB (”Uppländska”)
Uppländska is one of the Sweden’s largest and most complete rock processing companies. The company offers qualified services in rock drilling, -blasting and -splitting as well
as wire sawing. The company employs approximately 70
machines, of which more than 10 belong to subcontractors.
In December 2020, Bellman Group acquired Losshållningsbolaget i Sverige AB (LHB) which has been integrated into
the Uppländska segment. The company’s head office is
based in Norrtälje but operates throughout Sweden.

Samgräv Holding AB (”Samgräv”)
Samgräv Holding AB was acquired on 31 January 2019. The
company operates its own landfills, land processing, recycling facilities and rock quarries, as well as providing
transport and machine services in West Sweden. Samgräv’s
head office is located in Kungälv. On December 15 the Group
purchased the site Bugärde, through the acquisition of
Bugärde Development AB, that was sold in July 2021 to the
associated company Bugärde Holding AB. At the end of 2021
Bellman Group owned fifty percent of this company.

SÅCAB Åkericentral AB (”SÅCAB”)
SÅCAB Åkericentral AB (SÅCAB) was acquired 18 March
2020 and is a transport and machinery brokerage company
with its own landfill in southern Stockholm. SÅCAB does not
own any vehicles but employs about 60 subcontractors.
SÅCABs head office is located in Skogås.

Ivarssons i Göteborg AB (”Ivarssons”)
Ivarssons was acquired 18 January 2021 and is a land and
civil engineering company also specialized in areas such as
shafts and marine related assignments with a focus on
stability enhancing measures and erosion protection. Operations are concentrated to the Gothenburg region and the
fleet includes some 50 track and wheel machines with
varied range, many of them with ranges up to 22 meters in
length and 30 meters in depth. Ivarssons head office is
based in Lilla Edet.

Norrvidinge Group (”Norrvidinge”)
Norrvidinge was acqured 27 Mayj 2021 through the acquisition of Norrvidinge Lastbilscentral AB, Grus & Makadam Syd
AB och EliaExpress AB with subsidiaries. Norrvidinge is a
transport and machine service company that also handles
engineering materials. Operations are concentrated to the
south of Sweden and daily employs approximately 300
vehicles, where of approximately 85 percent is owned by
the Group. Norrvidinge has offices in Malmö, Helsingborg
and Halmstad.
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Bellman Group AB (”Parent Company”)
Bellman Group AB is the Group’s Parent Company with its
head office in Solna.
The Parent Company includes Group Management and
certain groupwide functions within finance, communication
& sustainability, HR, and IT. The Parent Company owns one
hundred percent of the shares in Bellmans Åkeri & Entreprenad AB, Uppländska Bergborrnings AB, VSM Entreprenad AB, Samgräv Holding AB, SÅCAB Åkericentral AB, Losshållningsbolaget i Sverige AB, Ivarssons Entreprenad i Göteborg AB, Norrvidinge Lastbilscentral AB, Grus & Makadam
Syd AB, EliaExpress AB and fifty percent of the shares in
Bugärde Holding AB.

Significant events during the financial year

18 January 2021, the acquisition of av Ivarssons
Entreprenad i Göteborg AB (Ivarssons) was closed (published 11 December 2020). The purchase price amounted to
SEK 98.5 m, which was financed through own funds of SEK
67.2 m and a directed new issue of shares worth SEK 31.3 m
to Ivarsson's previous owners, which after the rights issue
gave an ownership interest in Bellman Group (through
shares in Haimos HoldCo AB) at the end of 2021 of 2.7
percent.
27 May 2021, the acquisition of Norrvidinge Group
(Norrvidinge) was closed (published 21 April 2021). The
purchase price amounted to SEK 320.5 m, which was financed through own funds of SEK 182.7 m and a directed
new issue of shares worth SEK 106.0 m to Norrvidinge’s
previous owners, which after the rights issue gave an ownership interest in Bellman Group (through shares in Haimos
HoldCo AB) at the end of 2021 of 9.1 percent. The purchase
price also included a contingent consideration of SEK 31.8
m based on future EBITDA results. For more information,
see Note K14 Acquisition Analysis and Note K28 Participation in other companies.

Sales and earnings
The Group’s consolidated net sales for the period amounted to SEK 2,861.4 m (1,677.5), an increase of 70.6 percent
or SEK 1,183.9 m compared to the previous year. The acquisition of Norrvidinge and Ivarssons contributed with net
sales of SEK 714.3 m and SEK 66.5 m. VSM's net sales increased by 34.5 percent to SEK 950.9 m (707.0) mainly a
result of larger infrastructure projects in the Gothenburg
and Stockholm regions. Bellman's net sales increased by
20.6 percent to SEK 635.0 m (526.5), mainly related to
increased haulage demand. Samgräv's net sales increased
by 23.3 percent to SEK 289.9 m (235.1), mainly related to
increased haulage turnover related to larger infrastructure
projects. Net sales in Uppländska increased by 16.9 percent
to SEK 326.6 m (279.3), partly due to the acquisition of
Losshållningsbolaget (SEK 34.7 m) but also due to higher
turnover in major infrastructure projects. SÅCAB's increased net sales amounted to SEK 137.1 m (122.1), primarily a result of the acquisition of the company in March 2020.
EBITDA before items affecting comparability amounted
to SEK 268.9 m (224.1), an increase of 20.0 percent or SEK
44.8 m. The acquisition of Norrvidinge and Ivarssons
contributed with earnings of SEK 27.4 m and SEK 18.1 m.
Bellmans’ earnings increased by 30.4 percent to SEK 34.6 m
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(26.5), mainly due to increased net sales with a largely
maintained margin. SÅCAB's result increased to SEK 17.7 m
(10.8) mainly due to the acquisition in March 2020. VSM’s
earnings increased by 2.4 percent to SEK 132.0 m (128.9)
mainly due to increased net sales and a settlement between VSM and Märsta Förenade, resulting in VSM receiving a compensation of SEK 6.5 m which improved EBITDA.
This was partly offset by an unfavorable project mix with a
high utilization of and price increases from subcontractors
and increased costs of fuel and other consumables.
Uppländska’s earnings decreased by 12.3 percent to SEK
29.1 m (33.3), mainly due to an unfavorable project mix
with high utilization of and price increases from external
subcontractors and increased costs of fuel and consumables. Samgräv’s earnings decreased by SEK 15.8 m to SEK
9.2 m (25.0), mainly due to lower volumes related to
Fäxhult landfill, which is now largely filled and delayed
approval processes for new landfill permits.
Operating profit (EBIT) amounted to SEK 89.9 m (112.7)
and included depreciation and amortization of SEK 153.0 m
(96.0) due to depreciation of tangible assets and concessions of SEK 150.7 m (93.2) and amortization of intangible
assets of SEK 2.3 m (2.8).
Net financial items totaled SEK -84.7 m (-45.4) related
to interest expenses regarding the corporate bond loan of
SEK -49.7 m (-46.0), refinancing of the bond loan SEK-20.5
m (0.0) comprised of fees related to the bond conversion
and the new overdraft facility at Swedbank, as well as fees
due to redemption of the embedded derivative loan related
to the of the old bond resolved in February 2021 of SEK -5.2
m (0.0). In addition, there are monthly financial charges for
the right of use of the overdraft facility (RCF) of SEK -3.4 m
(0.0), external interest related to leases of SEK -2.4 m (-1.6),
discounting effects of conditional purchase price for
Samgräv and Norrvidinge of SEK -2.4 m (-0.3) and other
financial items of SEK -1.1 (2.5).
Net profit for the period amounted to SEK 5.3 m (46.6)
with an effective tax rate of -2.3 percent (30.8). The tax is
updated with a provision for deferred tax assets (SEK 1.7 m
Corona support for inventory purchases) partially offset by
non-deductible costs. Excluding these items, the effective
tax rate amounts to 20.6 percent.

Cash Flow

The Group’s cash flow from operating activities totaled SEK
128.1 m (136.1), a decrease of SEK 8.0 m. This was a result
of an increased cash flow from operating activities before
changes in working capital of SEK 182.3 m (144.4) partly
offset by a change in the working capital in 2021, compared
to previous year, of SEK -54.2 m (-8.4). The deterioration of
the working capital during the period was mainly due to
increased account receivables mainly due to of the high
turnover.
Cash flow from investing activities totaled SEK -226.8 m
(-99.7). This was a result of the acquisitions of Norrvidinge
and Ivarssons SEK -210.9 m (-41.4 SÅCAB 2020), earn-out
payments (Losshållningsbolaget) of SEK -1.5 m (0.0),
investments in tangible assets of SEK -54.2 m (-68.5), partly
offset by the sales of Bugärde (a site in Gothenburg) to an
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associated company jointly owned by Skanska SEK 12.3 m
(0.0) and sales of own equipment of SEK 27.5 m (19.4).
Cash flow from financing activities totaled SEK 121.2 m
(-66.0) and was primarily a result of the refinancing during
February when the old bond was resolved, and a new bond
was raised. The new bond amounted to SEK 900.0 m (0.0)
and a total amortization of SEK -611.7 m (0.0) was made,
which related to repayment and early redemption of the
old bond. Repayments of SEK -50.4 m (-23.5) due to repayment of loans/bank credits for Norrvidinge SEK -35.3 m,
Ivarsson's SEK -10.5 m, Bellman's SEK -1.6 m and a debt in
Norway SEK -3.0 m. Refinancing costs regarding the new
bond and the new credit facility amounted to SEK -20.5 m
(0.0) while amortization of the lease liability amounted to
SEK -59.8 m (-30.6) and installment loans for the purchase
of machinery SEK -51.0 m (0.0). In addition, Bellman Group
AB authorized a loan to an associated company (Bugärde
Holding AB) to buy a site in the Gothenburg area SEK -3.1 m
(0.0) and dividend to minority of SEK -0.8 m (0.0) partly
offset by a shareholder contribution from Verdane Holding
26 AB of SEK 18.5 m (0.0).
The cash flow for the period amounted to SEK 22.5 m
(-29.6) resulting in cash and cash equivalents at end of year
2021 of SEK 146.2 m, compared to SEK 123.8 m at the end
of the year 2020.

Investments

The Group’s investments in tangible assets totaled SEK 54.2
m (68.5), which referred to Uppländska SEK 16.6 m (9.8)
(vehicles and drilling equipment), Samgräv SEK 13.6 m
(39.2) (landfills), VSM SEK 8.9 m (12.7) (vehicles),
Norrvidinge SEK 7.7 m (0.0) (environmental facilities and
vehicles), Bellmans SEK 4.3 m (2.2) (vehicles), the Parent
company SEK 2.9 m (1.5) (vehicles), Ivarssons SEK 0.2 m
(0.0) (vehicles) and SÅCAB SEK 0.0 m (2.2).

Aqcusitions

18 January 2021, the acquisition of av Ivarssons
Entreprenad i Göteborg AB (Ivarssons) was closed (published 11 December 2020). The purchase price amounted to
SEK 98.5 m, which was financed through own funds of SEK
67.2 m and a directed new issue of shares worth SEK 31.3 m
to Ivarsson's previous owners, which after the rights issue
gave an ownership interest in Bellman Group (through
shares in Haimos HoldCo AB) at the end of 2021 of 2.7
percent.
27 May 2021, the acquisition of Norrvidinge Group
(Norrvidinge) was closed (published 21 April 2021). The
purchase price amounted to SEK 320.5 m, which was financed through own funds of SEK 182.7 m and a directed
new issue of shares worth SEK 106.0 m to Norrvidinge’s
previous owners, which after the rights issue gave an ownership interest in Bellman Group (through shares in Haimos
HoldCo AB) at the end of 2021 of 9.1 percent. The purchase
price also included a contingent consideration of SEK 31.8
m based on future EBITDA results. For more information,
see Note K14 Acquisition Analysis and Note K28 Participation in other companies.

Net interest-bearing debt

The Group’s net interest bearing debt for covenant purposes, as of 31 December 2021, amounted to SEK 975.1 m,
compared to 584.9 as per 31 December 2020 (calculated in
the same way as in 2021). This comprised of bonds to a
nominal value of SEK 900.0 m (600.0), lease liability SEK 97.3
m (107.9) and installment loan and other debt of SEK 124.0
m (0.0) less cash and cash equivalents of SEK 146.2 m
(123.8). Interest-bearing net debt in relation to rolling
twelve-month pro forma1 EBITDA before items affecting
comparability as of 31 December 2021 was 3.38 (N/A2).
Total net debt at the end of the period amounted to SEK
1,092.0 m compared to SEK 605.6 m, as of 31 December
2020, and included a corporate bond of SEK 900.0 m (600.0),
lease liabilities of SEK 164.8 m (107.9), installment loan and
other debt of SEK 124.0 m (0.7), a conditional purchase price
for the acquisition of Samgräv and Norrvidinge at a fair value
of SEK 46.6 m (19.2), a delayed consideration for the
acquisition of Losshållningsbolaget of SEK 2.8 m (0.0) partly
offset by cash and cash equivalents of SEK 146.2 (123.8).

Financial position and finance

At the end of the period, the Group’s cash and cash
equivalents amounted to SEK 146.2 m compared to SEK
123.8 m, as of 31 December 2020. Including an undrawn
overdraft facility available cash and cash equivalents totaled
SEK 396.2 m (167.8).
February 10, 2021, the Parent Company issued a new
corporate bond on Nasdaq Stockholm. In connection with
this, Bellman Group called for the complete early redemption of the company's existing outstanding bond 2017/2022.
The new instrument has been listed with 900 units, with a
total outstanding nominal amount of SEK 900.0 m (600.0)
and a nominal value of SEK 1.0 m per unit. The interest rate
of the bonds is the variable 3-month STIBOR plus 5.0 percent
and is paid quarterly in arrears. The bond matures on February 10, 2026. The terms and conditions of the bond include
an early redemption option. The option is accounted for as a
new derivative with an amount of SEK 0.0 m (N/A2).
As part of the refinancing the company has raised a senior secured bank financing amounting of up to SEK 250.0 m
(44.0). The bank financing terms includes a quarterly
maintenance test, which is deemed fulfilled if utilized bank
credit in relation to adjusted pro forma1 EBITDA is below the
ratio of 2.00:1. Utilized bank credit in relation to rolling
twelve months pro forma1 EBITDA before items affecting
comparability as of December 31, 2021, was -0.51 (N/A2)
due to no credit utilized.
The terms and conditions of the bonds are available on
bellmangroup.se.

Organization

31 December 2021, the Group had 607 (385) employees. Of
these, 199 (175) were employed by VSM, 161 (0) employed
by Norrvidinge, 111 (108) employed by Uppländska, 70 (72)
employed by Bellmans, 29 (0) employed by Ivarssons, 20
(16) employed by Samgräv, 6 (8) employed by SÅCAB and
11 (6) employed by the Parent Company.

1 Pro

forma figures January – December 2020 and 2021 are reported in the following way: Figures for Norrvidinge, Ivarssons, SÅCAB and Uppländska (including Losshållningsbolaget)
are included as if the acquisitions had taken place on 1 January 2020.
2 The calculation methodology for the new bond terms is not identical to previous bond terms.
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Material risks and uncertainties

The Group is exposed to most of the global and Groupspecific risks that can impact operations and results of
operations, and the Group’s financial position. The Group is
active in the construction and civil engineering sectors,
which are impacted by macroeconomic factors. An economic downturn, and especially poor progress of the construction industry and/or a downturn in the civil engineering
sector, could result in a reduction in demand for the services the Group provides. Most of the Group’s sales relate
to the municipal regions, and the Group is especially
dependent on the construction and civil engineering
markets in these regions.
In 2021, an update of the previous risk assessment was
carried out though external parties interviewing Group
Management. Identifying and preventing risks is an important part of the company's daily work and is managed
on an ongoing basis in the projects. The foreseeable risks
are identified and monitored centrally based on established
guidelines. The Group’s risk management is intended to
position the Group to be able to operate actively in any risk
situations.
A list of the risks the Group considers material follows:

Operational risks
Market: The demand for Bellman Group’s services is highly
dependent on the construction cycle and general economic
cycle. The risk of a declining business cycle on one or several markets is balanced by Bellman Group having good diversification of clients over different markets (infrastructure
etc.) Bellman Group utilizes the most precise forecasting
possible to enable it to adapt and adjust the Group’s capacity to actual market demand, to manage operations profitably, and remain competitive.
Offering: The risk that the Group is unable to adapt or
change its offering and services to correspond to customer
needs and expectations, which may result in it losing
revenue and/or reducing competitive advantages. This
applies, for example, to technological progress and
digitalization.
Competition: Bellman Group’s operations are conducted in
competitive sectors. There is a risk of increased competition
from new, or foreign players.
Fuel prices: Diesel is an important commodity for Bellman
Group, and price volatility on diesel is a risk factor. Supply
and demand control pricing on the global market, and any
price increases, also usually affect Bellman Group’s
competitors.
Production capacity: A shortage of employed staff and
subcontractors in excavation, blasting and transportation
services is a risk factor.
Staff dependency: The risk of dependency on key individuals within the Group, which may cause inefficiency or lost
business opportunities/relationships.
Acquisition and integration: The risk of ineffective integration between Group companies, which may result in
Bellman Group being unable to exploit synergies within the
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Group. The integration of newly acquired enterprises also
puts a strain on existing operations.
Costing and supporting data: The risk of erroneous project
costings in tendering procedures, which may result in over
estimation of the capability to deliver or underestimation of
costs. There is also a risk of inadequate supporting data for
major investments, which may generate unforeseen costs
and/or unwanted capital tied-up.
IT infrastructure: The risk of fragmented IT infrastructure
and IT operations, which may lead to greater complexity,
increased costs, and reduced synergy effects within IT.
Supplier dependency: The risk of supplier dependency,
which may lead to increased costs, inefficiency, and reduced flexibility in developing IT systems, for example.
Pandemics: There is a risk that the outbreak of the Covid-19
virus may have long-term consequences for the demand for
Bellman Group’s services, and skills succession, production
capacity, as well as liquidity.

Financial risks
Refinancing risk: Refinancing risk can be described as insufficient access to long or short-term finance on the
maturity of existing long or short-term finance. This risk is
limited by the Group always having confirmed unutilized
credit facilities that it considers sufficient, and always
commencing the rearrangement of finance in good time
prior to loan maturities.
Credit risk: Credit risk is defined as the risk of a counterparty being unable to fulfil its payment obligations to the
Group. Credit risk in normal business operations relates
primarily to accounts receivable.
Interest risk: Interest risk is the risk that the interest rate
level on the Group’s financial instruments is impacted by
changes in market interest rates, which can have a negative
impact on net interest income/expense.
Reporting risk: The risk of inaccurate financial reporting due
to erroneous estimates, incorrect application of relevant accounting policies or other errors, which may result in
inadequate decision-support data.
Liquidity risk: Liquidity risk is defined as the risk of not being
able to fulfil payment obligations at due dates, without the cost of securing payment funds increasing considerably. Group Management continuously monitors forecasts of the Group’s liquidity reserves and cash and cash
equivalents, based on expected cash flows

Legal risks
Legislation: The risk that extensive regulatory reform impacts the Group and companies, which may result in parts
of operations being suspended. For example, related to
diesel vehicles and environmental legislation.
Permits: The risk that companies do not possess or secure
permits to conduct their operations, which may result in
operations not being conducted as planned. For example,
permits related to explosives and landfill.
Disputes: Legal disputes inherently involve the risk of loss of
cases and expenses for representation, and in arbitration, arbitration boards.
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Sustainability-related risks
Environment: There is a risk that a Bellman Group operation causes an environmental impact on air, soil, and water.
The Group’s ambition is to reduce its direct and indirect
environmental impact, and has been mapping its emissions
(Scope 1, 2 & 3) compliant with the GHG protocol since
2020. The Group holds necessary permits for operations
requiring permits and permits for transporting hazardous
waste.
Health & Safety: The risk of inadequate health & safety
(physical and psychosocial) or a lack of understanding of
risk among Bellman Group staff, which may cause increased
staff turnover, sickness absence and/or personal injury,
reduced productivity and have legal consequences. Inadequate safety on vehicles/ machinery and at workplaces may
cause personal injury, accident, and death. The safety of
staff is a top priority, and the Group works continuously to
create and maintain safe workplaces, to train colleagues on
safety and increase risk awareness.
Attractive workplace: Bellman Group manages the risk of
being unable to retain or hire qualified labor and/or the
right competence not being available on the labor market
by endeavoring to achieve a good working environment and
internal competence development and taking responsibility for training new staff that show potential. Bellman
Group also safeguards the rights of all parties to fair treatment and protection against discrimination. Bellman Group
maintains diversity within the company to improve business
opportunities, and by pursuing issues of inclusivity and
equal opportunity.
Business ethics: The risk of poor business ethics, including
impropriety, bribery, and corruption, which may cause
extra costs, fines and/or reputational damage.
Subcontractors: The risk that contractors and subcontracttors do not satisfy Bellman Group’s Code of Conduct for
suppliers, which may cause extra costs, personal injury,
environmental damage, lost assignments/contracts and/or
reputational damage. Bellman Group makes requirements
including possession of notices of tax assessment for selfemployed people, IDO6 identity cards including mandatory
standards applying to social conditions, environmental and
climate impact, as well as human rights applying to subcontractors/contractors.

Share Capital

At the beginning of the financial year, registered share
capital was SEK 2,086,991, divided between 2,086,991
shares with a quotient value of SEK 1. During 2021 no
shares has been issued. There is only one class of shares in
the company and each share represents one vote.
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Shareholders

In mid-January 2021, the ownership structure in Bellman
Group changed through restructuring measures and
acquisitions. At the end of the fourth quarter of 2021,
Bellman Group had one shareholder, Verdane Holding 26
AB, who owns 100.0 percent of the shares in Bellman
Group AB. Verdane Holding 26 AB is in turn 100.0 percent
owned by Verdane Alexander Holding AB, which in turn is
100.0 percent owned by Haimos HoldCo AB. The ownership of
Haimos HoldCo AB is distributed between Verdane (through
the company BJP HoldCo AB), which at the end of December 2021 controls 64.5 percent of the shares, while management, key personal and parts of the Board control the
remaining 35.5 percent through said holding company.

Significant events after the end of the financial year

On 1 January 2022 Bellman Group acquired, though
Uppländska Begborrning AB, Axelssons Diamantborrning’s
production equipment and personnel. Thereby strengthening the Group offering within diamond drilling and rock
wire sawing.

Corporate Governance Statement and
Sustainability Report

In accordance with chap. 6 §8 and §11 of the Swedish Annual
Accounts Act, Bellman Group has decided to prepare a
Corporate Governance Statement and Sustainability Report
separately from the Board of Directors’ Report. The Corporate Governance Statement can be found on pages 46-52 and
the Sustainability Report on pages 32-45.

BELLMAN GROUP - PROPOSED APPROPRIATION OF
PROFITS
SEK
The following profits are at the disposal of
the Annual General Meeting:
Share premium reserve
259,962,442
Profit brought forward
238,322,650
Profit for the year
4,870,769
Total
The Board of Directors is proposing that
these funds areappropriated as follows:

503,155,861

Carried forward

503,155,861

Total

503,155,861
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Consolidated Accounts
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
SEK m

2021

2020

Net Sales

Note
K4

2,861.4

1,677.5

Other operating income

K6

27.6

12.5

2,889.0

1,690.1

-2,156.9

-1,156.6

Total revenue

Operating expenses
Raw materials and consumables
Other external expenses
Employee expenses
Total depreciation, amortization

K18
K9, K10

-107.7

-59.1

K8

-381.4

-266.3

K10, K15, K16

-153.0

-96.0

3.2

2.7

-3.3

-2.2

-2,799.1

-1,577.4

89.9

112.7

Profit/loss from shares in associated companies
Other operating expenses

K7

Total operating expenses
Operating profit (EBIT)

Financial Income

K11

0.8

2.6

Financial expenses

K11

-85.6

-47.9

-84.7

-45.4

5.2

67.3

0.1

-20.7

5.3

46.6

- Owner's Income

3.5

44.7

- Non-controlling interests

1.8

1.8

1.7

21.4

2,087.0

2,087.0

5.3

46.6

-0.1

-0.1

5.2

46.5

- Owner's Income

3.4

44.6

- Non-controlling interests

1.8

1.8

Net financial items
Profit after net financial items

Income tax

K12

Net profit for the period
Profit attributable to:

Earnings per share (SEK), basic and diluted
Average number of shares, thousands

K13

Statement of comprehensive income
Net profit for the period
Other comprehensive income
Items reclassified to profit or loss
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations
Total comprehensive income for the period
Total comprehensive income for the period is attributable to:
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET
SEK m

Note

2021

2020

Goodwill

750.3

464.0

Software

2.0

1.6

Assets
Non-current assets
Intangible assets

K15

Trademark and order books
Total intangible assets
Tangible assets

0.6
466.1

338.8

250.3

88.3

8.3

151.0

159.1

163.4

107.4

K16

Plant and machinery
Equipment, tools, fixtures and fittings
Buildings and land
Leases

5.5
757.8

K10

Other tangible assets
Total tangible assets

0.1

0.1

741.6

525.3

Non-current financial assets
Derivatives

K17

0.0

5.2

Investment in associates

K29

25.0

10.3

Other non-current financial assets

K17

1.3

1.3

Deferred tax

K24

11.7

1.8

38.1

18.6

1,537.4

1,010.0

26.7

11.8

26.7

11.8

488.1

232.6

15.7

22.3

K17, K20

99.3

60.9

K19

27.9

5.4

630.9

321.1

146.2

123.8

803.8

456.8

2,341.2

1,466.8

Total non-current financial assets
Total non-current assets

Current assets
Inventories
Raw materials and consumables

K18

Total inventories
Current receivables
Trade receivables

K17

Current tax assets
Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Other current receivables
Total current receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
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CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET

SEK m

Note

2021

2020

Equity and liabilities
Equity

K22

Share Capital

2.1

2.1

235.3

235.3

-0.2

-0.1

Retained Earnings (including net profit/loss for the period)

332.6

173.4

Total equity - owner's equity

569.8

410.6

8.3

7.3

578.1

417.9

K24

78.9

67.1

Bond loans

K5, K17, K23

883.0

591.3

Non-current lease liabilities

K5, K17, K23

102.3

71.9

Non-current Instalment loans

K5, K17, K23

89.9

0.0

Other contributed capital
Reserves

Total equity - non-controlling interest
Total equity
Non-current liabilities
Deferred tax liabilities

Other non-current liabilities

K5, K23

50.3

19.3

1,204.5

749.6

K5, K17, K23

299.5

150.8

6.3

14.6

K26

135.7

84.5

K5, K17, K23

62.5

36.0

34.1

0.0

20.5

13.4

558.6

299.2

2,341.2

1,466.8

Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities
Trade payables
Current tax liabilities
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Current lease liabilities
Current instalment loans
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
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KONCERNENS
RÄKENSKAPER
CONSOLIDATED
ACCOUNTS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Attributable to shareholders of Bellman Group AB

SEK m

Other contrib.
Share capital
capital

Opening balance, 1 January 2020

2.1

235.3

Net profit/loss for the period

0.0

Other comprehensive income for the period

0.0

Total comprehensive income

Reservs

Retained
Earnings Owner's Equity

Noncontrolling
interests

Total Equity

0.0

128.6

366.0

6.2

372.2

0.0

0.0

44.7

44.7

1.8

46.6

0.0

-0.1

0.0

-0.1

0.0

-0.1

0.0

0.0

-0.1

44.8

44.7

1.8

46.5

Dividend (to minority)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-0.8

-0.8

Transactions with shareholders in their roles as
owners

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-0.8

-0.8

Closing balance, 31 December 2020

2.1

235.3

-0.1

173.4

410.6

7.3

417.9

Opening balance, 1 January 2021

2.1

235.3

-0.1

173.4

410.6

7.3

417.9

Net profit/loss for the period

0.0

0.0

0.0

3.5

3.5

1.8

5.3

Other comprehensive income for the period

0.0

0.0

-0.1

0.0

-0.1

0.0

-0.1

Total comprehensive income

0.0

0.0

-0.1

3.5

3.4

1.8

5.2

Dividend (to minority)

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

-0.8

-0.8

Shareholders contribution

0.0

0.0

0.0

155.8

155.8

0.0

155.8

Transactions with shareholders in their roles as
owners

0.0

0.0

0.0

155.8

155.8

-0.8

155.0

Closing balance, 31 December 2021

2.1

235.3

-0.2

332.6

569.8

8.3

578.1
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CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNTS

CONDENSED CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
SEK m

Note

2021

2020

89.9

112.7

Cash flow from operating activities
Operating profit
Adjustment for non-cash items:
Depreciation and amortization

K30

153.0

96.0

Other non-cash items

K30

6.5

-3.1

Interest received
Interest paid
Dividends from associated companies

0.4

0.1

-44.7

-41.8

0.4

0.5

Income taxes paid / received

-23.3

-19.9

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital

182.3

144.4

Change in inventories

-14.8

-4.1

-299.5

-35.1

202.7

15.1

57.4

15.8

Total Change in working capital

-54.2

-8.4

Cash flow from operating activities

128.1

136.1

-212.4

-50.6

12.3

0.0

-54.2

-68.5

27.5

19.4

-226.8

-99.7

Change in current receivables
Change in current liabilities
Change due to new acquisitions

Cash flow from investing activities
Acquisition of subsidiaries, net of acquired cash and cash equivalents

K14

Sale of entity
Investments in tangible assets

K16

Sale of tangilble assets
Cash flow from investing activities

Cash flow from financing activities
Shareholder contribution

18.5

0.0

-59.8

-30.6

K31

-51.0

0.0

Loans raised

K31

900.0

0.0

Repayment of loans

K31

-662.1

-34.6

-3.1

0.0

-20.5

0.0

Repayment of lease liability

K31

Repayment of instalment loan

Loan to associated company
Refinancing cost bond
Dividends paid to minorities
Cash flow from financing activities

Cash flow for the period

-0.8

-0.8

121.2

-66.0

22.5

-29.6

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

123.8

153.4

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

146.2

123.8
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Group notes
NOTE K1
GENERAL INFORMATION
Bellman Group AB (publ), corporate identity number 5591083729, is the parent company of Bellman Group with registered
office in Solna, Sweden. The address of the head office is
Vallgatan 9, 170 67 Solna.
Unless otherwise stated, all amounts are reported in million
Swedish krona (SEK m). Information in brackets refers to the
previous year.
NOTE K2

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The most significant accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set out below.
These policies have been consistently applied for all periods,
unless otherwise stated.

Note K2.1 Basis of preparation

The consolidated financial statements of Bellman Group AB (publ)
have been prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act,
RFR 1 “Supplementary Accounting Rules for Groups,” related
interpretations issued by the Swedish Financial Reporting Board
(Rådet för Finansiell Rapportering) and International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and interpretations of the IFRS
Interpretations Committee (IFRS IC) as adopted by the EU.
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared
under the historical cost convention, except for financial assets
accounted for at fair value through profit or loss.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with
IFRS requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It
also requires management to exercise its judgment in the process
of applying the Group’s accounting policies.

Note K2.1.1 New or amended standards adopted by the
Group
No IFRS or IFRIC interpretations which have not yet become
effective are expected to have any material impact.

Note K2.2 Consolidation

Note K2.2.1 Basis of preparation Subsidiaries
Subsidiaries are all entities over which the Group has control. The
Group controls an entity when the Group is exposed to, or has
rights to, variable returns from its involvement with the entity
and can affect those returns through its power to direct the
activities of the entity. Subsidiaries are fully consolidated from
the date on which control is transferred to the Group. They are
deconsolidated from the date that control ceases.
Intercompany transactions, balances and unrealized gains or
losses on transactions between Group companies are eliminated.
Accounting policies of subsidiaries have been changed where
necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted by the
Group.
Associates
Associates are all entities over which the Group has significant
influence but not control. This is generally the case where the
Group holds between 20 percent and 50 percent of the voting
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rights. Investments in associates are accounted for using the
equity method of accounting, after initially being recognized at
cost.
The cost of acquisition is adjusted thereafter to recognize the
Group’s share of the post-acquisition profits or losses of the
investee. The Group’s share of the investee’s profit or loss is
included in the Consolidated Income Statement. Dividends
received from associates are recognized as a reduction in the
carrying amount of the investment. When the Group’s share of
losses in an associate equal or exceeds its interest in the entity
(including any other unsecured long-term receivables, which in
fact constitute part of the Group’s net investment in the
associate), the Group does not recognize further losses, unless it
has incurred obligations or made payments on behalf of the other
entity.
Unrealized gains on transactions between the Group and its
associates are eliminated to the extent of the Group’s interest in
these entities. Unrealized losses are also eliminated unless the
transaction provides evidence of an impairment of the asset
transferred. Accounting policies of associates have been changed
where necessary to ensure consistency with the policies adopted
by the Group.

Note K2.3 Segment reporting

Operating segments are reported in a manner consistent with the
internal reporting provided to the chief operating decision maker.
The Group Management of Bellman Group, which consists of the
Chief Executive Officer, the Chief Financial Officer, the Chief IT
Officer, Communication and Sustainability Manger and the
Presidents of subsidiaries, has been identified as being the chief
operating decision maker.
This team assess the financial performance and position of
the Group and makes strategic decisions. Group Management has
identified the reportable segments based on the information
provided to them and which is used as a basis for allocating
resources and evaluating results.
Group Management examines the operations based on the
seven operating segments VSM, Bellmans, Uppländska, Samgräv,
SÅCAB, Ivarssons and Norrvidinge. The parent company and the
Group numbers can be found under Other. Group Management
primarily uses EBITDA before items affecting comparability to
assess the performance of operating segments.

Note K2.4 Foreign currency translation

Functional and presentation currency
Items included in the financial statements of each of the Group’s
entities are measured using the currency of the primary
economic environment in which the entity operates (functional
currency). The consolidated financial statements are presented in
Swedish krona (SEK), which is the parent company’s functional
and presentation currency.
Transactions and balances
Foreign currency transactions are translated to the functional
currency using the exchange rates at the dates of the transactions.
Foreign exchange gains and losses resulting from the
settlement of such transactions and from the translation of
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monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies
at year-end exchange rates are generally recognized in profit or
loss. Foreign exchange gains and losses that relate to borrowings
are presented in the Income Statement, within finance costs. All
other foreign exchange gains and losses are presented in the
Income Statement on a net basis within other gains or losses.

Note K2.5 Revenue recognition

Most the Group’s net sales consist of revenues from services such
as rock blasting, rock drilling, excavation services (segment
Uppländska), transport and excavation services in the construction sector (segment Bellmans), rock and gravel processing and
soil excavation (segment VSM), transport and landfill (segment
Samgräv), transport and landfill (segment SÅCAB), land and civil
engineering (segment Ivarssons) and transport and machine
services and engineering materials (segment Norrvidinge).
Revenue is measured based on the consideration specified in a
contract with a client and excludes amounts received on behalf of
third parties, such as VAT.

Sales of services
All services are rendered on open account i.e., per hour, ton or
square meter of material transported. For contracts where the
Group has the right to consideration in an amount that directly
corresponds to the value transferred to the customer, revenue is
recognized at the amount the Group has a right to invoice. As the
client simultaneously receives and consumes the benefits provided by the Group, revenue is reported in the period in which
the services are rendered. Since all service agreements are either
shorter than one year or invoiced based on a fixed price per unit
i.e., time incurred, the transaction price allocated to these unsatisfied contracts are not disclosed.
Generally, invoicing is subsequent to providing service to the
client. When the Group has an unconditional right to payment
for services performed, it recognizes an unbilled receivable
(recognized as accrued income in the Balance Sheet, see note
K20) until the date when invoicing occurs. Once the client is
invoiced, the unbilled receivable is derecognized, and an account
receivable is recognized. However, if the customer pays for a
good or a service in advance, before any service is rendered, a
contract liability is recognized (presented as deferred income in
the Balance Sheet, see note K26.

Sale of goods

Some contracts include the sale of goods. The Group’s sales of
goods mainly comprise the resale of materials in connection with
the performance of service contracts, such as explosives. Contracts that contain several distinct performance obligations, such
as materials and services, are therefore reported as separate
performance obligations. The transaction price is then allocated
to each performance obligation based on their stand-alone selling
prices. Revenue from the sale of goods is reported when control
of the goods has been transferred, being when the products are
delivered to the client.

Principal/agent
In some contracts, subcontractors are involved in a service delivery. In all these contracts, the Group is responsible for fulfilling
the commitment to the client and can set prices for the services
at its own discretion. An assessment has been made that the
Group acts as the principal in these transactions, as it has control
over services before they are delivered to the client. Revenues
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and expenses arising from these agreements are reported gross
(not as commission).

Note K2.6 Leases

Leases – accounting policies according to IFRS 16
The Group’s leases are classified in the following asset classes:
office premises, machines and equipment and land. The lease
terms are negotiated individually and contain a variety of conditions. Apart from the short-term leases, the lease terms range
between three and five years, with an average lease term of
approximately four years. Some agreements contain extension
options of different lengths.
For all contracts where the Group is a lessee (except the
recognition exemptions applied, see below), a right-of-use asset
and lease liability are reported on the day the leased asset is
available for use by the Group. The right-of-use asset is initially
measured at acquisition cost, which is equal to the lease liability
adjusted by the amount of any prepaid or accrued lease payments relating to that lease recognized in the Balance Sheet at
or before the commencement date, plus any indirect costs and
estimated costs for the dismantling or disposal of the underlying
asset and the restoration of the site, less any lease incentives
received. In subsequent periods, the asset is depreciated over
the shorter of the lease term and the useful life of the underlying
asset. The right-of-use asset is also reduced by any impairment
and for certain remeasurements of the lease liability.
The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of
remaining lease payments, discounted using the interest rate
implicit in the lease, or if that rate can be readily determined, the
lessee Group’s incremental borrowing rate. As a rule, the Group
uses the marginal borrowing rate as a discount rate. The interest
is recognized as an interest expense in the income statement.
When determining the marginal borrowing rate, the Group has
considered the entity within the group that entered into the
lease, the length of the contract and the type of leased asset. The
marginal borrowing rate reflects a secured loan of a similar right
of use.
The lease payments included in the measurement of the
lease liability consist of fixed payments, including in-substance
fixed payments, variable lease payment that are based on an
index or a rate, amounts expected to be payable by the lessee
under residual value guarantees and the exercise price of a
purchase option if the lessee is reasonably certain to exercise that
option.
The lease liability is measured at amortized cost using the
effective interest method. The lease liability is remeasured if the
lease payments change due to changes in an index or a rate, if the
amount expected to be payable under residual value guarantees
changes, or if the Group changes its judgement of the possibility
of exercising a purchase option or an option to extend or
terminate a lease. Regarding the length of the lease term, most
of the agreements include options to either extend or terminate
the agreements. When determining the lease term, the Group
has considered all the facts and circumstances that provide a
financial incentive to exercise an extension option, or not to
exercise an option to terminate the contract.
When the lease liability is remeasured, a corresponding
adjustment is made on the asset. If the asset’s carrying amount is
zero, the remeasurement is reported in the Income Statement.
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The Group applies an explicit recognition and measurement
exemption for short-term leases (leases for which the term ends
within 12 months) and leases of low-value and recognize them on
a straight-line basis as an expense in profit or loss. Non-lease
components will be separated from lease components regarding
properties. For machinery and equipment, non-lease components
will be included in the lease liability. The Group has also elected
not to apply IFRS 16 to intangible assets.
The Group presents right-of-use assets as well as lease
liability as separate items in the Balance Sheet. In the Cash Flow
Statement, payments of the principal portion of the liabilities are
shown in financing activities. Interest payments and payments
for short-term leases and leases of low value are recognized as
cash flows from operating activities.

Note K2.7 Acquisitions

The acquisition method of accounting is used to account for all
business combinations, regardless of whether equity instruments
or other assets are acquired. The consideration transferred for
the acquisition of a subsidiary comprises the: fair values of the
assets transferred, liabilities incurred to the former owners of the
acquired business, equity interests issued by the Group, assets or
liabilities resulting from a contingent consideration arrangement,
and any pre-existing equity interest in the subsidiary. Identifiable
assets acquired and liabilities and contingent liabilities assumed
in a business combination are, with limited exceptions, measured
initially at their fair values at the acquisition date. The Group
recognizes any non-controlling interest in the acquired entity on
an acquisition-by-acquisition basis either at fair value or at the
non-controlling interest’s proportionate share of the acquired
entity’s net identifiable assets. Acquisition-related costs are
expensed as incurred.
The excess of the consideration transferred, amount of any
non-controlling interest in the acquired entity, and acquisitiondate fair value of any previous equity interest in the acquired
entity (If the business combination is achieved in stages) over
the fair value of the net identifiable assets acquired is recorded
as goodwill. If those amounts are less than the fair value of the
net identifiable assets of the business acquired, the difference is
recognized directly in profit or loss as a bargain purchase. Where
settlement of any part of cash consideration is deferred, the
amounts payable in the future are discounted to their present
value as at the date of exchange. The discount rate used is the
entity’s incremental borrowing rate, being the rate at which a
similar borrowing could be obtained from an independent
financier under comparable terms and conditions. Contingent
consideration is classified as either equity or a financial liability.
Amounts classified as a financial liability are subsequently
remeasured to fair value with changes in fair value recognized in
profit or loss. Any gains or losses arising from remeasurement
are recognized in profit or loss. If the business combination is
achieved in stages, the acquisition date carrying value of the
acquirer’s previously held equity interest in the acquiree is
remeasured to fair value at the acquisition date. Any gains or
losses arising from such remeasurement are recognized in profit
or loss.

Note K2.8 Remunerations

Short-term remuneration
Liabilities for wages and salaries, including non-monetary benefits,
annual leave and accumulating sick leave that are expected to be
settled wholly within 12 months after the end of the period in
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which the employees render the related service are recognized in
respect of employees’ services up to the end of the reporting
period and are measured at the amounts expected to be paid when
the liabilities are settled. The liabilities are presented as current
employee benefit obligations in the Balance Sheet.
Remuneration post-employment
The Group has only defined contribution pension plans. For defined contribution plans, the Group pays contributions to a separate
legal entity. If this legal entity has insufficient funds to pay all the
employee benefits connected to the employees’ services during
the current or previous periods, the Group has no further payment
obligations once the contributions have been paid. The contributions are recognized as employee benefit expense in the income
statement for the period the employees perform services for the
Group.

Note K2.9 Current and deferred tax

The income tax expense or credit for the period contains current
and deferred taxes. Current and deferred tax is recognized in
profit or loss, except to the extent that it relates to items recognized in other comprehensive income or directly in equity. In this
case, the tax is also recognized in other comprehensive income or
directly in equity, respectively.
Current tax is calculated on the taxable profit for the period
according to the applicable tax rate. The current income tax
charge is calculated based on the tax laws enacted or substantively enacted at the end of the reporting period in the countries
where the company and its subsidiaries operate and generate
taxable income. Management periodically evaluates positions
taken in tax returns with respect to situations in which applicable tax regulation is subject to interpretation. It establishes provisions where appropriate, based on amounts expected to be
paid to the tax authorities
Deferred income tax is provided in full on temporary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and liabilities and
their carrying amounts in the consolidated financial statements.
However, deferred tax liabilities are not recognized if they arise
from the initial recognition of goodwill. Deferred income tax is also
not accounted for if it arises from initial recognition of an asset or
liability in a transaction other than a business combination that at
the time of the transaction affects neither accounting nor taxable
profit or loss. Deferred income tax is determined using tax rates
(and tax laws) that have been enacted or substantially enacted by
the end of the reporting period and are expected to apply when
the related deferred income tax asset is realized, or the deferred
income tax liability is settled. Deferred tax assets are recognized
only if it is probable that future taxable amounts will be available
to utilize those temporary differences and losses.

Note K2.10 Intangible assets

Goodwill
The excess of the consideration transferred, amount of any noncontrolling interest in the acquired entity, and acquisition-date fair
value of any previous equity interest in the acquired entity (If the
business combination is achieved in stages) over the fair value of
the net identifiable assets acquired is recorded as goodwill. If those
amounts are less than the fair value of the net identifiable assets of
the business acquired, the difference is recognized directly in profit
or loss as a bargain purchase.
For the purposes of assessing impairment, goodwill acquired
through a business combination is allocated to cash-generating
units or groups of cash-generating units that are expected to
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benefit from synergies from the acquisition. Each unit or group of
units to which goodwill has been allocated, corresponds to the
lowest level in the Group on which this goodwill is monitored in the
internal governance. Goodwill is monitored at operating segment
level.
Goodwill is tested annually for impairment or more
frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate that
they might be impaired. The carrying amount of the cashgenerating unit to which the goodwill is attributed is compared
with the recoverable amount, which is the highest of the value in
use and the fair value less selling. Any impairment is immediately
reported as an expense and is not reversed in subsequent
periods.
Trademarks
Separately acquired trademarks are shown at historical cost. They
have a finite useful life and are subsequently carried at cost less
accumulated amortization and impairment losses.
Other intangible assets
Other intangible assets consist of order books and software.
Useful lives of the Group’s intangible assets
Trademarks

2–3 years

Capitalized software is amortized over the life of the system
(contract period) which is set to five years.

Note K2.11 Tangible assets

Tangible assets are stated at historical cost less depreciation.
Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to
the acquisition of asset and to bringing it into place and in condition to be utilized in accordance with the purpose of the acquisition. Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying
amount or recognized as a separate asset, as appropriate, only
when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with
the item will flow to the Group and the cost of the item can be
measured reliably. The carrying amount of any component
accounted for as a separate asset is derecognized when replaced.
All other repairs and maintenance are charged to the Income
Statement during the reporting period in which they are incurred.
Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method, net
of their residual values, over their estimated useful lives, or, in
the case of leased plant and equipment, the shorter lease term.
The useful lives are as follows:
Plant and machinery
Vehicles
Equipment, tools, fixtures, and fittings
Sheds
Leasehold improvements
Buildings/land improvement
Land

4–8 years
3–5 years
5–7 years
5–15 years
10–50 years
20 years
indefinite

The assets’ residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and
adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each reporting period. An
asset’s carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset’s carrying amount is greater than its
estimated recoverable amount. Gains and losses on disposals are
determined by comparing proceeds with carrying amount. These
are included in profit or loss. When revalued assets are sold, it is
Group policy to transfer any amounts included in other reserves
in respect of those assets to retained earnings.
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Note K2.12 Impairment of non-financial assets

Intangible assets with indefinite useful lives (goodwill) are not
amortized but are tested for impairment annually. Assets which
are depreciated or amortized are tested for impairment when an
event or change of circumstance indicates that the carrying
amount may not be recoverable. The difference between the
carrying amount and the recoverable amount is recognized as an
impairment loss. The recoverable amount is the higher of the fair
value of the asset less costs to sell and value in use. In testing for
impairment, assets are grouped to the lowest levels at which
there are essentially independent cash flows (cash-generating
units). For assets (other than goodwill) which have previously
been written down, an impairment test is made at each balance
sheet date to determine if a reversal is required.

Note K2.13 Financial instruments – general

Financial instruments are included in many different Balance
Sheet items and are described below. See notes K5 Financial risk
management, K17 Financial instruments by category and K23
Borrowings for disclosures on each type of financial asset and
financial liability.

Note K2.13.1 Classification

Group classifies its financial assets in the following measurement
categories:
• Financial assets at fair value (either through other
comprehensive income, or through profit or loss), and
• Financial assets at amortized cost
Classification of financial assets constituted by debt instruments
is based on the company’s business model for the management
of the financial asset and the characteristics of the contractual
cash flows from the financial asset. The Group recognizes its
financial assets at amortized cost if the following conditions are
met: the asset is held in accordance with the business model
where the aim is to collect contractual cash flows and the contractual terms give rise to cash flows consisting solely of capital
amounts and interest.
Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss
Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss are
financial assets that available for sale. Derivatives are classified as
available for sale, except if they are designated as hedges. Financial assets measured at fair value through profit or loss are subsequently measured at fair value and any gain or loss is recognized
in profit or loss. Changes in fair value are recognized in the
Income Statement. The Group holds an early redemption option
included in the bonds, which is recognized as a derivative. For
more information, see notes K17 and K23.
Financial assets measured at amortized cost
Assets that are held for collection of contractual cash flows
where those cash flows represent solely payments of principal
and interest are measured at amortized cost. The interest
income from these financial assets is included in finance income
using the effective interest rate method. The carrying amount of
these assets is adjusted with any expected credit losses reported
(see impairment below). The Group’s financial assets measured
at amortized cost include accounts receivable, other receivables,
accrued income and cash and cash equivalents.
Other financial liabilities
Bonds, non-current liabilities to credit institutions, non-current
finance lease liabilities, current finance lease liabilities, current
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liabilities to credit institutions, overdraft facilities, accounts
payable and other current liabilities and accrued expenses that are
financial instruments are classified as other financial liabilities.

Note K2.16 Cash and cash equivalents

Note K2.13.2 Recognition and valuation

Note K2.17 Share capital

At initial recognition, the Group measures a financial asset at its
fair value plus, in the case of a financial asset not at fair value
through profit or loss, transaction costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition of the financial asset. Transaction costs of
financial assets carried at fair value through profit or loss are
expensed in the Income Statement. Financial assets or parts
thereof, are derecognized when the rights to receive cash flows
from the financial assets have expired or have been transferred
and the Group has transferred substantially all the risks and
rewards of ownership.
Financial liabilities are derecognized when the obligation
specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled, or expired. The
difference between the carrying amount of a financial liability (or a
part thereof) that has been extinguished or transferred to another
party and the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets
transferred or liabilities assumed, is recognized in profit or loss as
other income or finance costs.
Where the terms of a financial liability are renegotiated and not
derecognized, a gain or loss is recognized in profit or loss, which is
measured as the difference between the original contractual cash
flows and the cash flows of the modified borrowings discounted at
the original effective interest rate.

Cash and cash equivalents include, in both the Balance Sheet and
the Cash Flow Statement, cash and bank deposits.
Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs directly
attributable to the issue of new shares or options are shown in
equity as a deduction, net of tax, from the proceeds.

Note K2.18 Borrowings

Borrowings are initially recognized at fair value, net of transaction
costs incurred. Borrowings are subsequently measured at amortized cost. Any difference between the proceeds (net of transacttion costs) and the redemption amount is recognized in profit or
loss over the period of the borrowings using the effective interest
method.
Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless the Group
has an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at
least 12 months after the reporting period.
Borrowings are removed from the Balance Sheet when the
obligation specified in the contract is discharged, cancelled, or
expired. The difference between the carrying amount of a financial
liability that has been extinguished or transferred to another party
and the consideration paid, including any non-cash assets transferred or liabilities assumed, is recognized in the periods profit or
loss as other income or finance costs.

Note K2.19 Account Payables

Note K2.13.3 Offsetting of financial instruments

Financial assets and liabilities are offset, and the net amount
reported in the Balance Sheet where there is a legally enforceable
right to offset the recognized amounts, and there is an intention to
settle on a net basis or realize the asset and settle the liability
simultaneously.

Accounts payable are financial instruments that relate to
obligations to pay for goods and services acquired in the day-today operations of the Group. Account Payables and other payables are classified as current liabilities if they are due within 12
months after the reporting period. If not, they are recognized as
non-current liabilities.

Note K2.13.4 Impairment of financial instruments

Note K2.20 Cash Flow Statement

The Group assesses on a forward-looking basis the expected credit
losses associated with its assets carried at amortized cost. The
Group recognizes a credit reserve for these expected credit losses
at each reporting date. For trade receivables, the Group applies
the simplified approach, which requires expected lifetime losses to
be recognized from initial recognition of the receivables. To
measure the expected credit losses, trade receivables and contract
assets have been grouped based on shared credit risk characteristics and the days past due. The Group also applies forward
looking information for expected credit losses. Expected credit
losses are recognized in the Income Statement item other external
expenses.

Note K2.14 Inventories

inventories are recognized, using the first-in, first-out principle, at
the lower of cost and net realizable value. The net realizable value
is the estimated selling price in the operating activities, less
applicable variable selling expenses.

The Cash Flow Statement is prepared according to the indirect
method. The reported cash flow comprises only transactions that
have led to cash inflows or payments.

Note K2.21 Earnings per share

Basic earnings per share
Basic earnings per share is calculated by dividing the profit
attributable to owners of the company by the weighted average
number of ordinary shares outstanding during the financial year.
Diluted earnings per share
Diluted earnings per share adjusts the figures used in the
determination of basic earnings per share to take into account
the after-income tax effect of interest and other financing costs
associated with dilutive potential ordinary shares.

Note K2.15 Account Receivables

Trade receivables are amounts due from customers for goods
sold or services performed in the ordinary course of business. If
payment is expected within a year or earlier, they are classified
as current. If not, they are classified as non-current.
Trade receivables are recognized initially at fair value and
subsequently measured at amortized cost using the effective
interest method, less loss allowance.
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SIGNIFICANT ESTIMATES AND ASSESSMENTS FOR
ACCOUNTING PURPOSES
Estimates and judgements are evaluated on an ongoing basis
and are based on historical experience and other factors,
including expectations of future events that are considered
reasonable under the prevailing circumstances
NOTE K3

Goodwill impairment test

Each year, the Group performs an impairment test for goodwill,
in accordance with the accounting policy described in note
K2.10. Recoverable values for cash-generating units have been
determined by calculating value in use. For these calculations,
some estimates must be made.
For more information, see note K15. For further information
on the group’s financial risk management, see note K5.
NOET K4

SEGMENT INFORMATION

Description of segments and principal business activities
The Bellman Group’s Group management comprises of the
Group CEO, Group CFO, COO, CIO. Communication and Sustainability manger as well as the chief executives of the subsidiaries.
This group constitutes the chief operating decision makers in the
Bellman Group and evaluates the Group’s financial position and
results, as well as makes strategic decisions. Group management
has determined the operating segments based on the information available to it that is used as a basis for allocating resources
and evaluating results. Group management monitors operations
based on the seven operating segments Bellmans, Uppländska,
VSM, Samgräv, SÅCA, Ivarssons and Norrvidinge. The parent
company and the Group are recorded under Other. Group
management primarily uses EBITDA before items affecting
comparability in monitoring the Group’s results.

Bellmans

Bellmans Åkeri & Entreprenad AB was acquired on 1 July 2017
and is a haulage company founded in 1972. The business focus is
on haulage and machine services, excavation, as well as mass
handling. The business is geographically concentrated in the
Stockholm region. Bellmans’ head office is in Saltsjö-Boo.

Uppländska

Uppländska Bergborrnings AB is now one of two legal entities in
this segment. The other legal entity is Losshållningsbolaget i
Sverige AB, which was acquired on 15 December 2020.
Uppländska Bergsborrning AB was acquired on 1 July 2017 and
founded in 1972. The business focus is on rock blasting, rock
drilling, wire sawing and rock splitting. Operations is carried out
thought Sweden. The head office for Uppländska is in Norrtälje.

VSM

VSM Entreprenad AB, with its subsidiaries VSM AS och Munthers
Specialtransporter AB, was acquired on 17 July 2018 and was
founded in 1972. VSM is a contracting machine company with
operations mainly in rock and aggregate processing at stationary
and mobile crushing plants, contracts within road, tunnel, construction and project development, as well as rent of machines and
drivers. Operations are carried out throughout Sweden. The head
office is in Kallhäll.
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Samgräv

Samgräv Holding AB, with its subsidiaries Samkross i Härryda AB,
Samgräv Maskinförmedling AB, Samgräv Recycling AB and
Samkross i Uddevalla AB, was acquired on 31 January 2019. This
company was founded in 2010 and is a machinery brokerage
company that is primarily active in haulage services, but also has
its own landfills and crushing operations. The business is geographically concentrated to Western Sweden and the
Gothenburg region. The head office for Samgräv is in Kungälv.

SÅCAB

SÅCAB Åkericentral AB, with its subsidiaries SÅCAB Förvaltning
AB and SÅCAB Miljö AB, was acquired on 6 March 2020. This
company was founded in 1977 and is a company focused on
haulage and machinery contracts, but also operates its own
landfill. Operations are geographically concentrated to the
Stockholm region. The head office of SÅCAB’s is in Skogås

Ivarssons

Ivarssons i Göteborg AB was acquire on 18 January 2021. The
company was founded in 1958 and performs any land and civil
engineering projects and is also specialized in areas such as
shafts and marine related assignments with a focus on stability
enhancing measures and erosion protection. Operations are
geographically concentrated to the Gothenburg region. The head
office of Ivarssons’ is in Lilla Edet.

Norrvidinge

Norrvidinge Lastbilscentral AB, Grus & Makadam Syd AB and
Eliaexpress i Halmstad AB were acquired on 27 May 2021.
Norrvidinge Group was founded in 2000 and provides transport
and machine services as well as construction materials in south
of Sweden and performs all types of assignments within civil
engineering. Norrvidinge has offices in Malmö, Helsingborg and
Halmstad.

Other (Parent Company and Group)

Bellman Group AB (publ) is the Group’s Parent Company and
was founded on 10 April 2017, with its registered office in Solna,
Sweden. The Parent Company’s operations include Group
management and other group-wide services. The Parent
Company owns 100% of the shares in Bellmans Åkeri &
Entreprenad AB, Uppländska Bergborrnings AB, VSM
Entreprenad AB, Samgräv Holding AB, SÅCAB Åkericentral AB,
Losshållningsbolaget i Sverige AB, Ivarssons Entreprenad i
Göteborg AB, Norrvidinge Lastbilscentral AB, Grus & Makadam
Syd AB and EliaExpress AB as well as fifty percent of the shares in
Bugärde Holding AB.

Net Sales

Sales between segments are made on market terms. Revenue for
the segments arising from external customers as reported to
Group Management is measured in the same way as in the
Consolidated Income Statement.
The Group has one larger customer (> 10% of total sales) and
in 2021 this was NCC, which accounted for 12% of total sales. In
previous years, no single customer has accounted for more than
10% of the Group's total sales.
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Segment information
SEK m
Net Sales

2021

2020

Uppländska

326.6

279.3

Bellmans

635.0

526.5

VSM

950.9

707.0

Samgräv

289.9

235.1

SÅCAB

137.1

122.1

66.5

0.0

Ivarssons
Norrvidinge

714.3

0.0

-258.6

-192.4

2,861.4

1,677.5

Uppländska

29.1

33.3

Bellmans

34.6

26.5

132.0

128.9

9.2

25.0

SÅCAB

17.7

10.8

Ivarssons

18.1

0.0

Norrvidinge

27.4

0.0

0.8

-0.3

268.9

224.1

3.0

12.7

Bellmans

17.3

10.2

VSM

72.3

77.6

Samgräv

-3.1

19.0

SÅCAB

16.1

8.4

9.4

0.0

Elimination, inter-company sales
Total net sales
EBITDA before items affecting comparability

VSM
Samgräv

Other
Total EBITDA before items affecting comparability
Operating profit (EBIT)
Uppländska

Ivarssons
Norrvidinge

-13.6

0.0

Other

-11.4

-15.2

89.9

112.7

Uppländska

-25.7

-18.3

Bellmans

-17.3

-16.3

VSM

-59.7

-50.8

Samgräv

-6.9

-6.0

SÅCAB

-1.5

-1.6

Ivarssons

-8.7

0.0

Total operating profit (EBIT)
Depreciation and amortization

Norrvidinge
Other
Total depreciation and amortization
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-30.3

0.0

-2.9

-3.1

-153.0

-96.0
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The following is a reconciliation of profit/loss before tax and EBITDA before items affecting
comparability:
SEK m

2021

2020

EBITDA before items affecting comparability

268.9

224.1

Items affecting comparability1)
Depreciation, amortization and impairment
Financial items and untaxed reserves
Profit before tax

-26.0

-15.5

-153.0

-96.0

-84.7

-45.4

5.2

67.3

28.0

20.9

Working capital excl. taxes
Uppländska
Bellmans

3.1

-4.8

115.5

43.8

Samgräv

2.5

6.4

SÅCAB

4.9

4.4

VSM

Ivarssons

1.7

0.0

Norrvidinge

24.9

0.0

Other

-3.6

-5.5

176.9

65.3

Total working capital excl. taxes
1) YTD

2021 Items affecting comparability were reported in segments Norrvidinge, Samgräv, Uppländska and Other; For the period January December, these totaled SEK 26.0 m (15.5) and consisted acquisition expesnes SEK 9.1 m (3.3), integration acquisition expenses SEK 5.4 m
(2,0), improvements in processes and procedures SEK 3.5 m (6.6), expenses realted to ownership changes SEK 2.2 m (0.0), a write-off of the
Kareby Ryr plant of SEK 4.5 m (0.0), where Samgräv has decided not to continue with the permitting process for this landfill and other
expenses of SEK 1.3 m (3.6).
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Sales split
Geographical sales split in percent
Stockholm

Gothenburg

Skåne

Rest of

region

region

region 1)

Sweden

Uppländska

42.0

12.1

0.0

45.9

Bellmans

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

VSM

53.3

20.8

0.0

25.9

Samgräv

0.0

100.0

0.0

0.0

YEAR 2021

SÅCAB

100.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

Ivarssons

0.0

93.1

0.8

6.1

Norrvidinge

0.0

0.0

65.1

34.9

Total Group (%)

40.0

16.6

20.9

22.5

Stockholm

Gothenburg

Skåne

Rest of

region

region

region 1)

Sweden

Uppländska

46.7

2.9

N/A

50.4

Bellmans

100.0

0.0

N/A

0.0

VSM

57.2

18.9

N/A

23.9

Samgräv

0.0

100.0

N/A

0.0

YEAR 2020

SÅCAB

100.0

0.0

N/A

0.0

Ivarssons

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Norrvidinge

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Group (%)

63.3

20.1

N/A

16.6

1) Follow-up of the new region Skåne started in the third quarter of 2021 due to the acqusition of Norrvidinge, therefore there are no figures (N/A) for

previous periods.
Market sales split in percent

Housing

Infrastructure

Commercial
/Industry

Other

Uppländska

12.7

35.5

29.7

22.1

Bellmans

11.3

58.5

13.1

17.1

VSM

0.0

72.9

2.9

24.2

Samgräv

12.0

30.0

18.0

40.0

SÅCAB

40.0

40.0

0.0

20.0

Ivarssons

10.0

38.7

35.5

15.7

Norrvidinge

14.0

55.1

15.0

15.9

Total Group (%)

10.4

55.7

12.8

21.0

Housing

Infrastructure

Commercial
/Industry

Other

Uppländska

9.8

41.6

28.3

20.3

Bellmans

11.3

56.8

13.1

18.8

VSM

0.0

61.9

13.4

24.7

Samgräv

18.8

37.6

18.8

24.8

SÅCAB

40.0

40.0

0.0

19.9

Ivarssons

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Norrvidinge

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Total Group (%)

9.6

52.9

15.4

22.1

YEAR 2021

YEAR 2020
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NOTE K5
FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
Its operations mean that Bellman Group is exposed to several
types of financial risk. The most significant risks are normally interest rate risk and credit risk. Other financial risks include financing risk and liquidity risk. Bellman Group does not speculate
on fluctuations in the financial markets but aims to reduce these
risks and focus on the core business. Risks are managed in accordance with policies established by the Board of Directors. The
Group identifies, evaluates, and hedges financial risks in close
co-operation with the Group’s operating units if necessary. The
Board of Directors establishes written policies for both overall
risk management and specific areas, such as refinancing risk,
credit risk and interest rate risk.
The overall objectives of Bellman Group’s financing activities are
to:
• Identify and reduce financial risks in the Group’s business in a
cost-effective manner
• Ensure that the necessary liquidity is always available for daily
operations
• Reduce potential losses due to negligence of financial counterparties
• Achieving the best possible net financial income/expense
through effective management within a given risk level
• Strive to be an attractive borrower and to plan in advance to
ensure that the Group is offered financing on competitive market terms
• Reduce the refinancing risk by ensuring that alternative
financial options are available

Refinancing risk
Refinancing risk can be described as the lack of access to longterm or short-term financing at the due date for existing long-term or short-term financing. The risk is limited by the fact that
the Group has always confirmed unutilized credit facilities that
are deemed to be sufficiently large and by refinancing always
commencing well in advance of loan maturity.
The Group will strive for access to both short and long-term
loan facilities at any given time. This is achieved through advance planning, regular liquidity forecasts and good relations
with creditors, considering the bond terms.
Lliquidity risk
Liquidity risk is defined as the risk of not being able to meet payment obligations at the due dates without the cost of obtaining
payment funds increasing significantly. Group Management continuously monitors forecasts of the Group’s liquidity reserve and
liquid funds based on expected cash flows.
As of 31 December 2020, the Group had an unutilized credit
facility in the form of overdraft facilities amounting to SEK 250 m
(44). The overdraft facility can be used when needed and consists of a credit facility of SEK 50 m and the remaining SEK 200 m
intended to be used in new investments
The table below shows the Group’s non-derivative financial
liabilities, broken down by the time remaining on the balance
sheet date until the contractual maturity date. The amounts
stated in the table are the contractual, undiscounted cash flows.

Financial risk management - liquidity risk
SEK m
Liquidity risk

Total contractual Carrying amount
cash flows
liabilities

Less than 1 year

Between 1 and 5
years

150.8

0.0

150.8

150.8

At 31 December 2020
Trade payables
Bonds

39.0

619.5

658.5

591.3

Vendor loan

0.0

1.6

1.6

1.6

Additional purchase price

1.5

3.0

4.5

4.2

Contingent consideration

0.0

96.5

96.5

12.6

38.4

71.9

110.3

107.9

229.6

792.5

1,022.2

868.4

299.5

0.0

299.5

299.5

45.0

1042.5

1087.5

883.0

1.5

1.5

3.0

2.8

Finance lease liabilities
Total
At 31 December 2021
Trade payables
Bonds
Additional purchase price
Contingent consideration

0.0

171.5

171.5

46.6

Installment loans

36.8

89.9

126.7

124.0

Finance lease liabilities

66.1

102.3

168.4

164.8

448.9

1,407.8

1,856.7

1,520.8

Total

The maximum outcome has been specified for the amount of contractual cash flows regarding delayed and contingent purchase price.
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Credit risk
Credit risk is defined as the risk that a counterparty is unable to
meet its payment obligations to Bellman Group. Credit risk
arises through holdings in cash and cash equivalents, balances
with banks and credit institutions, and customer credit exposures including outstanding receivables as well as not yet invoiced receivables. Credit risk within the normal business operations is primarily related to accounts receivable. Granted

customer credits are based on a professional assessment of the
customer in question. Each Group company is responsible for
following up and analyzing credit risk for each new customer.
The Group’s sales are divided between a large number of customers, with a history of low credit losses. Credit risk is managed
by Group Management. Changes in the credit loss
allowance are as follows:

Financial risk management – credit risk
SEK m
Movement in trade receivable reserves

2021

2020

Balance as of 1 January

11.5

11.4

1)

9.2

0.1

20.7

11.5

Allowance of bad debt
Total at 31 December
1)

See note K2 13.4 for further information regarding impairment calculations.

Individually assessed account receivables which are considered
uncollectible are impaired by directly reducing the carrying
1amount. During 202 these amount to SEK 4.9 m (-0.4). Estimated credit losses 2021 amounts to SEK 6.8 m (0.6). Other receivables are assessed collectively to determine if there is objective
evidence of impairment. Receivables for which an impairment
reserve has previously been recognized are offset against the
reserve when the Group is no longer expected to recover further
cash and cash equivalents. Impairment losses are recognized as

other expenses in the Income Statement. If the impairment is
reduced in a subsequent period, the reversal of the previously
recognized impairment loss is recognized in the Consolidated
Income Statement. The Group has no deposit as collateral for
these claims
No credit provision (0 percent according to IFRS 9) has been
made since there is reserve left to do after individual assessments and reserves have been made.

During the financial year, the following gains and losses related to account receivables were recognized in the income statement.
Financial risk management – Impairment of trade receivables / bad debt
SEK m
Impairment of trade receivables
Realized losses
Changes in trade receivable allowance
Reversal of prior impairment losses
Total impairment of trade receivables

Interest rate risk
Interest rate risk refers to the risk that the interest rate level on
the Group’s financial instruments will be affected by changes in
the market interest rate, which may adversely affect its net interest income. The only significant external liabilities in Bellman
Group’s Balance Sheet as of 31 December 2021 are a corporate
bond listed on Nasdaq Stockholm, amounting to SEK 900.0 m
(600.0) (framework amount SEK 1,500.0 m). The maturity of the
bond extends to 10 February 2026, and it accrues annual
interest of STIBOR 3 months + 5.00 percentage points. If interest
rates on borrowings on 31 December 2021 were 100 basis points
higher, holding all other variables constant, the estimated profit
after tax for the financial year had been SEK 6.0 m lower (6.0),
mainly as an effect of higher interest expenses for borrowing
with variable interest rate. According to the terms of the bond,
the Group is also entitled to an mixed overdraft facility (RCF) of
SEK 250.0 m (44.0). Bellman Group also has installment loans for
machinery and equipment amounting to SEK 124.0 m (3.1) and
leases of vehicles of SEK 97.3 m. There is no comparative figure
for vehicle leasing in 2020 as leasing was not divided between
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2021

2020

3.0

3.4

9.2

0.1

-5.5

-2.9

6.8

0.6

vehicles/office rent during the previous year, total leasing in
2020 was SEK 107.9 million.
The Group will, as far as possible, reduce capital tied up,
leading to positive effects in the Income Statement and Balance
Sheet.
Capital structure
The Group’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard
its ability to continue as a going concern, and to continue to provide returns for shareholders and benefits for other stakeholders. Like its industry peers, the Group monitors capital based on
the equity/assets ratio. This key performance indicator is calculated as equity divided by total assets. As of 31 December 2021,
the Group’s equity/assets ratio was 24.7 percent (28.5), which is
well above to Group goal of 20.0 percent.
Covenants
Under the terms and conditions of the bonds, certain covenants
must be met each time the Group enters into a new business
combination. All covenants were satisfied in connection with the
acquisitions made.
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OTHER OPERATING INCOME

SEK m

2021

2020

Gain on sale of machinery and equipment

5.7

5.0

Compensation for damages

6.5

0.0

Income from administrative support

4.4

3.7

Payments FORA

3.6

0.0

Other income

7.4

3.8

27.6

12.5

2021

2020

Loss on sale of machinery and equipment

3.3

2.2

Total other operating income

3.3

2.2

Other operating income

Total other operating income

NOTE K7

OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

SEK m
Other operating expenses

NOTE K8

REMUNERATIONS

SEK m

2021

2020

Salaries and other benefits

251.9

175.5

Social security contributions

78.4

52.1

Pension cost - defined contribution plans
Total employee benefits

25.5

14.6

355.9

242.2

Division of employee benefits
2021

SEK m

Board members, CEO and other Senior Executives

2020

Social
Social
Salaries and security (of Salaries and security (of
other benefits which pension other benefits which pension
cost)
cost)

16.9

9.4 (3.3)

16.1

7.3 (2.3)

Other employees

235.0

94.6 (17.4)

159.4

59.4 (8.9)

Total Group

251.9

104.0 (20.7)

175.5

65,2 (8,6)

Antal anställda

Average
number of
employees

Of which are
men

Average
number of
employees

Of which are
men

Sweden

594

492

363

299

Total Group

594

492

363

299
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Gender distribution in the Group of Directors and other Senior Executives:
2021
Average
Of which are
number of
men
employees

2020
Average
Of which are
number of
men
employees

Board members (excl. senior executives)

6

3

5

2

CEO and other senior executives

8

7

6

6

14

10

11

8

SEK m

2021

2020

Salaries and other short-term benefits

20.2

18.4

Total remuneration of senior executives

20.2

18.4

Total Group
Remuneration of senior executives

Remuneration and other benefits 2021
Variable
Basic Salary remuneration

SEK m

Other
benefits 1)

Pension cost Consulting fee

Total

Chairman of the Board Björn Andersson

0.5

-

-

-

-

0.5

Director Ingalill Östman

0.3

-

-

-

-

0.3

Director Per Nordlander

-

-

-

-

-

-

Director Anne-Lie Lind

0.3

-

-

-

-

0.3

Director Charlotte Hybinette

0.3

-

-

-

-

0.3

Diector and VP Norrvidinge Martin Nilsson

-

-

-

-

-

-

Director and Group COO Magnus Persson

1.3

0.2

0.1

0.1

-

1.6

Group CEO Håkan Lind

1.8

0.2

0.1

0.3

-

2.4

Other senior executives 2)

9.9

1.6

0.4

2.9

-

14.9

14.3

1.9

0.6

3.3

-

20.2

Total Group
1)Other
2)

benefits refer to company cars.

Nine senior Executives; CFO, CIO, Communication and Sustainability Manager and six Subsidiary Presidents.

Remuneration and other benefits 2020
Variable
Basic Salary remuneration

SEK m

Other
benefits 1)

Pension cost Consulting fee

Total

Chairman of the Board Björn Andersson

0.4

-

-

-

-

0.4

Group CEO and Director Håkan Lind

1.9

0.9

0.1

0.3

-

3.2

Director Ingalill Östman

0.3

-

-

-

-

0.3

Director Per Nordlander

-

-

-

-

0.0

0.0

Director Anne-Lie Lind

0.3

-

-

-

-

0.3

Director Charlotte Hybinette

0.3

-

-

-

-

0.3

8.0

3.5

0.6

2.0

-

14.0

11.1

4.4

0.7

2.3

0.0

18.4

Other senior executives

2)

Total Group
1)Other
2)

benefits refer to company cars.

Five senior Executives; CFO and four Subsidiary Presidents.
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Guidelines
Fees are paid to the Chairman and Directors in accordance with
the resolution of the Annual General Meeting. No separate fee is
paid for committee work. The Board of Directors has adopted on
the following guidelines regarding remuneration of managment:
Remuneration to the CEO and other senior executives comprises
basic salary, variable remuneration, other benefits, and pension.
“Other senior executives” are the nine (five) persons who together with the CEO and COO make up Group Management.
These are Roger Axelsson (the Group’s CFO), Gabriella Fällman
(the Group’s CIO), Pernilla Enkler (the Group’s Communication
and Sustainability manager), Thomas Johansson (President of
Uppländska), Staffan Haglund (President of VSM), Dick Örn
(President of Bellmans and SÅCAB), Mathias Cederblad
(President of Samgräv), Tobias Fåll (President of Ivarssons) and
Johan Beermann (President of Norrvidinge).
• The President’s total remuneration is decided by the board.
Guidelines for remuneration of other members of Group Managment are proposed by the Remuneration Committee and adopted by the Board. Bellman Group strives to offer a competitive
total compensation package that enables it to recruit and retain
senior executives. The total compensation package is based on
factors such as position, performance, and individual qualifications. The total remuneration paid to members of Management
consists of a basic salary, variable cash remuneration, pension,
and other remuneration and benefits.

NOTE K9
SEK m

• Basic salary is reviewed annually and is used as a basis for
calculating variable remuneration.
• Variable cash remuneration is dependent partly on the individual’s achievement of annually defined targets and partly on the
achievement of predefined financial targets. The outcome is followed up annually. All members of Group Management have the
opportunity to receive a variable remuneration corresponding to
a maximum of six times the fixed monthly salary. There is thus a
clear link between remuneration, individual performance, and
the performance of the Group as a whole.
• Senior executives are entitled to retirement benefits in accordance with their respective occupational pension plan.
• Other remuneration and benefits must be in line with market
levels and help the senior executive to fulfil his or her duties,
such as a company car, occupational health benefits, etc.
Senior executives are entitled to 12 months’ notice if the employment is terminated by the employer and 6 months if the employee resigns. For all, a non-competition restriction applies in
the notice of termination is given by the employee. If there are
special reasons in any individual case, the Board has the right to
depart from the above guidelines.
Defined contribution plans
The Group only has defined contribution pension plans. Pension
cost refers to the cost that affected the profit for the year.

AUDIT FEES
2021

2020

Audit engagement

3.4

2.3

Tax advice

0.3

0.4

Other services

0.1

0.7

Total audit fees

3.7

3.4

PwC:

Other services include general advice on accounting rules, valuation methods and formal requirements, as well as proof reading.
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NOTE K10

LEASES

SEK m

Plant and Machinery

Building and Land

Total

87.1

2.1

89.2

-16.4

-0.1

-16.5

70.6

2.1

72.7

Opening net book value

70.6

2.1

72.7

Additions

69.0

0.0

69.0

As of 1 January, 2020
Acquisition costs
Accumulated depreciation
Net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2020

Retirements and disposals

-3.7

0.0

-3.7

Depreciation

-30.5

-0.1

-30.5

Closing net book value

105.5

2.0

107.4

Opening net book value

105.5

2.0

107.4

Acquisition of business

81.6

0.0

81.6

Additions

43.2

0.9

44.1

Retirements, disposals and moves

-9.9

0.0

-9.9

Depreciation

-59.7

-0.1

-59.8

Closing net book value

160.7

2.7

163.4

294.7

3.0

297.7

-134.0

-0.3

-134.3

160.7

2.7

163.4

SEK m

2021

2020

Depreciation of lease

-59.8

-30.5

Interest expenses for leasing liabilities

-2.4

-1.6

Costs attributable to short-term leases

Year ended 31 December, 2021

As of 31 December, 2021
Acquisition costs
Accumulated depreciation
Net book value

-9.8

-1.5

Costs attributable to low value leasing contracts

0.0

0.0

Costs due to variable leasing fees not included in the valuation of the
lease liability

0.0

0.0

Revenue from releasing rights of use

0.0

0.0

-72.0

-33.6

Total cash outflow
Lease liabilities
Current

SEK 62.5 m (36.0)

Non-Current

SEK 102.3 m (71.9)

Premises and Vehicles are reported as Plant and Machinery while Land is reported as Buildings and Land.
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NOTE K11

GROUP NOTES
FINANCIAL ITEMS

SEK m

2021

2020

Financial income
Interest income

0.4

0.1

Revaluation of the derivative for the right of early redemption of the corporate bonds

0.0

2.5

Other financial income

0.4

0.0

Total financial income

0.8

2.6

Refinasiering expense bond loans

25.7

0.0

Financial expenses overdraft facility
Interest expense bonds

3.4

0.0

Financial expenses

49.7

46.0

Interest expense credit institutions

1.9

0.0

Interest expense leases

2.4

1.6

Discounted purchase price (Samgräv)

2.4

0.3

Interest expenses other

0.0

0.0

Total financial expense

85.6

47.9

2021

2020

10.0

18.0

0.1

0.0

10.1

18.0

0.0

-0.8

NOTE K12

INCOME TAX

SEK m
Income tax
Current tax:
Current tax on profits for the year
Adjustment of current tax for prior periods
Total current tax expense
Deferred income tax (Note 24 Deferred tax):
Decrease/Increase of temporary differences
Deferred tax attributable to lease

-0.1

0.0

Deferred tax attributable to tax losses

-10.1

3.5

Total deferred income tax

-10.2

2.7

Total income tax expense

-0.1

20.7

2021

2020

Profit before tax

5.2

67.3

Income tax at the tax rate in Sweden (21.4%) & Norway (22.0%)

1.1

14.4

SEK m

Tax effect of amounts which are not deductible (taxable):
Non-deductible expenses

-1.5

-0.8

Non-taxable income

0.3

0.4

Reversal of a deferred tax asset

0.0

6.8

-0.1

20.7

-2.3 %

30.8 %

Total income tax expense
Group weighted average tax rate
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The group’s weighted average tax rate was -2.3 percent (30.8). The tax attributable to components of other comprehensive income
amounts to SEK 0.0 m (0.0). The low tax rate in 2021 is mainly due to non-deductible expenses SEK 1.5 m (0.8), as well as non-taxable
income of SEK 0.3 m (0.4).
NOTE K13

EARNINGS PER SHARE

Earning per share, SEK

2021

2020

Total basic earnings per share attributable to the ordinary equity holders of the company

1.7

21.4

Total diluted earnings per share attributable to the ordinary equity holders of the company

1.7

21.4

3.5

44.7

2,086,991

2,086,991

Profit measurement used in the calculation of earnings per share, MSEK
Basic and diluted earnings per share:
Income attributable to owners of the parent company
Weighted average number of shares
Weighted average number of ordinary shares used as the denominator in calculating basic
and diluted earnings per share

NOTE K14

ACQUISITION ANALYSIS

IVARSSONS
On 18 January 2021, the Group acquired all shares in Ivarssons
Entreprenad I Göteborg AB (Ivarssons). Ivarssons is a land and
civil engineering company also specialized in areas such as shafts
and marine related assignments with a focus on stability
enhancing measures and erosion protection. Operations are
concentrated to the Gothenburg region and this acquisition
further strengthens Bellman Groups presence in this region. The
total purchase price amounted to SEK 98.5 m, and the sellers
reinvested part of the purchase price by subscription of 43,515

shares in Haimos HoldCo AB, the parent company of the group
that includes Bellman Group. The subscription was made at an
estimated market value of SEK 718.0 per share. The market
value has been determined using a generally accepted valuation
method. The valuation method means that the company value is
calculated through an EBITDA multiple corresponding to
comparable companies in the same industry. In total, the sellers
of Ivarssons’ now control 2.7 percent of the shares in Bellman
Group.

Information regarding purchase price, net assets acquired, and goodwill is shown below:
SEK m

2021

Purchase consideration
Cash paid

67.2

Shareholder contribution (Verdane Holding 26 AB)

31.3

Total purchase consideration

98.5

The assets and liabilities recognized as a result of the acquisition were as follows:
SEK m

2021

Fair value net assets
Cash and bank

10.8

Plant and equipment

43.7

Inventories

0.9

Other current liabilities

-2.3

Asset value Ivarssons

53.1

Intangible assets

45.4

Net assets acquired

98.5
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Net assets acquired
Reported identifiable assets in Ivarssons at the time of
acquisition were SEK 53.1 m and for intangible assets SEK 45.4 m
has been identified. Of these, SEK 45.1 m has been classified as
goodwill and SEK 0.4 m as an intangible asset (brand). Goodwill
is mainly attributable to synergies and the good profitability of
the acquired business. No part of reported goodwill is expected
to be tax deductible.

Acquired trade receivables
Fair value of acquired accounts receivable amounted to SEK 0.0
m. The contractual gross amount for accounts receivable
amounted to SEK 0.0 m.
Revenue and profit contribution
The acquired business contributed with net sales of SEK 66.5 m
and net profit (EBIT) of SEK 9.4 m for the period January December 2021. These amounts have been calculated based on
the subsidiary’s earnings after adjustments for differences in
accounting policies between the Group and its subsidiary
together with the related tax effects.

SEK m

2021

Cash Flow effect
Paid to vendor (Ivarssons)

-67.2

Cash acquired business (Ivarssons)

10.8

Net effect on cash flow at acqusision

-56.5

Acquisition costs of SEK 1.3 m have been reported in other external expenses in the income statement for 2021.
NORRVIDINGE
On 27 May 2021, the Group acquired all shares in Norrvidinge
Lastbilscentral AB, Grus & Makadam Syd AB and EliaExpress AB
with subsidiaries (Norrvidinge). Norrvidinge is a transport and
machine service company that also handles engineering
materials. Operations are concentrated to the south of Sweden
and this acquisition further strengthens Bellman Groups
presence in this region The total purchase price amounted to
SEK 320.5 m, and the sellers reinvested part of the purchase
price by subscription of 147,500 shares in Haimos HoldCo AB,
the parent company of the group that includes Bellman Group.
The subscription was made at an estimated market value of SEK

718.60 per share. The fair value of own shares has been
determined using a generally accepted valuation method. The
valuation method means that the company value is calculated
through an EBITDA multiple corresponding to comparable
companies in the same industry. In total, the sellers of
Norrvidinge now control 9.2 percent of the shares in Bellman
Group. The acquisition included a conditional consideration of
maximum SEK 35.0 m, which at the time of purchase was
estimated at a fair value of SEK 31.8 m. The amount will be paid
if the annual EBITDA result at any time over the next three years
exceeds SEK 75.0 m.

Information regarding purchase price, net assets acquired, and goodwill is shown below:
SEK m

2021

Purchase consideration
Cash paid

182.7

Shareholder contribution (Verdane Holding 26 AB)

106.0

Conditional consideration

31.8

Total purchase consideration
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The assets and liabilities recognized as a result of the acquisition were as follows:
SEK m

2021

Fair value net assets
Cash and bank

28.3

Trade receivables

152.7

Intangable assets

0.4

Building and Land

9.7

Machinery and Equipment

241.5

Financial assets

0.1

Inventories

15.6

Other current assets

0.2

Other short term receivables

27.0

Trade payables

-96.6

Deferred tax liabilities

-17.6

Other non-current liabilities

-223.6

Other current liabilities

-62.9

Asset value Norrvidinge

74.7

Intangible assets

245.8

Net assets acquired

320.5

Net assets acquired
Reported identifiable assets in Norrvidinge after adjustments are
SEK 74.7 m and for intangible assets SEK 245.8 m has been
identified. Of these, SEK 240.7 m has been classified as goodwill
and SEK 6.4 m as an intangible asset (brand) with a deferred tax
effect of SEK -1.3 m. Goodwill is mainly attributable to synergies
and the good profitability of the acquired business. No part of
reported goodwill is expected to be tax deductible. During the
third and fourth quarters, balance adjustment of SEK 5.2 m and
SEK 3.7 m respectively where made, which related to adjustments to balance sheet items from before the acquisition.
Acquired trade receivables
Fair value of acquired accounts receivable amounted to SEK
152.7 m. The contractual gross amount for accounts receivable

amounted to SEK 156.2 m with bad debt adjustments totaling
SEK 3.5 m.
Revenue and profit contribution
The acquired business contributed with net sales of SEK 714.3 m
and net profit (EBIT) of SEK -13.6 m for the period June December 2021. If the acquisition had taken place on January 1,
2021, a consolidated pro forma as of December 31, 2021, would
show a net sales of SEK 1,133.9 m and net profit (EBIT) of SEK 15.1 m. These amounts have been calculated based on the
subsidiary’s earnings after adjustments for differences in
accounting policies between the Group and its subsidiary
together with the related tax effects.

SEK m

2021

Cash Flow effect
Paid to vendor

-182.7

Cash acquired business

28.3

Net effect on cash flow at acqusision

-154.4

Förvärvsrelaterade kostnader för Norrvidinge på 6,2 MSEK har redovisats i resultaträkningen för 2021.
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GROUP NOTES
INTANGIBLE ASSETS

SEK m

Goodwill

Trademark

Orderbook

Software

Total

Intangible assets
As of 1 January, 2020
Acquisition costs

452.2

7.6

0.7

2.2

462.7

0.0

-5.7

-0.6

-0.1

-6.4

452.2

1.9

0.1

2.0

456.3

Opening net book value

452.2

1.9

0.1

2.0

456.3

Acquisition of subsidiary

11.7

0.8

0.0

0.0

12.5

0.0

-2.1

-0.1

-0.5

-2.7

464.0

0.6

0.0

1.6

466.1

Opening net book value

464.0

0.6

0.0

1.6

466.1

Acquisition of subsidiary

Accumulated amortization
Net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2020

Amortizations
Closing net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2021

286.3

6.8

0.0

0.4

293.5

Capitalized software

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

0.6

Amortizations

0.0

-1.8

0.0

-0.6

-2.4

750.3

5.5

0.0

2.0

757.8

750.3

15.2

0.7

6.1

772.2

0.0

-9.7

-0.7

-4.1

-14.4

750.3

5.5

0.0

2.0

757.8

Closing net book value
As of 31 December, 2021
Acquisition costs
Accumulated amortization
Net book value

Impairment tests of goodwill
Goodwill is monitored by Group Management at the level of the operating segments identified in note K4 Segment information.
SEK m
Goodwill

2021

2020

Uppländska

12.4

11.9

Bellmans

145.6

145.6

VSM

186.4

186.4

Samgräv

119.5

119.5

0.6

0.6

45.1

-

SÅCAB
Ivarssons
Norrvidinge
Total Goodwill

Critical assumptions used for value-in-use calculations
The Group annually, or when needed, evaluates whether there
is a need for impairment of goodwill. Recoverable values of
cash-generating units have been determined by calculating the
value in use, which requires certain assumptions to be made.
The calculations are based on cash flow forecasts based on
budgets determined by management for the coming year and
the company’s strategic business plan that extends until the end
of 2025.
EBITDA margins used in the budgets for the units range from
5.5 to 28.8 percent (5.5 – 17.3). Sales growth for 2023-2024 has
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240.7
750.3

464.0

been set based on each company's own strategic forecasts and
is listed below.
Ivarsson's forecast growth of 22 percent is based on the fact
that it has reduced its sales since 2019 but is expected to reverse
this trend in 2023 and return to the 2019 level of turnover.
Samgräv, like Ivarssons, has had a falling sales trend since
2019. In its forecasts, the segment is expected to increase significantly in the coming years (+21 percent) mainly due to new
landfill opportunities and sales of older landfills.
VSM's growth rate is around 8 percent. Budget 2022 is
lower than earnings in 2021 and the forecast turnover level for
2024 is now in line with 2021.
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The historical industry growth over the last 10-year period has
been over 5 percent. The increase between the years is
mainly driven by additional large infrastructure projects
spanning between 5-10 years. Long-term growth (terminal

growth) has been set at 2 percent (2). The discount rate used
after tax is between 9.8 and 9.9 percent (10.8 – 11.1).

Management has determined the values assigned to each of the above key assumptions as follows:
Assumption in percentage 2021 (2020)
Assumptions
Approach used to determine values

Uppländska

Bellmans

VSM

Samgräv

SÅCAB

Ivarssons

Norrvidinge

This is the weighted average growth rate used
Stratgic
growth rate to extrapolate cash flows beyond the budget
period. The rates are consistent with forecasts
(2023 included in industry reports and adjusted for
2024):
entity business specifics.

4(4)

4(3)

8(3)

21(6)

3(3)

22(N/A)

4(N/A)

Teminal
The average growth rate used to extrapolate
growth rate cash flows after the forecast period after the
forecast horizon.
(>2025)

2(2)

2(2)

2(2)

2(2)

2(2)

2(N/A)

2(N/A)

9,8(11.1)

9,8(10.8)

9,8(10.9)

9,8(11.0)

9,9(10.8)

9,9(N/A)

9,8(N/A)

Pre-tax
discount
rates:

Reflect specific risks relating to the relevant
segments.

Reasonable changes in key assumptions are not expected to lead to significant changes in value in use that would result in impairment of
goodwill.
NOTE K16

TANGIBLE ASSETS

Tangible Assets

SEK m
As of 1 January, 2020
Acquisition costs

Equipment,
Plant and tools, fixtures Buildings and
machinery
and fittings
land

Leases

Other tangible
assets

Total

524.0

7.5

88.7

89.3

0.1

709.5

-248.7

-1.5

-4.2

-16.5

0.0

-271.0

275.3

5.9

84.5

72.7

0.1

438.6

Opening net book value

275.3

5.9

84.5

72.7

0.1

438.6

Acquisition of subsidiary

20.2

0.0

40.3

0.0

0.0

60.5

Accumulated depreciation
Net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2020

Additions

25.4

4.4

38.7

69.0

0.0

137.4

Retirements and disposals

-13.8

-0.1

-0.4

-3.7

0.0

-18.0

Depreciation

-56.8

-1.9

-4.0

-30.6

0.0

-93.2

Closing net book value

250.3

8.3

159.1

107.4

0.1

525.3

Opening net book value

250.3

8.3

159.2

107.4

0.1

525.4

Acquisition of business (note K14 business
combination)

203.6

0.0

9.7

81.6

0.0

294.9

59.2

26.1

15.5

44.1

0.0

144.8

-103.6

68.9

-28.1

-9.9

0.0

-72.8

Depreciation

-70.7

-15.0

-5.2

-59.8

0.0

-150.7

Closing net book value

338.8

88.3

151.0

163.4

0.1

741.6

Year ended 31 December, 2021

Additions
Retirements, disposals and moves

As of 31 December, 2021
Acquisition costs
Accumulated depreciation
Net book value
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712.1

145.5

177.7

297.7

0.1

1333.1

-373.3

-57.2

-26.7

-134.3

-0.1

-591.5

338.8

88.3

151.0

163.4

0.1

741.6
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GROUP NOTES
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BY CATEGORY

The Group holds the following financial instruments:
SEK m
Financial assets at
fair value through
profit and loss

Financial assets at
amortized cost

Total

Loans and receivables (excl. non-financial receivables)

0.0

248.6

248.6

Derivative financial instruments

5.2

0.0

5.2

Other non-current financial assets

1.3

0.0

1.3

Cash and cash equivalents

0.0

123.8

123.8

Net book value

6.5

372.3

378.9

Loans and receivables (excl. non-financial receivables)

0.0

501.6

501.6

Other non-current financial assets

1.3

0.0

1.3

Cash and cash equivalents

0.0

146.2

146.2

Net book value

1.3

647.8

649.1

Financial liabilities at
fair value through Finacial liabilities at
profit and loss
amortized cost

Total

SEK m
Financial assets
As of December 31, 2020

As of December 31, 2021

.

SEK m
Financial liabilities
As of December 31, 2020
Trade and other payables (excl. non-financial liabilities)

0.0

150.8

150.8

Dealyed purchse price

4.2

0.0

4.2

Contingent consideration

12.6

0.0

12.6

0.0

732.0

732.0

16.7

882.8

899.5

Trade and other payables (excl. non-financial liabilities)

0.0

299.5

299.5

Dealyed purchse price

2.8

0.0

2.8

Borrowings
Net book value
As of December 31, 2021

Contingent consideration

46.6

0.0

46.6

0.0

1,240.4

1,240.4

49.4

1,539.9

1,589.4

Delayed
purchse price

Contingent
consideration

Total

Opening net book value

0.0

12.3

12.3

Acquisition of subsidiary

4.2

0.0

4.2

4.2

12.6

16.7

4.2

12.6

16.7

0.2

2.2

2.4

-1.5

0.0

-1.5

4.2

46.6

49.4

Borrowings
Net book amount

SEK m
Year ended 31 December, 2020

Revaluation through incomestatment
Closing net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2021
Opening net book value
Acquisition of subsidiary
Revaluation through incomestatment
Payments
Closing net book value

For information regarding cash and cash equivalents, see note K5 Financial risk management and K21 Cash and cash equivalents. For
information regarding financial liabilities, see note K23 Borrowings. For information regarding contingent considerations, see Note K14
Acquisition Analysis.
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Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss
The Group’s financial assets measured at fair value through
profit or loss consist of an early redemption option included in
the bond, which is reported as a derivative. The Group has
classified this financial instrument at level 3 in the fair value
hierarchy. No transfers between the levels were made during
the period. The fair value of the derivative has been determined
based on the present value and the applied discount rate has
been adjusted for own credit risk. Observable input data refers
to the risk-adjusted discount rate and the expected cash flows.
As of 31 December 2021, fair value amounted to SEK 0.0 million
(5.2). The Group’s other non-current financial assets were SEK
1.3 m (1.3), consisting of a security holding in Märsta Förenade
Åkeri AB of SEK 0.3 m (0.3) through VSM (Munthers) and a
deposited advance to landowners of SEK 1.0 m (0.9), related to
permits for Samgräv Recycling AB.

ing and the Group’s credit risk exposure can be found in note K5
Financial risk management.
Financial debt at fair value through profit and loss
The Group's financial liabilities valued at fair value via the income statement consist of a conditional purchase price of SEK
46.6 m (12.6), of which SEK 12.9 m (12.6) relates to Samgräv,
while the remaining part is due to the purchase of Norrvidinge
SEK 33.7 m (0.0).
Delayed Purchase Price
The purchase of Losshållningsbolaget (December 2020) resulted
in a delayed purchase price of SEK 5 m to be paid over a threeyear period. In 2021, SEK 1.5 m (0.0) was paid to the sellers of
Losshållningsbolaget and as of 31 December 2021, the total debt
amounted to SEK 2.8 m (4.2), of which SEK 1.4 m (1.4)
Was current and 1.4 (2.8) as non-current.

Impairment and risk exposure
Information on impairment of trade receivables, their credit rateNOTE K18

INVENTORIES

Inventories recognized as an expense in the item Raw materials and consumables in the Consolidated Income Statement amounted to SEK
374.6 m (168.9). Write-downs of inventories to net realizable value amounted to SEK 0.0 m (0.0).
NOTE K19

OTHER CURRENT RECEIVABLES

SEK m

2021

2020

Other Current receivables
VAT recoverable

10.3

4.9

Other receivables

17.6

0.4

Total other current receivables

27.9

5.4

The carrying amounts of other current receivables are considered to be the same as their fair values, since the impact of discounting
is not significant.
NOTE K20
PREPAID EXPENSES AND ACCRUED INCOME

SEK m
Prepaid expenses and accrued income
Prepaid rent (short term)

2021

2020

2.3

2.0

Accrued income

83.5

42.9

Other items

13.5

16.0

Total prepaid expenses and accrued income

99.3

60.9

Higher accrued revenues in 2021 due to the acquisition of Norrvidinge SEK 15.4 m and major ongoing projects VSM SEK 52.2 m (26.7).
NOTE K21

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents, in both the Balance Sheet and the Cash Flow Statement, consist of bank deposits.
NOTE K22

EQUITY

Share capital
All shares issued by the parent company are paid in full. On 31
December 2021, the total number of ordinary shares amounted
to 2,086,991 (2,086,991). Ordinary shares have a nominal
amount of SEK 1. The ordinary share is entitled one vote and
entitles to dividend.
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Other contributed capital
The item consists of equity attributable to the establishment of
the Group, share premium and shareholder contributions.
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Number
of shares

Share
capital

Other
contributed
capital

Total

Opening balance

2,086,991

2.1

235.3

237.4

As of 31 December, 2020

2,086,991

2.1

235.3

237.4

2,086,991

2.1

235.3

237.4

2,086,991

2.1

235.3

237.4

SEK m
Year ended 31 December, 2020

Year ended 31 December, 2021
Opening balance
As of 31 December, 2021

NOTE K23

BORROWINGS

2021
SEK m

2020

Current

Non-current

Total

Current

Non-current

Total

Secured
Bonds

0.0

883.0

883.0

0.0

591.3

591.3

Lease Liabilities

62.5

102.3

164.8

36.0

71.9

107.9

Installment loans

34.1

89.9

124.0

0.7

2.4

3.1

Total secured borrowings

96.6

1,075.3

1,171.8

36.7

665.6

702.3

299.5

0.0

299.5

150.8

0.0

150.8

Unsecured
Trade payables
Vendor loan

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.6

1.6

Conditional purchase price

0.0

46.6

46.6

0.0

12.6

12.6

Delayed purchase price

1.4

1.4

2.8

1.5

2.7

4.2

Total unsecured borrowings

300.9

48.0

348.9

152.3

16.9

169.2

Total borrowings

397.5

1,123.3

1,520.8

189.0

682.5

871.5

Contractual maturities of non-current financial liabilities:
2021
SEK m

2020

1-5 years Over 5 years

Total

1-5 years Over 5 years

Total

Secured
Bonds

900.0

0.0

Financing costs

-17.0

0.0

Lease Liabilities

102.3

0.0

Installment loans

89.9

0.0

1,075.3

Total secured borrowings

900.0

600.0

0.0

600.0

-17.0

-8.7

0.0

-8.7

102.3

71.9

0.0

71.9

89.9

2.4

0.0

2.4

0.0

1,075.3

665.6

0.0

665.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.6

0.0

1.6

46.6

0.0

46.6

12.6

0.0

12.6

Unsecured
Vendor loan
Conditional purchase price
Delayed purchase price
Total unsecured borrowings
Total borrowings

1.4

0.0

1.4

2.7

0.0

2.7

48.0

0.0

48.0

16.9

0.0

16.9

1,123.3

0.0

1,123.3

682.5

0.0

682.5

In 2021, the Parent Company has listed a new corporate bond on
Nasdaq Stockholm, and in connection with this Bellman Group
called for the complete early redemption of the company's older
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outstanding bond 2017/2022. The new bond was listed with 900
units, with a total outstanding nominal amount of SEK 900.0 m
(600.0) under a framework of SEK 1,500.0 m and with a nominal
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value of SEK 1.0 m per unit. The bonds have a maturity of 5 years
and carry a floating interest rate of 3 months STIBOR plus 500
basis points and are due for payment on February 10, 2026. New
bond loan transaction costs of SEK 13.5 m are included as part of
the effective interest method and are expensed continuously
during the life of the loan as part of the interest. The dissolution
of the old bond loan has generated financial costs of SEK 20.4 m,
of which SEK 8.7 m were related to previously balanced
transaction cost while SEK 11.7 m were cost for early redemption. Regarding the bond loan, collateral has been provided by
the parent company in the form of shares in subsidiaries. The
terms of the bond include an option that entitles the group to
early redemption of the loan. This option is recognized as
derivative and classified as a financial asset that is measured at
fair value through profit or loss. The value of the new bond as of
December 31, 2021, amounted to SEK 0.0 m (5.2). The cost of
the early redemption of the old bond generated a financial cost
of SEK 5.2 m (0.0), partially offset by a deferred tax of SEK 1.1 m
and theses have during the period been fully recognized over the
income statement.
As part of the refinancing, the company has also raised a
senior secured bank financing (RCF) amounting to up to SEK 250
m (44). RCF transaction costs of SEK 5.0 m have been capitalized
and will be amortized over the contract period. The utilized
value of the RCF as of December 31, 2021, amounted to SEK 0.0
m (0.0). The terms and conditions of the corporate bond loan
and the senior secured bank financing are available on
bellmangroup.se.
The Group has certain tangible fixed assets and premises as
well as some rights of use of land that are regulated by leasing
agreements. As of December 31, 2021, the Group's leasing
liabilities amounted to SEK 164.8 m compared to SEK 107.9 m as
of December 31, 2020, of which SEK 102.3 m (71.9) were noncurrent liabilities and SEK 62.5 m (36.0) were current liabilities.

NOTE K24

The Group has installment loans for vehicles and as of
December 31, 2021, the Group's total installment loans
amounted to SEK 124.0 m, compared to SEK 3.1 m as of
December 31, 2020, of which SEK 89.9 m (2.4) were non-current
liabilities and SEK 34.1 m (0.7) were current liabilities. The
vendor loan (Bellmans) has been fully paid off in 2021.
The purchase of Samgräv resulted in a conditional purchase
price, which as of December 31, 2021, amounted to SEK 12.9 m
(12.6). The change towards 2020 is fully attributable to adjustment of fair value and has been recognized in the income statement. The contingent consideration is based on EBITDA for the
period 2019-2022 and is classified as long-term debt at level 3 of
the fair value hierarchy.
The purchase of Norrvidinge resulted in a conditional
purchase price, which as of December 31, 2021, amounted to
SEK 33.7 m (0.0). Discount adjustments are booked in the
income statement. The contingent consideration is based on
EBITDA during 2021-2023 and is classified as long-term liability
at level 3 of the fair value hierarchy.
The purchase of Losshållningsbolaget resulted in a delayed
purchase price, which as of December 31, 2021, amounted to a
discounted fair value of SEK 4.2 m (0.0), which is to be paid in
December during the following three years (SEK 1.5 m at a time).
As of December 31, 2021, the debt amounted to SEK 2.8 m (4.2),
which of SEK 1.4 m (2.8) was classified as a non-current liability
and SEK 1.4 m (1.4) have been classified as a current liability.
Covenants
Under the terms and conditions of the bonds, certain covenants
must be met each time the Group enters into a new business
acquisition. All covenants were met in connection with all
acquisition made.

DEFERRED TAX

SEK m

2021

2020

Tax losses

11.7

1.8

Total deferred assets

11.7

1.8

SEK m

2021

2020

0.0

0.1

Deferred tax assets
The balance comprises temporary differences attributable to:

Deferred tax liabilities
The balance comprises temporary differences attributable to:
Intangible assets (trademark and order backlogs)
Financial assets (derivative financial instruments)

0.0

1.1

Untaxed reserves

66.4

54.3

Other items

12.5

11.5

Total deferred tax liabilities

78.9

67.1

Set-off of deferred tax assets

-11.7

-1.8

67.2

65.3

Net deferred taxes
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Changes to deferred tax assets and liabilities in the year, without considering offsets within the same tax jurisdiction, are shown below:
SEK m
Deferred tax assets

Tax losses

As of 1 January, 2020

1.1

Charged to the income statement
As of 31 December, 2020

0.7
1.8
9.9

Charged to the income statement
As of 31 December, 2021

11.7

Deferred tax assets of SEK 11.7 m (1.8) mainly related to deferred tax due to non-deductible interest expenses SEK 6.5 m, Corona support
2021 SEK 1.7 m, redemption of bond loans SEK 1.1 m, brands SEK 1.1 m, dividends to minority SEK 0.3 m, IFRS SEK 16 0.2 m and other
SEK 0.8 m.

SEK m
Deferred tax assets

Intangible assets Financial assets

As of 1 January, 2020

Untaxed
reserves

Other
items

Total

0.4

0.6

47.9

4.4

53.4

Charged to the income statement
Increase through acquisitions
As of 31 December, 2020

-0.4
0.2

0.5
0.0

1.0
5.3

0.1
7.1

1.2
12.5

0.1

1.1

54.3

11.5

67.1

Charged to the income statement
Increase through acquisitions
As of 31 December, 2021

-0.4
1.4

-1.1
0.0

-5.5
17.6

-0.2
0.0

-7.2
19.0

1.1

0.0

66.4

11.4

78.9

NOTE K25

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES

SEK m

2021

2020

Other current liabilities
Employee withholding tax and social security contributions

12.7

7.6

VAT

5.5

3.6

Current part of delayed purchase price

1.4

1.5

Other current liabilities
Total other current liabilities

0.9

0.8

20.5

13.4

The carrying amounts of other current liabilities are the same as the fair values, as they are by nature short-term.

NOTE K26

ACCRUED EXPENSES AND DEFERRED INCOME

SEK m
Accrued expenses and deferred income
Accrued salaries

2021

2020

8.9

8.3

Accrued social security contributions

11.0

5.3

Accrued vacation pay

42.5

26.9

Haulage settlements

26.6

1.6

6.3

1.1

40.6

41.2

135.7

84.5

Accrued interest expenses
Other items
Total accrued expenses and deferred income

Haulage settlements and other items consist of accrued costs.
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NOTE K27

ASSETS PLEDGED AS SECURITY

SEK m

2021

2020

1,408.9

995.7

250.0

44.0

1658.9

1039.7

Assets pledged as security
Bonds:
Net assets in subsidiaries
Other financial liabilities:
Floating charges
Total assets pledged as security

NOTE K28

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Mid-January 2021, the ownership structure of Bellman Group
changed through restructuring and acquisitions. From 15 January 2021, Verdane Holding 26 AB, that owns 100.0 percent (35.8)
of the shares in Bellman Group AB. Verdane Holding 26 AB is in
turn 100.0 percent owned by Verdane Alexander Holding AB,
which in turn is 100.0 percent owned by Haimos HoldCo AB. The
ownership of Haimos HoldCo AB is then distributed between
Verdane (through the company BJP HoldCo AB), that at the end

Shareholding in Bellman Group AB
Owners
Verdane Holding 26 AB
Håkan Lind och Dick Örn genom Hasseludd Holding AB
Bromab i Älvsbyn AB
Jonas Degerman Holding AB
Magnus Persson genom Skärså Consulting AB
Robin Karlsson genom Robin Mark & Anläggning AB
Norden Kapitalförvaltning AB
Michel Eriksson
J&P Scandinavia AB
Tore Hallersbo
Derigo Rådgivning AB
Roger Axelsson
Total Ownership

Sharholding i Haimos HoldCo AB
Owners
BJP HoldCo AB
ANALOG Holding AB
Hasseludd Holding AB
Skärså Consulting AB
Jonas Degerman Holding AB
Bromab Invest AB
Norden Kapitalförvaltning AB
Ivarssons Entreprenad i Lilla Edet AB
Robin Mark & Anläggning AB
Derigo Rådgivning AB
Arnö Rådgivning AB
Other
Total Ownership
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of December 2021 controls 64.5 percent of the shares, while
management, key personal and parts of the Board control the
remaining 35.5 percent through said holding company. The
shareholding is distributed according to the table below. Other
related parties are all subsidiaries within the Group and senior
executives in the Group, i.e., the Board of Directors and management, key personal, as well as their family members. All transactions are carried out on market terms.

Number of shares
Number of shares
31 Dec 2020
Ownership (%)
31 Dec 2021
Ownership (%)
746,598
207,229
188,736
188,736
188,736
178,472
142,349
96,418
75,494
41,188
19,446
13,589
2,086,991

35.8
9.9
9.0
9.0
9.0
8.6
6.8
4.6
3.6
2.0
0.9
0.7
100.0

2,086,991
2,086,991

100.0
100.0

Number of shares
31 Dec 2021
Ownership (%)
1,041,744
147,500
73,557
63,200
63,200
63,200
47,667
43,515
29,881
12,000
9,000
19,928
1,614,392
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64.5
9.1
4.6
3.9
3.9
3.9
3.0
2.7
1.9
0.7
0.6
1.2
100.0
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NOTE K29

PARTICIPATION IN OTHER COMPANIES

The Group’s subsidiaries as of 31 December 2021 are listed below. Unless otherwise stated, they have share capital consisting solely of
ordinary shares held directly by the Group, and the proportion of ownership interests held equals the voting rights held by the Group.

Corporate identity
number Registered office

Ownership interest
held by the group,
%

Principal
activities

Transport

Direct ownership
Bellmans Åkeri & Entreprenad AB

556402-9006

Nacka

100

Uppländska Bergborrning AB

556213-1556

Rock Blasting

556856-6011

Norrtälje
Järfälla

100

VSM Entreprenad AB

100

Construction industry

Samgräv Holding AB

556850-6363

Transport

556527-8529

Göteborg
Huddinge

100

SÅCAB Åkericentral AB

Tranport and Landfill

Losshållningsbolaget i Sverige AB

559069-4732

Norrtälje

100
100

Ivarssons Entreprenad i Göteborg AB

559285-3666

Göteborg

100

Construction industry

Norrvidinge Lastbilscentral AB

556765-7571

Helsingborg

100

Tranport and Landfill

Grus & Makadam Syd AB

556981-7926

Helsingborg

100

Transport

Eliaexpress i Halmstad AB

556541-6541

Halmstad

100

Tranport and Landfill

Bugärde Holding AB

559325-1787

Göteborg

50

Landfill

Indirect ownership
Samgräv Maskinförmedling AB

556812-2252

Göteborg

100

Transport

Samgräv Recycling AB

556947-6160

Göteborg

100

Landfill

Samkross i Uddevalla AB

556989-1582

Göteborg

100

Crushing operations

Samkross i Härryda AB

559060-8765

Göteborg

100

Crushing operations

998237246

Oslo

100

Construction industry

Munthers Specialtransporter AB

556884-8963

Järfälla

61

Transport

DXT Entreprenad AB

559059-1045

Sigtuna

33

Construction industry

Kraftverksbyggarna i Söderhamn AB

559076-6530

Söderhamn

45

Construction industry

Kraftverksbyggarna i Söderhamn HB

969766-0539
556195-1475

50
100

Construction industry

SÅCAB Förvaltning AB

Söderhamn
Huddinge

SÅCAB Miljö AB

556973-3529

Haninge

100

Tranport and Landfill

SÅCAB Produktion AB

556723-4298

Huddinge

20

Tranport and Landfill

Halmstad Deponi AB

556119-0934

Halmstad

100

Landfill

Hansa-Norrvidinge AB

556849-1715

Landskrona

50

Tranport and Landfill

VSM Norge A/S

Rock Blasting

Tranport and Landfill

In 2021, 50 percent of the associated company Budgärde Holding AB was acquired for a purchase price amounting to SEK 11.9 m.
NOTE K30

ADJUSTMENT FOR NON-CASH ITEMS

SEK m

2021

2020

Adjustments for non-cash items
Depreciation and amortization

153.0

96.0

Profit/loss in Associated companies

-3.2

-2.8

Goodwill/Acqusition adjustments

0.0

1.5

Write-down NRI

8.2

0.0

Other items

1.5

-1.8

159.5

92.9

Total adjustments for non-cash items
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NOTE K31

NET DEBT RECONCILIATION

SEK m

Bonds

Lease
Liabilities to
credit
institutions

585.5
0.0

Installment
loans

Vendor
loan

Total

73.0

0.0

18.6

677.1

65.5

20.7

0.0

86.2

0.0

-30.6

-17.6

-17.0

-65.2

5.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

5.8

591.3

107.9

3.1

1.6

703.9

Changes in liabilities related to financing activities
Financial year ended 31 December, 2020
Opening balance
Acquired value
Cash outflow
Non-cash items:
Accrued interest
As of 31 December, 2020

SEK m

Lease
Liabilities to
credit
institutions

Bonds

Installment
loans

Other
loan

Total

Changes in liabilities related to financing activities
Financial year ended 31 December, 2021
Opening balance
Acquired value
Cash inflow
Cash outflow

591.3

107.9

3.1

1.6

703.9

0.0

116.7

171.9

45.8

334.4

900.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

900.0

-632.3

-59.8

-51.0

-47.4

-790.5

24.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

24.0

883.0

164.8

124.0

0.0

1,171.8

Non-cash items:
Accrued interest
As of 31 December, 2021

NOTE K32

EVENTS AFTER THE END OF THE PERIOD

ACQUSISTION AXELSSONS
On 1 January 2022, the Group acquired Axelsson Diamant Borrning (Axelssons), through Uppländska Bergsborrning AB and thereby
strengthen the Group offer within diamond drilling and rock sawing. The total purchase price amounted to SEK 9.1 m, paid in cash with
own funds.
Information regarding purchase price, net assets acquired, and goodwill is shown below:
SEK m

2021

Purchase consideration
Cash paid

9.1

Total purchase consideration

9.1
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The assets and liabilities recognized as a result of the acquisition were as follows:
SEK m

2021

Fair value net assets
Trade receivables

0.0

Plant and equipment

4.6

Inventories

2.0

Assets Axelssons

6.6

Intangible assets

2.5

Net assets acquired

9.1

Net assets acquired
Reported identifiable assets in Axelssons at the time of
acquisition were SEK 6.6 m and for intangible assets SEK 2.5 m
has been identified and classified as goodwill. Goodwill is mainly
attributable to synergies and the profitability of the acquired business.
No part of reported goodwill is expected to be tax deductible.

SEK m

Acquired trade receivables
Fair value of acquired accounts receivable amounted to
SEK 0.0 m. The contractual gross amount for accounts receivable
amounted to SEK 0.0 m.

2021

Cash Flow effect
Paid to vendor (Axelssons)

9.1

Cash acquired business (Axelssosns)

0.0

Net effect on cashflow at acquisition

9.1

Acquisition costs of SEK o.1 m have been reported in other external expenses in the income statement for 2022.

MANAGEMENT CHANGES
On 25 February 2022, the Board of Directors of Bellman Group
appointed Magnus Persson as new CEO and CEO. Magnus comes
most recently from a role as COO and Vice President of the
Group and has extensive experience from the construction industry. He has worked at Bellman Group since 2018 when VSM
was acquired, where he was CEO, and he has been Deputy CEO
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and COO of the Group for the last year. Current CEO Håkan Lind,
who has chosen to resign as CEO, will take up a new position
focusing on business development to supporting the company's
continued growth. He will also be Deputy CEO member of
Bellman Group's Group Management.
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PARENT COMPANY CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
SEK m
Net Sales

Note

2021

2020

M2

26.5

20.0

26.6

20.0

Total revenue
Operating expenses
Other external expenses

M3

-17.6

-13.9

Employee expenses

M4

-19.4

-15.0

-1.1

-0.8

-38.0

-29.7

Total depreciation, amortization
Total operating expenses
Operating profit (EBIT)

-11.5

-9.7

Financial Income

M5

10.3

9.0

Financial expenses

M6

-46.3

-40.2

Other financial items

M6

-29.8

-6.1

Net financial items

-65.8

-37.3

Profit after net financial items

-77.3

-47.0

84.1

67.0

-2.0

-11.5

4.9

8.6

Not

2021

2020

M8

1.4

1.6

1.4

1.6

3.4

1.7

3.4

1.7

Income tax
Income tax

M7

Net profit for the year and total comprehensive income
PARENT COMPANY BALANCE SHEET
SEK m
Assets
Non-current assets
Intangible assets
Software
Total intangible assets
Tangible assets
Plant and machinery

M9

Total tangible assets
Non-current financial assets
Investment in group companies

M10

1,340.4

937.3

Investment in associates

M10

11.9

0.0

Other non-current financial assets

M11

429.5

351.0

6.1

0.0

M17

1,788.0

1,288.3

1,792.8

1,291.7

Trade receivables

2.8

2.2

Current tax assets

0.3

5.3

Prepaid expenses and accrued income

0.8

4.8

Other current receivables

7.8

0.4

Deferred tax
Total non-current financial assets
Total non-current assets
Current assets
Current receivables

Total current receivables
Cash and cash equivalents
Total current assets
TOTAL ASSETS
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M12

11.8

12.7

128.7

107.1

140.5

119.8

1,933.3

1,411.4
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PARENT COMPANY REPORTS
REPORTSMODERBOALGETS
RÄKENSKAPER

PARENT COMPANY BALANCE SHEET
SEK m

Not

2021

2020

Equity and liabilities
Equity

M13, M18

Share Capital

2.1

2.1

Other contributed capital

260.0

260.0

Retained Earnings (including net profit/loss for the period)

243.2

82.5

Total equity - owner's equity

505.2

344.5

Total equity

505.2

344.5

Provisions

19.0

11.0

Total provisions

19.0

11.0

Bond loans

883.0

591.3

Liabilities to Group companies

453.5

420.4

Untaxed provisions

Non-current liabilities

M14

Other non-current liabilities
Total non-current liabilities
Current liabilities

48.0

16.9

1,384.6

1,028.6

M14

Trade payables

0.9

3.7

Current tax liabilities

9.6

11.8

M16

11.6

9.4

M14, M15

2.5

2.4

24.6

27.2

1,933.3

1,411.4

Accrued expenses and deferred income
Other current liabilities
Total current liabilities
TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

PARENT COMPANY STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Attributable to shareholders of Bellman Group AB
Share capital
SEK m

Other contrib.
capital

Retained
Earnings

Total Equity

Opening balance, 1 January 2020

2.1

260.0

74.1

336.0

Net profit/loss for the period

0.0

0.0

8.6

8.6

Total comprehensive income

0.0

0.0

8.6

8.6

Closing balance, 31 December 2020

2.1

260.0

82.6

344.6

Opening balance, 1 January 2021

2.1

260.0

82.6

344.6

Net profit/loss for the period

0.0

0.0

4.9

4.9

Total comprehensive income

0.0

0.0

4.9

4.9

Shareholder contributions

0.0

0.0

155.8

155.8

Transactions with shareholders in their roles as owners

0.0

0.0

155.8

155.8

Closing balance, 31 December 2021

2.1

260.0

243.3

505.2
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PARENT COMPANY STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
SEK m

Note

2021

2020

-11.5

-9.7

1.1

0.8

-1.7

-1.1

9.6

9.0

Interest paid

-42.9

-40.2

Income taxes paid / received

-10.3

-5.6

Cash flow from operating activities before changes in working capital

-55.7

-46.8

Cash flow from operating activities
Operating profit
Adjustment for non-cash items:
Depreciation and amortization
Other & non-cash items
Interest received

Change in current receivables

3.7

2.2

Change in current liabilities

-5.6

-0.2

Total Change in working capital

-1.9

2.0

-57.6

-44.8

-258.9

-116.2

Cash flow from operating activities
Kassaflöde från investeringsverksamheten
Acquisition of subsidiaries
Sale of entity

12.3

0.0

Investments in tangible assets

-2.9

-1.4

Sale of tangilble assets

0.4

0.3

46.6

141.9

Cash flow from investing activities

-202.4

24.5

Cash flow from financing activities
Shareholder contributions

18.5

0.0

Borrowings to group companies

Loans raised
Repayment of loans
Loan to associated company

900.0

0.0

-613.3

-17.0

-3.1

0.0

Refinancing cost Bond

-20.5

0.0

Cash flow from financing activities

281.7

-17.0

Cash flow for the period

21.6

-37.3

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period

107.1

144.4

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

128.7

107.1
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PARENT COMPANY NOTES

Parent Company Notes
NOTE M1

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The parent company applies RFR 2 Accounting for Legal Entities
and the Swedish Annual Accounts Act. RFR 2 prescribes that the
parent company in the Annual Report of a legal entity shall apply
all international Financial Reporting Standards and interpretations approved by the EU as far as this is possible within the
framework of the Swedish Annual Accounts Act, taking into
account the connection between reporting and taxation. Preparing annual reports in accordance with RFR 2 requires the use of
important accounting estimates. Furthermore, the management
must make certain assessments when applying the parent company’s accounting policies. The areas that include a high degree
of assessment, which are complex or where assumptions and
estimates are of significant importance for the annual report,
are stated in note K3 to the consolidated financial statements
Significant estimates and judgements. The parent company applies the same accounting policies as the Group, except in the
cases specified in the section below:
Financial statements presentation
The parent company presents the Income Statement and the
Balance Sheet in compliance with the Swedish Annual Accounts
Act. This also means differences in terms, compared to the consolidated accounts, primarily regarding financial income and
expenses and equity.
Subsidiaries
Participations in Group companies are recognized at cost less
any impairment losses. The acquisition cost includes acquisition
related cost and any contingent considerations. When there is

NOTE M3

SEK m

an indication that participations in Group companies are impaired, a calculation is made of the recoverable amount. If this is
lower that the carrying amount, an impairment is made. Impairment losses are reported in the item profit/loss from participations in Group companies.
Financiel instruments
IFRS 9 is not applied in the Parent Company. Instead, the parent
company applies the rules specified in RFR 2. Financial instruments are measured at cost. In subsequent periods, financial assets that have been acquired with the intention of being held
short-term will be reported at the lowest of cost and market
value, Derivative instruments with a negative fair value are reported at this value. When calculating the net realizable value of
receivables reported as current assets, the principles for impairment testing and credit loss allowance are applied in IFRS 9.
Appropriations
Group contributions are reported as appropriations.

NOTE M2

PURCHASES AND SALES BETWEEN GROUP COMPANIES

100 percent of the parent company’s sales are to Group
companies. 0 percent of the parent company’s purchases are
from Group companies.

AUDIT FEES

2021

2020

Audit engagement

0.9

0.6

Tax advice

0.1

0.4

Other services

0.1

0.7

Total audit fees

1.0

1.7

PwC:

Other services include general advice on accounting rules, valuation methods and formal requirements as well as proof-reading.
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NOTE M4

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

SEK m

2021

2020

Salaries and other benefits

12.0

9.6

Social security contributions

3.9

2.9

Pension cost - defined contribution plans

2.7

2.0

18.7

14.5

Total employee benefits

Division of employee benefits
2021
Social security
Salaries and
(of which
other benefits
pension cost)

SEK m

2020
Social security
Salaries and
(of which
other benefits
pension cost)

Board members, CEOs and other senior executives

2.2

3.9 (1.0)

6.7

3.4 (1.2)

Other employees

9.9

2.7 (1.2)

2.9

1.5 (0.5)

12.0

6.6 (2.2)

9.6

4.9 (1.7)

Total Group

Average number
of employees

Number of employees

Of which are
men

Average number
of employees

Of which are
men

Sweden

10

4

6

3

Total Group

10

4

6

3

Gender distribution in the Group of Directors and other Senior Executives:
2021
Average number
of employees

2020
Of which are
men

Average number
of employees

Of which are
men

Board members

6

3

5

2

CEO and other senior executives

4

3

2

2

10

6

7

4

Total Group

NOTE M5

SEK m

FINANCIAL INCOME

2021

2020

Financial income
Interest income

9.9

9.0

Other financial income

0.4

0.0

Total financial income

10.3

9.0
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NOTE M6

PARENT COMPANY NOTES

FINANCIAL EXPENSES

SEK m

2021

2020

Refinancing expenses bondloan

20.5

0.0

Financing expenses for credit facility
Interest expense bonds

3.4

0.0

49.7

46.0

Discounted purchase price

2.4

0.3

Interest expenses other

0.1

0.0

Total financial expense

76.1

46.3

2021

2020

8.1

11.5

Financial expenses

NOTE M7

INCOME TAX EXPENSE

SEK m
Current tax:
Current tax on profits for the year
Deferred income tax:
Deferred tax attributable to non deductable tax
Total income tax expense

-6.1

0.0

2.0

11.5

The lower tax rate in 2021 is due to non-deductible costs of SEK 6.1 million, incurred in 2021.

NOTE M8

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

SEK m

Software

Total

2.2

2.2

-0.1

-0.1

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

-0.5

-0.5

1.6

1.6

Opening net book value

1.6

1.6

Acquisition of business

0.0

0.0

Capitalized software

0.3

0.3

-0.5

-0.5

1.4

1.4

2.5

2.5

-1.1

-1.1

1.4

1.4

Intangible assets
As of 1 January, 2020
Acquisition costs
Accumulated amortization
Net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2020
Opening net book value
Amortizations
Closing net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2021

Amortizations
Closing net book value
As of 31 December, 2021
Acquisition costs
Accumulated amortization
Net book value
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NOTE M9

TANGIBLE ASSETS

SEK m

Plant and machinery

Total

1.2

1.2

-0.2

-0.2

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.9

As of January 1, 2020
Acquisition costs
Accumulated depreciation
Net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2020
Opening net book value
Additions

1.4

1.4

Retirements and disposals

-0.3

-0.3

Depreciation

-0.3

-0.3

1.7

1.7

1.7

1.7

Closing net book value
Year ended 31 December, 2021
Opening net book value
Additions

2.6

2.6

Retirements and disposals

-0.4

-0.4

Depreciation

-0.6

-0.6

3.4

3.4

4.3

4.3

-0.9

-0.9

3.4

3.4

Closing net book value
As of 31 December, 2021
Acquisition costs
Accumulated depreciation
Net book value
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PARENT COMPANY NOTES

PARTICIPATION IN GROUP COMPANIES

are held directly by the Group, and the proportion of ownership
interest held equals the voting rights held by the Group. All
subsidiaries are consolidated in the Group.

The parent company’s participations in Group companies as of
31 December 2021 are listed below. Unless otherwise stated,
they have share capital consisting solely of ordinary shares that

Corporate Ownership in
identity number %, 31 Dec 2021 No of shares

Principal
activities

Direct ownership
Bellmans Åkeri & Entreprenad AB

556402-9006

100

10,000

Uppländska Bergborrnings AB

556213-1556

100

VSM Entreprenad AB

556856-6011

100

Samgräv Holding AB

556850-6363

SÅCAB Åkericentral AB

556527-8529

Losshållningsbolaget i Sverige AB

559069-4732

100

1,500

Ivarssons Entreprenad i Göteborg AB

559285-3666

100

250

Norrvidinge Lastbilscentral AB

556765-7571

100

1,000 Transport and Landfill

Grus & Makadam Syd AB

556981-7926

100

Eliaexpress i Halmstad AB

556541-6541

100

Bugärde Holding AB

559325-1787

50

Registered Book value
office 31 Dec,2021

Transport

Nacka

5,000

Rock blasting

Norrtälje

98.4

3,400

Construction industry

Järfälla

342.6

100

500

Transport

Göteborg

157.1

100

100 Transport and Landfill

Huddinge

79.4

Rock blasting

Norrtälje

19.7

Construction industry

Göteborg

99.8

Helsingborg

255.8

500

Transport

Helsingborg

0.6

5,000 Transport and Landfill

Halmstad

70.4

Göteborg

11.9

25,000

Landfill

Total (SEK m)

1,352.4

Ownership
Corporate interest held by
identity number the group, % No of shares

Principal
activities

Registered
office

Transport

Göteborg

Indirect ownership
Samgräv Maskinförmedling AB

556812-2252

100

2,000

Samgräv Recycling AB

556947-6160

100

500

Landfill

Göteborg

Samkross i Uddevalla AB

556989-1582

100

500

Crushing operations

Göteborg

Samkross i Härryda AB

559060-8765

100

500

Crushing operations

Göteborg

998237-246

100

100

Construction industry

Oslo

Munthers Special-transporter AB

556884-8963

61

30,500

Transport

Järfälla

DXT Entreprenad AB

559059-1045

33

248

Construction industry

Sigtuna

Kraftverksbyggarna i Söderhamn AB

559076-6530

45

225

Construction industry

Söderhamn

Kraftverksbyggarna i Söderhamn HB

969766-0539

50

1

Construction industry

Söderhamn

SÅCAB Förvaltning AB

556195-1475

100

9,880 Transport and Landfill

Huddinge

SÅCAB Miljö AB

556973-3529

100

500 Transport and Landfill

Haninge

SÅCAB Produktion AB

556723-4298

20

110 Transport and Landfill

Huddinge

Halmstad Deponi AB

556119-0934

100

Hansa-Norrvidinge AB

556849-1715

50

VSM Norge A/S

101

216.7

1,000

Landfill

Halmstad

500 Transport and Landfill

Landskrona
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NOTE M11

RECEIVABLES FROM GROUP COMPANIES

SEK m

2021

2020

351.0

243.5

78.5

107.5

429.5

351.0

Receivables from group companies
Opening book value
Receivables from group companies
Closing net book value

NOTE M12

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents include, in both the Balance Sheet and the Cash Flow Statement, cash at hand and deposits held on call with
financial institutions. As of 31 December 2021, the Group had an unutilized credit facility in the form of overdraft facilities (RCF) amounting
to SEK 250 m (44.0).
NOTE M13

EQUITY

For information on the parent company’s equity, refer to note K22 to the consolidated financial statements, Equity.
NOTE M14

BORROWINGS

2021
SEK m

2020

Current

Non-current

Total

Current

Non-current

Total

Bonds

0.0

883.0

883.0

0.0

591.3

591.3

Total secured borrowings

0.0

883.0

883.0

0.0

591.3

591.3

Trade payables

0.9

0.0

0.9

3.7

0.0

3.7

Vendor loan

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.6

1.6

Conditional purchase price

0.0

46.6

46.6

0.0

12.6

12.6

Delayed purchase price

1.4

1.4

2.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other Liabillities

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.5

2.7

4.2

Total unsecured borrowings

2.3

48.0

50.4

5.2

16.9

22.0

Total borrowings

2.3

931.0

933.4

5.2

608.2

613.3

Secured

Unsecured

Contractual maturities of non-current financial liabilities:
2021
SEK m

2020

1-5 years

Over 5 years

Total

1-5 years

Over 5 years

Total

Bonds

900.0

0.0

900.0

600.0

0.0

600.0

Financing costs

-17.0

0.0

-17.0

-8.7

0.0

-8.7

Total secured borrowings

883.0

0.0

883.0

591.3

0.0

591.3

Secured

Unsecured
Vendor loan

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.6

0.0

1.6

46.6

0.0

46.6

12.6

0.0

12.6

Delayed purchase price

1.4

0.0

1.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other Liabillities

0.0

0.0

0.0

2.7

0.0

2.7

48.0

0.0

48.0

16.9

0.0

16.9

931.0

0.0

931.0

608.2

0.0

608.2

Conditional purchase price

Total unsecured borrowings
Total borrowings
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In 2021, the Parent Company has listed a new corporate bond
on Nasdaq Stockholm, and in connection with this Bellman
Group called for the complete early redemption of the company's older outstanding bond 2017/2022. The new bond was
listed with 900 units, with a total outstanding nominal amount
of SEK 900.0 m (600.0) under a framework of SEK 1,500.0 m and
with a nominal value of SEK 1.0 m per unit. The bonds have a
maturity of 5 years and carry a floating interest rate of 3 months
STIBOR plus 500 basis points and are due for payment on February 10, 2026. New bond loan transaction costs of SEK 13.5 m are
included as part of the effective interest method and are epens-ed continuously during the life of the loan as part of the interest.
The dissolution of the old bond loan has generated financial
costs of SEK 20.4 m, of which SEK 8.7 m were related to previously balanced transaction cost while SEK 11.7 m were cost for
early redemption. Regarding the bond loan, collateral has been
provided by the parent company in the form of shares in
subsidiaries. The terms of the bond include an option that
entitles the group to early redemption of the loan. This option is
recognized as derivative and classified as a financial asset that is
measured at fair value through profit or loss. The value of the
new bond as of December 31, 2021, amounted to SEK 0.0 m
(5.2). The cost of the early redemption of the old bond
generated a financial cost of SEK 5.2 m (0.0), partially offset by a
deferred tax of SEK 1.1 m and theses have during the period
been fully recognized over the income statement.
As part of the refinancing, the company has also raised a
senior secured bank financing (RCF) amounting to up to SEK 250
m (44). RCF transaction costs of SEK 5.0 m have been capitalized
and will be amortized over the contract period. The utilized

NOTE M15

PARENT COMPANY NOTES
value of the RCF as of December 31, 2021, amounted to SEK 0.0
m (0.0). The terms and conditions of the corporate bond loan
and the senior secured bank financing are available on bellmangroup.se.
The purchase of Samgräv resulted in a conditional purchase
price, which as of December 31, 2021, amounted to SEK 12.9 m
(12.6). The change towards 2020 is fully attributable to adjustment of fair value and has been recognized in the income statement. The contingent consideration is based on EBITDA for the
period 2019-2022 and is classified as long-term debt at level 3 of
the fair value hierarchy.
The purchase of Norrvidinge resulted in a conditional
purchase price, which as of December 31, 2021, amounted to
SEK 33.7 m (0.0). Discount adjustments are booked in the
income statement. The contingent consideration is based on
EBITDA during 2021-2023 and is classified as long-term liability
at level 3 of the fair value hierarchy.
The purchase of Losshållningsbolaget resulted in a delayed
purchase price, which as of December 31, 2021, amounted to a
discounted fair value of SEK 4.2 m (0.0), which is to be paid in
December during the following three years (SEK 1.5 m at a time).
As of December 31, 2021, the debt amounted to SEK 2.8 m (4.2),
which of SEK 1.4 m (2.8) was classified as a non-current liability
and SEK 1.4 m (1.4) have been classified as a current liability.
Covenants
Under the terms and conditions of the bonds, certain covenants
must be met each time the Group enters into a new business
acquisition. All covenants were met in connection with all
acquisition made.

OTHER CURRENT LIABILITIES

SEK m

2021

2020

Other current liabilities
Employee withholding tax and social security contributions

0.7

0.5

VAT

0.3

0.4

Current part of delayed purchase price

1.4

1.5

Total other current liabilities

2.5

2.4

2021

2020

Accrued expenses and deferred income
Accrued vacation pay

2.0

1.2

Accrued interest expenses

6.3

1.1

Other items

3.3

7.1

11.6

9.4

The fair value of other current liabilities corresponds to carrying amount, because they are short term by nature.
NOTE M16

ACCRUED EXPENSES AND DEFERRED INCOME

SEK m

Total accrued expenses and deferred income
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NOTE M17

ASSETS PLEDGED AS SECURITY

SEK m

2021

2020

1,340.4

937.3

429.5

351.0

1770.0

1288.3

Assets pledged as security
Bonds:
Net assets in subsidiaries
Receivables Group companies
Total Assets pledged as security

NOTE M18

PROPOSED APPROPRIATION OF PROFITS

Amounts in SEK
The following profits are at the disposal of the Annual General Meeting:
Share premium reserve

259,962,442

Retained earnings

238,322,650

Net profit/loss for the year

4,870,769

Total

503,155,861

The Board of Directors is proposing that these funds are appropriated as follows:
To be carried forward

503,155,861

Total

503,155,861
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Board of Directors' certification
The Group’s and Parent Company’s income statements and balance
sheets will be submitted to the Annual General Meeting for adoption
on 23 May 2022.
The Board of Directors and the Chief Executive Officer hereby
certify that the consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS (International Financial Reporting
Standards) as adopted by the EU and give a true and fair view of the
Group’s financial position and results of operations. The Parent
Company’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance

with generally accepted accounting principles and give a true and
fair view of the Parent Company’s financial position and results
of operations. The Board of Directors’ Report for the Group and
the Parent Company gives a true and fair view of the progress of
the Group’s and the Parent Company’s operations, financial
position and results of operations, and reviews material risks and
uncertainties affecting the Parent Company and Group
companies

Stockholm 26 April 2022

Björn Andersson
Chairman of the Board

…….

…

……………………………… …… ….

…….

Per Nordlander
Director…

Charlotte Hybinette
……………………………… ……..

Anne-Lie Lind

………………………………

Director…

Ingalill Östman

DiDirector --------

Director

Magnus Persson
……………………………… ……..

Martin Nilsson

DDirector --------

Director

Our Audit Report was presented on 26 April 2022
PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Nicklas Kullberg
Authorized Public Accountant
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Auditors’ Report

Unofficial translation

To the general meeting of the shareholders of Bellman Group AB (publ), corporate identity number 559108-3729

REPORT ON THE ANNUAL ACCOUNTS AND CONSOLIDATED
ACCOUNTS
Opinions

We have audited the annual accounts and consolidated accounts
of Bellman Group AB (publ) for the year 2021. The annual
accounts and consolidated accounts of the company are included
on pages 54-105 in this document.
In our opinion, the annual accounts have been prepared in
accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of parent company and
the group as of 31 December 2021 and its financial performance
and cash flow for the year then ended in accordance with the
Annual Accounts Act. The consolidated accounts have been
prepared in accordance with the Annual Accounts Act and
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
group as of 31 December 2021 and their financial performance
and cash flow for the year then ended in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), as adopted by
the EU, and the Annual Accounts Act. The statutory administration report is consistent with the other parts of the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts.
We therefore recommend that the general meeting of
shareholders adopts the income statement and balance sheet for
the parent company and the group.
Our opinions in this report on the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts are consistent with the content of the
additional report that has been submitted to the parent
company’s audit committee in accordance with the Audit
Regulation (537/2014) Article 11.

Basis for Opinions

We conducted our audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (ISA) and generally accepted auditing
standards in Sweden. Our responsibilities under those standards
are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities section. We
are independent of the parent company and the group in
accordance with professional ethics for accountants in Sweden
and have otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in
accordance with these requirements. This includes that, based on
the best of our knowledge and belief, no prohibited services
referred to in the Audit Regulation (537/2014) Article 5.1 have
been provided to the audited company or, where applicable, its
parent company or its controlled companies within the EU.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions.

statements. In particular, we considered where management
made subjective judgements; for example, in respect of significant accounting estimates that involved making assumptions and
considering future events that are inherently uncertain. As in all
our audits, we also addressed the risk of management override of
internal controls, including among other matters consideration of
whether there was evidence of bias that represented a risk of
material misstatement due to fraud.
We tailored the scope of our audit in order to perform
sufficient work to enable us to provide an opinion on the
consolidated financial statements as a whole, taking into account
the structure of the Group, the accounting processes and
controls, and the industry in which the group operates.
The Bellman Group comprise seven business segments and
for five of these, all Swedish entities are audited by the central
Group audit team, the other two are audited by a local PwC team.
There is only one company outside of Sweden in the group and
that is not deemed material for the group audit.

Materiality

The scope of our audit was influenced by our application of
materiality. An audit is designed to obtain reasonable assurance
whether the financial statements are free from material misstatement. Misstatements may arise due to fraud or error. They
are considered material if individually or in aggregate, they could
reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of
users taken on the basis of the consolidated financial statements.
Based on our professional judgement, we determined certain
quantitative thresholds for materiality, including the overall
group materiality for the consolidated financial statements as a
whole. These, together with qualitative considerations, helped us
to determine the scope of our audit and the nature, timing and
extent of our audit procedures and to evaluate the effect of misstatements, both individually and in aggregate on the financial
statements as a whole.

Key audit matters

Key audit matters of the audit are those matters that, in our
professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of
the annual accounts and consolidated accounts of the current
period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit
of, and in forming our opinion thereon, the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts, but we do not provide a separate opinion
on these matters.

Audit approach and scope

We designed our audit by determining materiality and assessing
the risks of material misstatement in the consolidated financial
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Goodwill impairment test

See note K2:10 and K2:12 accounting policies and note K15.
The group’s balance sheet includes goodwill totaling SEK 464
m, corresponding to 32 % of total assets.
Goodwill is not amortized but is subject to an annual
impairment test. The valuation of goodwill is based on company
management’s subjective assessments regarding future cash
flows and on assumptions regarding the yield requirement, etc.
which implies that the valuation is in its nature characterized by
uncertainty. Group goodwill was generated through acquisitions
made 2017-2021 and as such, there is limited information about
historical outcome as compared to prognoses prepared.
The Group’s impairment testing has not resulted in a writedown.

Revenue recognition and cut-off for construction
contracts

The Group accounting principles for revenue is shown in note
K2.5.
A major part of revenue for entities VSM Entreprenad AB
and Uppländska Bergborrnings AB are based on customer
agreements for construction projects invoiced on an ongoing
basis.
The compensation is based on number of units delivered,
but since the measurement of delivered units is usually not
performed until the project is completed, the accounting for
accrued income comprises a certain degree of assumptions and
estimations. Discussions about the right compensation for work
completed are further common within the construction business
and can result in subsequent reductions of invoiced sales

Significant acquisitions

As stated in the Directors’ Report and note K14, the group completed the acquisitions, during the first and second quarters of
20212, of IUvarssons for SEK 98 m and Norrvidinge for SEK 320 m.
Following the acquisition, the company prepared a purchase
price analysis, where the fair value of all assets and liabilities
acquired are assessed. The remaining difference between the
purchase price and fair values of acquired assets and liabilities is
allocated to goodwill. The identification of assets and liabilities
that have been transferred through the acquisition and which can
be accounted for according to accounting policies adopted have
required management estimations and assumptions and which
we have discussed with management.
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HOW OUR AUDIT ADDRESSED THE KEY AUDIT MATTERS

In our audit we have examined company management’s forecast
for future cash flows and assumptions and estimations which
they are based on. We studied and assessed the reasonability of
assumptions of yearly sales growth, volumes of sales and the
yield requirement applied in discounting the cash flows
presented to us by the company management. As part of our
audit of management assumptions and estimations we compare
corresponding figures in assessments made year- end 2020
against actual outcome 2021 in order to assess management’s
ability to produce realistic assumptions.
We have also studied the budgets and forecasts for future
cash flows and verified that these agree with company
management’s documented budget and long- term strategic
plans and intentions.
No significant observations were made from these audit
procedures nor reported to the Audit committee.

We have performed analytics of recorded revenue and margins
on total and project level and studied management’s routines
for monitoring project financial outcomes. We discussed company principles, methods and assumptions which forms the basis
for estimations of accrued revenue and tested them on a sample
basis against supporting documents and calculations.
We have analyzed accounts receivables by maturity date for
the purpose of detecting possible receivables where there might
be ongoing discussions or disputes with the customer. We also
confirmed this year’s sales and accounts receivable balance by
31 December 2021 for a selection of the clients.
For disputes we also obtained lawyers statements from
group’s external legal advisors.
Our general conclusion is that assumptions and estimations
made by the subsidiaries are within an acceptable range.

We have examined management’s analysis of the transactions as
well as other relevant documents such as the purchase contract
and we have verified the purchase price payment.
We examined the purchase price allocation to assets
identified and liabilities transferred prepared by management
and challenged their estimates. Finally, we checked the completness and accuracy of the disclosures in the Annual report.
No significant observations were made from these audit
procedures, which we reported to the Audit committee.
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Other Information than the annual accounts and
consolidated accounts
This document also contains other information than the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts and is found on pages 1-44,
46- 51 och 110. The Board of Directors and the Managing Director
are responsible for this other information.
Our opinion on the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts does not cover this other information and we do not
express any form of assurance conclusion regarding this other
information.
In connection with our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, our responsibility is to read the information
identified above and consider whether the information is materially inconsistent with the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts. In this procedure we also take into account our knowledge otherwise obtained in the audit and assess whether the
information otherwise appears to be materially misstated.
If we, based on the work performed concerning this information, conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing
to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Board of Director’s and the Managing
Director

The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the preparation of the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts and that they give a fair presentation in accordance
with the Annual Accounts Act and, concerning the consolidated
accounts, in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the EU. The
Board of Directors and the Managing Director are also responsible for such internal control as they determine is necessary to
enable the preparation of annual accounts and consolidated
accounts that are free from material misstatement, whether due
to fraud or error.
In preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts,
The Board of Directors and the Managing Director are responsible for the assessment of the company’s and the group’s ability to
continue as a going concern. They disclose, as applicable,
matters related to going concern and using the going concern
basis of accounting. The going concern basis of accounting is
however not applied if the Board of Directors and the Managing
Director intend to liquidate the company, to cease operations, or
has no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibility

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether
the annual accounts and consolidated accounts are free from
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to
issue an auditor’s report that includes our opinions. Reasonable
assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that
an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs and generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect a
material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise
from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or
in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence
the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these
annual accounts and consolidated accounts.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise
professional judgment and maintain professional skepticism
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throughout the audit. We also:
·

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the
annual accounts and consolidated accounts, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks and obtain audit evidence that is sufficeent and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions. The
risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from
fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud
may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

·

Obtain an understanding of the company’s internal control
relevant to our audit to design audit procedures that are
appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s
internal control.

·

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used
and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related
disclosures made by the Board of Director’s and the
Managing Director.

·

Conclude on the appropriateness of the Board of Director’s
and the Managing Director’s use of the going concern basis
of accounting in preparing the annual accounts and consolidated accounts. We also draw a conclusion, based on the
audit evidence obtained, as to whether any material uncertainty exists related to events or conditions that may cast
significant doubt on the company’s and the group’s ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material
uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our
auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts or, if such disclosures
are inadequate, to modify our opinion about the annual
accounts and consolidated accounts. Our conclusions are
based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may
cause a company and a group to cease to continue as a
going concern.

·

Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of
the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, including
the disclosures, and whether the annual accounts and consolidated accounts represent the underlying transactions
and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

·

Obtain sufficient and appropriate audit evidence regarding
the financial information of the entities or business activities
within the group to express an opinion on the consolidated
accounts. We are responsible for the direction, supervision
and performance of the group audit. We remain solely
responsible for our opinions.

We are obligated to inform the Board of Directors of, among
other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit. We
must also inform of significant audit findings during our audit,
including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identified.
We are also obligated to provide the Board of Directors with a
statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements regarding independence, and to communicate with them
all relationships and other matters that may reasonably be
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thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable,
related safeguards.
From the matters communicated with the Board of Directors,
we determine those matters that were of most significance in the
audit of the annual accounts and consolidated accounts, including
the most important assessed risks for material misstatement, and
are therefore the key audit matters. We describe these matters in
the auditor’s report unless law or regulation precludes disclosure
about the matter.

Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
Uttalanden
In addition to our audit of the annual accounts and consolidated
accounts, we have also audited the administration of the Board
of Director’s and the Managing Director of Bellman Group AB
(publ) for the year 2021 and the proposed appropriations of the
company’s profit or loss.
We recommend to the general meeting of shareholders that
the profit be appropriated in accordance with the proposal in
the statutory administration report and that the members of the
Board of Director’s and the Managing Director be discharged
from liability for the financial year.

Basis for Opinions
We conducted the audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards in Sweden. Our responsibilities under those
standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities
section. We are independent of the parent company and the
group in accordance with professional ethics for accountants in
Sweden and have otherwise fulfilled our ethical responsibilities in
accordance with these requirements.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinions.

Responsibilities of the Board of Director’s and the
Managing Director
The Board of Directors is responsible for the proposal for appropriations of the company’s profit or loss. At the proposal of a
dividend, this includes an assessment of whether the dividend is
justifiable considering the requirements which the company’s and
the group’s type of operations, size and risks place on the size of
the parent company’s and the group’ equity, consolidation
requirements, liquidity and position in general.
The Board of Directors is responsible for the company’s
organization and the administration of the company’s affairs. This
includes among other things continuous assessment of the
company’s and the group’s financial situation and ensuring that
the company´s organization is designed so that the accounting,
management of assets and the company’s financial affairs
otherwise are controlled in a reassuring manner. The Managing
Director shall manage the ongoing administration according to
the Board of Directors’ guidelines and instructions and among
other matters take measures that are necessary to fulfill the
company’s accounting in accordance with law and handle the
management of assets in a reassuring manner.

whether any member of the Board of Directors or the Managing
Director in any material respect:
·

has undertaken any action or been guilty of any omission
which can give rise to liability to the company, or

·

in any other way has acted in contravention of the
Companies Act, the Annual Accounts Act or the Articles of
Association.

Our objective concerning the audit of the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss, and thereby our opinion
about this, is to assess with reasonable degree of assurance
whether the proposal is in accordance with the Companies Act.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a
guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards in Sweden will always detect actions
or omissions that can give rise to liability to the company, or that
the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss are
not in accordance with the Companies Act.
As part of an audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards in Sweden, we exercise professional judgment
and maintain professional skepticism throughout the audit. The
examination of the administration and the proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss is based primarily on the audit
of the accounts. Additional audit procedures performed are based
on our professional judgment with starting point in risk and
materiality. This means that we focus the examination on such
actions, areas and relationships that are material for the operations and where deviations and violations would have particular
importance for the company’s situation. We examine and test
decisions undertaken, support for decisions, actions taken and
other circumstances that are relevant to our opinion concerning
discharge from liability. As a basis for our opinion on the Board of
Directors’ proposed appropriations of the company’s profit or loss
we examined whether the proposal is in accordance with the
Companies Act.
PricewaterhouseCoopers AB, 113 97 Stockholm, was appointed
auditor of Bellman Group AB (publ) by the general meeting of the
shareholders on the 21 May 2021 and has been the company’s
auditor since 31 May 2017.
Stockholm 26 April 2022
PricewaterhouseCoopers AB

Nicklas Kullberg
Authorized Public Accountant

Auditor’s responsibility

Our objective concerning the audit of the administration, and
thereby our opinion about discharge from liability, is to obtain
audit evidence to assess with a reasonable degree of assurance
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Definitions
Below are descriptions of financial key ratios and descriptions of
non-IFRS performance measures. Reconciliation of alternative
performance measures (APMs) is shown in a separate document,
which is published together with this report. The APM is not
calculated in accordance with IFRS and presented in this report
and do not constitute recognized valuation principles for financial position or liquidity in accordance with IFRS but are used by
Bellman Group to comply with the economic outcome of the
Group's operations and the Group's financial position. Valuation
of the ratios presented in the report shall always be made together with the information contained in the income statement,
balance sheet, cash flow statement and key ratios prepared in

accordance with IFRS.
Bellman Group presents these measures because the company considers them to be important complementary measures
of profitability and financial position, and these measures are
often used by external stakeholders to assess and compare
business outcomes and position. When comparing the measures
presented here, the calculation for other companies may have
been made with different definitions, which means that the
outcome is not directly comparable. Unless otherwise stated
comparative figures in this report are presented in parentheses
and refers to the corresponding period last year.

APM
EBITDA

DESRIPTION
EBITDA, operating profit before financial items, tax and depreciation/amortization and impairment. EBITDA is an APM the group
considers relevant for investors who want to understand the
earnings trend before investments in non-current assets.

EBITDA-MARGIN

EBITDA as a percentage of net sales during the period. The
EBITDA margin is used to show EBITDA as a percentage of net
sales.
EBITDA before items affecting comparability. EBITDA adjusted
for items affecting comparability is used to give a clearer picture
of the operating profit and to increase comparability over time.

EBITDA BEFORE INTEMS AFFECTING COMPARABILITY

ITEM AFFECTING COMPARABILITY

Items that rarely occur or are unusual in day-to-day business
operations, such as start-up costs, restructuring costs and
acquisition costs. Items affecting comparability are used to give
a clearer picture of the earnings trend and to increase comparability over time.

INTEREST-BEARING NET DEBT IN RELATION TO EBITDA BEFORE
ITEMS AFFECTING COMPARABILITY INCLUDING PRO FORMA
FIGURES

Interest-bearing net debt in relation to EBITDA before items
affecting comparability including pro forma figures. This is a
new bond condition test (from Q1 2021) that is only relevant for
new acquisitions, when the target company's EBITDA and liabilities are to be included. We follow the test internally monthly for
continuity.

OPERATING PROFIT (EBIT)

Operating profit (EBIT). Total revenue less total operating
expenses. EBIT is an APM the group considers relevant for investors who want to understand the earnings trend before interest
and tax.
This ratio is tested quarterly under the RCF terms and conditions in connection with financial reporting. Super Senior Net
Debt through Adjusted EBITDA may not exceed 2.00:1 at any
test time.
Operating profit as a percentage of net sales during the period.
The operating margin shows the proportion of net sales that
remain after operating expenses.

SUPER SENIOR LEVERAGE RATIO

OPERATING MARGIN

NET DEBT
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Interest-bearing liabilities plus contingent considerations,
delayed purchase price, less cash and cash equivalents.
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CALENDAER

Calendar
2022–05–19
2022–05–23
2022–08–20
2022–11–16
2023–02–23
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Interim Report January–March 2022
Annual General Meeting
Interim Report January–June 2022
Interim Report January–September 2022
Year-end Report 2022
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BELLMAN GROUP
Bellman Group is a civil engineering group that operates in rock blasting, excavation,
haulage and mass handling in Sweden, primarily in the Stockholm and Gothenburg
regions as well as south of Sweden. The Group consists of VSM, which carries out
excavation work using large machinery, Bellmans, a company active in haulage and
machine renting, Uppländska, which conducts rock blasting operations, Samgräv, which
is active in haulage, mass handling and operates its own landfills in the Gothenburg
region, SÅCAB, a haulage and machine brokerage company with a landfill in southern
Stockholm, Ivarssons, which does all types of groundwork and civil engineering in the
Gothenburg region and Norrvidinge that provides transport and machine services as
well as construction materials in south of Sweden.
In 2021, the net sales of the Group amounted to SEK 2.9 billion. Bellman Group, with
head offices in Solna, has approximately 600 employees and approximately 1,300 subcontractors. The parent company’s corporate bond is listed on Nasdaq Stockholm.
Bellman Group has a strong growth with a pronounced acquisition strategy.
bellmangroup.se

